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4 In the matter of: :

*
. ,

.

5 PUOET SOUND PO'IER & LIGIIT : Occket Nos. 50-522
COMPANY, et 21. : 50-523

6 :.

(Skagit Nuclear Power Project :

7 Units 1 and 2) :

:

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+

9 New Federal Building
Courtroom 3086

to 915 Second Avenue
Seatt.le, Washington

11

Tuesday, 31 July 1979

12
The hearing in the above-entitled matter was

13
reconvened, pursuant to adjournaent, at 9:00 a.m.

14
BEFORE:

15 '
VALENTINE B. DEALE, Esq., Chairman

16 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

GC TAVE A. LINENBERGER, Memberj7

DR. FRANR F. ECOPER, Mc=bor18
.

APPEARANCES:39

20 On behalf of the Applicants:
.

F. THECEORE TEOMSEN, Esq., DOUGLAS S. LITTLE, Esq.
21 ,

Perkins, Cole, Stone, Olsen & Williams, Seattle,
Washington; and MICHAEL BAUSER, Esq., Lowenstein99 ,

"
Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll, Washington, D.C.

and DOUGLAS P. BEIGHLE
23! On behalf of the Regulatory Staff:E

!

24{ RICIiARD L. BLACK, Esq., DANIEL T. SWANSON, Esq.,
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Impb2 APPEARA:;CES : (Continusd)

2 On behalf of the Skagitonian: Concern 2d ahcut
Nuclear Plants, Intervenors:

3

ROGER M. LEED, Esq., 411 Fourch Avenue, Seattle,
4 Washington
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S On behalf of Forclaws en Board and th- Coalitica for
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ERIC STACI!ON, Portland, Oragen
7
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ILDAVID PROCEEDINGS f
!

c1 CHAIFO!AN DEALE: Please come to order.
i.

3idavid 1 This morning the chairman learned frcu the NEC

offices in Washington, D. C. that the Appeal Board had made |,

|5 a decision on FOD-CSP's motion to require disqualification '

6.
of board chairman.

7 And the bottcm line of the Appeal Board's action

8 on the motion is that it is denied. I assume that all the

9 parties will receive copies of tb 'eal boa;:c's decision

10 in due course.

11 At the end of the last session yesturday, we

12 were proceeding with the -- with the exhibits, making suro

13 that the exhibits which have been an'd which are being
,

14 introduced have the right numbers.

15 There is certain material that we have not covered, .

!6 and Pz. Thomsen wishes to start the ball rolling so that wo

17 can handle this essential matter.

! 18 MR. THOMSEN: I think the only - the first

19 pending item, perhaps, ia Exhibit 200. I was to ask Fx. Leed
-;

20 whethter he had any objections to Exhibit 200. That's table A.

21 of January of this year.

22 That's the Puget forecast of loads and resources

( 23 of January 1979. It was! marked during the cross examination

i

24 of --,

MR. LEED: That's the same as --25 4

'
' ,.p

K*g Q ' '
sc -. s, s--, *O tm
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david 2 1 MR. THCMSEN: -- Mr.Carstens, that's based on --

2 MR. LEED: That's the same z.s Nest Group.

3 MR. THOMSEN: Same nunters as are incorporated

4 or reflected in West Group, Puget's nunters.
.

5 MR. LEED: This is table A of what document 7

6 MR. THOMSEN: It's table A cf a series A through-

7 H or I or J or K cr something like that, distributed to the

8 board and all parties in a letter of January 25, 1979.

9 We'd previcusly put in table E from that series,

10 and now this is table A. It was used in cross examining

11 Mr. Carstens yesterda'/.

12 MR. LEED: No objection.

13 MR. THOMSEN: Excuse me, that's my copy. I
F

14 think you've got one. You can borrow it as .a if you want to.

15 CHAIIUiAN DEALE: What is the exhibit nurber?

16 HR. THOMSEN: 200.

17 ' CHAI"J4AN DEALE: The document has been rectived

18 into evidence as Exhibit 200.
.

19 (The document previously markec

20 as Applicant's Exhibit 200, was.

received into evidence.)21

22 MR. THOMSEN: I had in that connection also

( 23 asked the assemblage whether they wanted tables B, C, D --

24 but at that point, some collecuy developei- and I don'tg
want to push it. I don't really care whether we have those25

P.

u$1|9,mW|i
_

'
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Idavid 3 1 additional tables.

h 2! CHAIR"Xi DEALE: All right.

3|
l
'

MR. THOMSEM: So then I think ue pass to Exhibits
h',

4f 203, 04, 205, 206, and 207: these are the documents relating
'

i

5 to the Wild and Scenic Rivera Act, and I believe they were

6 admitted sebject to a motion to disagree or something by-

7 Mr. Leed, I believe. But I'm not sure how they were left in

3 the record.

9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: I think it was left in the record

10 like this: that Mr. Gendler felt that he should pass or

11 object to the proposed exhibits on Wild and Scenic -- the Wild zad

12 Scenic law, but he wanted to gie Mr. Leed the chance to

U3 go over your proposed Exhibits.

14 MR. THOMSEN: So I wonder whether he's done that.

15 MR. LEED: We will not make any objection,

16 Mr. Chairman.

17 CHAIRMAN DEALE: We have already -- or had wo --

18 yes, we had already given Exhibit numbers to the Wild ard
.

19 Scenic Exnibits of the Applicant, and hearing no objections

/
20 thoso Exh4 its, Exhibits 203 through 207 are received into

-

evidence.?21

22 | (The documents previously r.arked

APPlicanta Exhibits 20J - 20723(

were received into evidence.)24

MR. THCMSEN: Then I would just like to verify --33

'

\. ).*

s

n
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david 4 I I believe that E:thibits 201 and 202, the tco i;estern Systems

khh 2 documents, were admitted last night subject to comething from

3| Mr. Leed when he had a chance to 1cch at them, I think .
!

4 CHAIRMAM DEALE: These were the exhibits that t
. I

5 last night were admitted. In other words, I think it was

6 contingent on any second look-see..

7 It was on the basis that Mr. Gendler accepted the

8 word that taese exhibits had been stipulated inasmuch as --'

9 inasmuch as they included exhibits which had already been

10 introduced.

11 MR. TECMSEN: I think that concludes our business

12 on exhibits, as far as I knew.

13 CHAIRMAN DEALE: As T understand it, we had on

14 our agenda testimony schetuled today by Mr. Darland, and

15 we'd lika to raise the question of are we in the right -- are

16 we dealing with the right subject here?

17 We have Mr. Derls id's testimeny that is outstanding.

18 It relates to evacuation planning, and we thought that that
.

19 sificct of cvacuation Itinning and emergency planning was to be

20 put off until the August session..

21 If this is a wrong impressir,n, why I'd certainly

22 welcome hearing -- but as I -- it's ott understanding that the

23 matter was to be put off until then.

24 MR. THOMSEN: YOu are correct. That subject

25 in general was deferred, but we thought if thero was time

.
b,JJ
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david 5 1 q and the intervenor wanted to offer Darland's testimony, it
i. i

2 seemed to us there wonld betime and he could. l
i

3 ||| And ue had no cbjection to it, but I don't see
!

4 f him in the reca anyway.
I:

G[ CHAIR'GN DEALE: It was !ir. Darland's testimony

!
6 on alternative sites. i-

i
7; MR. THOMSEN: No, that's been given. It was

8 evacuation planning, admittedly an August subject. But 7.

9 thought the intervenor wanted to do it this sessien, anti we
i

10 | had no objection to that.

11 CHAIRMMI DEALE: I cec. Fine.

12 , Mr. Leed, what i' your --

13 MR. LEED: The mattar relating to witness Darland

14 is the supplemental testimony concerning alternative site

15 selection criteria that we distributed that's dated July

16 26, 1979, and which we never had the opportunity to offer.

17 And we would like to have that trctimony put in the record,

la and we'll sucmon witness Darland to put it in the record
.

19 if the board will receive it.

20 MR. LINENDERGER: What about the evacuation-

21 Planning testimony of Mr. Darland?

22 MR. LEED: It is my understanding we were supposed

i 23 to defer that.

y CHAIPl!AN DEALE: Oh, I see. So you're directing

25 your c u ent about Mr, Darland's testimony, which had not

^

l ',u a; '!,
s

a
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1

slavid6 yet been offered into the record --

| 2
~

MR. BLACK: Mr. Chairman --
3

CHAIRMAN DEALE: -- concerning alternative site
4

' selectio. criteria, and -- go aheed, Mr. Black.
5

MR. BLACK: I am totally confused now and a little
6 |-

bit disturbed because the supplemental tentimeny of Michael
7

Darland, dealing with alternative site selection criteria,
8

has basically been brought into the record over my objcetion
9

on supplemental direct examination.
10

I asked Mr. Leed to put in the supplemental
11

testinony at hat time, and it seemed lika -- well, it
12

seemed like most of the information concerning the " fatal

13
flaw approach," whatever it was -- I think that's the name

14
of it -- it was discussed at longth.

1n
So now I find it a little bit confusing and

16
disturbing to find out we're going to come over to the subject

17
matter once again.

18
I see really no nee; for it, and I'm -- I really.

19
thought that Mr. Darland was going to be brought back for the

. 20
evacuation planning testinony.

21
So I am totally confused now.

22
MR. THOMSEN: And certainly it isn't my

23
recollecticn that there was any lack of opportunity to

24
introduce this. He was invited to introduce it. He didn't.

25
He chose not to the other day when Mr. Darland was here on

' ! , ,
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david 7
I

j, nhernativa sites. :
, ,

f

^ [;
'

,,

Instead he coversd it in the questioning. So it's ,
i :

, ;

f[,mucht0cle.tafarthatone, it seen.s to ma."

., ! I
' '

.
{Ecard conferring.)

f

0 '
CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right, the board rules that

I

6|l the testimony will be rejected as being untimely submitted.-

I

7h MR. LEED: Okay,. Can we --
i

0 CHAIRFNi DEALE: Mr. Leed, do you care to offer

9 this as ,rrcof in this?

10 MR. T.EED : Yes, I guess we should make this

11 Exhibit 203. Is that the next number?

12 I CHAIRMAN DFJJ.E: Is that the next number?
!

13 I na. THonsEn: ?cs.

14 CHAIPMui DEALE: The board recalls much of this

15 testimony was used in Mr. Darland's examination of the

16 applicant - staf f's witness.

17 Exhibit 208 will be the supplemental testimony cf

16 Michael Darland concerning alternative site salection
.

19 criteria dated July 26, 1979, and was received by the

- 20 board on July 26, 1979.

21 The exhibit is an offer of proof.

I
22 ! (The above-mentioned docu:nent was

|
23| marked Intervencr SCANP's Exhibit 20E

;

24 i for identification.)
!
l .

25 CHAIPymi DEALE: Ecw, the next item that we have on

it
n - 7 ,

-
j oi-
i'

it i
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david 8 1 the agenda is an item that we wanted to make sure was emply
(

2 covered, and that is the planning for the nont hearing session

3 to begin the la.st Monday cf August in this building and in

4 this reen at 9:00 o' clock.
.

5' The board order to that effect will be issued

6 next week..

7 Now, the purpose of that hcaring session will be

8 hopefully to cover testimony on all subjects, other than the

9 subject of geology and seismology.

10 To make n orderly proceeding, we'd like to identify

11 what will -- what testimony will be ccming up at that hearing

12 session. This will of course identify the subject matters

13 which the testimony will be related to.

end 1 14

mm fis. 15

16

17

18
.

19

- 20

21

22

23

h

25

!..
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T2 mm1 1 I think there is a point of departure. Wa refer
MELTZER

i

2 j, yce to the Eoardi z order idencifying the subject entters {i

2 -
,

for this hearing session.

!
*'

I believe the ordar is dated June 5.'

.

5| MR. THCMSEN: June 5?
I

6 CHAIRMAN DEALE: June 29, sorry..

,

7 We can go to page 2 under the general heading
d

6Y of environmental matters.

9 Onere is nothing further on A, that has to do

10 with environmental impact statements; nouhing further on B.

11 Ncw let's see, is there anything on C. There is nothing

12 further on C-1, C-2. C-3, we have the reference that SCANP

13 , may file a motion to recpan aquatic impacts.
t
,

14 To date the beard has not received that motion.

15 The motion is still under consideration by SCANP?

!6 MR. LEED: 'les, Mr. Chairman.

i

17 We do not have the evidence in hand, but we

18 anticipate it will be available from studies being conducted.
.

19 I don't know, frankly when -- I can't say for certain we will

_ 20 have ever, and if we do hava, I can't say when. So that is

21 all I can say.

22 CHAIRMAN DEALE: So we will just let the matter rest

23 there.

24 MR. LEED: If and when we get it, we will maha

25 the appropriate motion no matter what stage the proceedings

. |
'

1
: : i

'
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MM92 1 ara at. Maybe the operating licenso will have been granted,

2 but we will make it when ::e have it.

3 CEAIRMAhDEALE: Let's Jee. My co2langue here

a reminds ma that under Item B, impact of construction, we
.

5 havo not gone over the testimony on that subject as yet;

6 reactor pressure vessel delivery..

7 DR. HOOPER: Mr. Black, weren't you going to try

3 to get -- the material frca your witness on this has been

'

g stipulated into the record, I think. 1 L11nk that 13 the

10 status of it right now, it has been stipulated into the

33 record and that's all that is required since it was a

12 B ard-directed inquiry.
.

MR. BLACK: That's correct. We don't plan to33

do anything further on that subject matter.14

N: e er es App icant..
15

* 8"**16

MR. THOMSEN: We consider the matter closed.g

CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right.
18

.

New we go down to this Imp'ct of Operations ofgg

Ranney Collector System.20

If we do not finish that subject today tnatg

certainly will be carried over. But I suspect -- Mr. Themsen,

'

what is your disposition with respect to your witnesses?

He have several witnesses that are identifica frem

the Applicant, and I guesa a query is, where does the

I j
,

-

('

~J () b '$
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mm3 ; Ranney Collector syst s witness fit in?

2 MR. ZICM5mi: IIe ic here and Je are ready to ge

1

3 at any mcment with him; Mr. Mi::als, and it ' rill be just !

4 Mr. Mikels. I mentioned Mr. Andcrscn hafore, but we have
.

5 scratched him.

6 In other words, we are preacnting only Mr. Mikels
.

7 as a rebuttal witness, and that wculd cloce that subject.

8 I am troubled by thic RPV and I wouldn't want to

leavs the suggestion in the rer:ord that that is still openg

and fair game for the Intervanors. That is closed.to

Remember, the Intervencrs had an opportunity, they3g

filed testimony and it was rejected. And it should be very
12

clear that that is not an open subject for the August hearingt .,o

or any other hearing.g

ero e e ng u. says.
15

prefiled testimony responding to Staff by July 10. And we
16

understand that the Staff had made their presentation and

you had made yours.
,84

.

We unde stand that SCANP had presented testimony

and it had been rejected, and that SCANP had made an oCfer

of proof.

This is correct. That is the status of that.
22

Again, we were not seeking further testimony. We

were just trying to identify where we stood on the matter.

All right.
25

-
. 1

-

| >
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mm4 ! Nou the next one is impacts of operation.

2 This has tc do with the radiological relca:Jac. Mcw here we

.

3' have the notation of no evidenco contemplatcd. I assume

4 that means no further evidence contemplatad. -

'

5 However, SCMIP may file a motion ro: the Class IX

. 6 nccident, and I think that that motion had been filed, had

7 been ruled upon.

8 Then we have the impacts of operation, items 6, C-6

9 socioeconcmic and others, and other impacts. This subject is

10 transferred to H.

If Then we have D, is effect of postulated accidents.

12 No evidence contemplated. Subject relatos to SCANP's position

13 on Class IX accidents.

14 Now here is one which wo certainly have been spending

15 our time on during this hearing session. TThis is alternative

16 sites. And at this time, as we understand it, we have

17 heard tho. evidence. Again certain tastimony by SCANP has

18 been' rejected and an offer of proof has been made with
,

19 regard to that testimony.

. 20 MR.THOMSEN: Mr. Chairman, on that one we dc havo

21 Mr. Knight to rebut this afternoon on al*ernative sites.

22 CHAIPl!AN DEALE: All right. David Knight 'and

23 Mr.Mikels on Ranney.

3 MR. THOMSEN: Yes. Those are our only two

witnesses t day, Mikels and Knight.25

t I
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mm5 1 CHAIFJCJI DEALE: Now, en alternaci'73 enegy

2 sources, we havo had testi::ony on taat.

!

3 The n'acd fr pcwcr, SCI 1:P suill has a nction '

4 pending before the ricard.
.

5 The ccst-benefit analysis. Where do we stand

. 6 on that?

7 MR.THO!iSEN: I'm a little puzzled. Are we trying

8 to identify August subjects here? |

9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes. fhe thought hera in to

10 identify the August subjects, and also to identify the

11 subjects which we have in mind wo would be requesting proposed

12 findings en. And '4e are just running through, as I say, the

laundry list of subjects,g

MR. THCMSEN: Right.g

Well, you missed one there, because on alternativejg

16
energy sources, it is my understanding the Staff is cccing

with Dr. Gotchy in the August session.g

CHAIRMAN DEALE: Right. This is correct. This9g
.

is exactly what wo had in mind, Mr. Gotchy for August.gg

MR. bTACHON: In that regara, Mr. Chairman, I am
- 20

w nd ring if Dr. Gotchy will be addressing the radon issue
21

in August. We are still waiting determination with regards3

to the Perkins record.g

CHAIRMAN C' ALE: Yoc. Mr. Black, could you respond.
.

MR. BLACK: I tnink the last information I had

. i
'

a
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mm6 1 from the Staff is that no were going to attempt to

2 address the radon issue. 'M are nec going to wait

3 around for the appeal heard decision in the Starling docket,

4 nor are uc going to vait for an in3 rim rule by the
.

5 Commission.

. 6 We are going to try to address all concerns in

7 this proceecing either in the August session, or 1f we
,

a can't make it perhaps the Octcher or later cession. But that

g subject matter will have to be addressed by testimoni.

10 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, frca cur standpoint, if

11 the Staff is going to unke an independent presentation on the

12 LaCnc issue, we would really request thar. it be done in the

13 August session.

ja Is this within, let us say, your powers to get

15 your witnesses lined up and so forth? Having this in the

16 geological-seismological session, I think, would extend

that session too much.17

MR. BLACK: We arc going to try to do it in;g
.

August.
39

20 The problem was I think we just sat back too.

21 1 ng thinking that these other proceedings and the

Commission would take care of the raden for us in the22

" *# **
23

Well, as you know, SCANP has filed certaing

"" " # Y * ## "#25

\, \ '
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mm7 i thace radon conc 3rns.

h 2 We ha're given ec.me thought to requesting !
[

;

i
3 discovery of SC;e P and trying to find out m etly w_:at their

4 concerns were. But tina cceme to have eludcd un now.cnd we.

.

5 are trying to get scue nestimtny up to address what we

- 6 presume to be the concerne. And hopefully, that will all be

7 done by August. But it is going to be very, very tight for

8 us because the problem is that certain of the witnesses who

9 had addrassed these issues before have new left the Staff.

10 So it is a problem of getting people to replace them.
.

11 ~2at is the main problem. But we are going to try

12 to do it in August, if we possibly can.

13 CHAIFl4AN DEALE: Resolution of the problem by the

14 Appeal Board or the Commission looks too speculative.

15 MR. BLACK: It looks too speculative at this

16 point. In the timeframe that we are considering for the

17 Skagit proceeding, it is very speculative whether a final

18 decision will be rendered by that time.
.

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right.

- 20 So Mr. Gotchy in any event will be in August.

And, in response to Mr. Stachon, I think you have-

21

heard the response of the staff.22

MR. STACHON: Yes.23'

CHAIFl4AN DEALE: And this is radon. We arey

g ing t schedule for August, and ws recognise that we may
25

, <
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tra8 1
,

have other prob 1cas. {
! !

2, MR; EIaCH: Mr. Chaircan, or.e more racpouse i
L,

f

a !' regeding tha raden is.rc.e is, I think we have all kind of :
I

4 let this area slip by us because as you recall, the Staff
.

5 filed a motion -- wall, ycu may not rse!.1 because you were

6 not t"rking en the case at that time -- but va filed a.

|

7 motion to incorporate cne 2erkinc record into thic record

3 by reference.
I

e The Staff fac10 that the Perkins record in the

to to:;timony and the evidence elicited in that proceeding is

1; sufficiant to address the raden concarn, and we still feel

12 that today. We fool that the Perkins record is adequate.

13 However, SCAMP filed response to that motion

14 indicating that they had some concerna with adoption of the

15 Perkins record in this proceeding, ar.d that motion has never

16 been ruled on by the Board. So that is why we were kind of

g left hanging for a long time, because the Board never really

18 took a position whether the Perkins record was adequato
.

or not.jg

20 And I guess that we would only indicate that we.

feel that the Perkins record is still adequate, but21

we still -- in other proceedings we have reccgniced that3

the Intervenors -- say for instance in Sterling, whero theyg

brought up the concerns that were largely adopted by SCANP,g

we did reccgnice that the intervencra in these preceedings
5

'
..

.I
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mm9 1 did have some pointa that perhapa were act raised and

2 that they shculd be raised. And the Staff has done that

3 by way of evidence. But those legal battlsa are still goi".g

4 on before the Appeal Beard as to the suficiency of that

5 record.

6 CHAIR. MAN DEALE: How long, Mr. Black, have they.

7 been going on before the Appeal Board, just to orient ma?

8 MR. BLACK: I would say since -- it's been about

9 a year, I believe. Almost a year. Maybe since early winter,

10 '79.

11 MR. LINENBERGER: It is longer than that, Mr. Black,

12 because I have certain recall here that bring it back,- the

13 beginnings of it to the fall of '78.

14 No, earlier than the fall of '78.

15 MR. BLACX: I could be missing a year here. It

16 could be that it is almost --

17 MR. LINENBERGER: It has been more like a year

18 and a half, the fall of '77, by golly, because going back
.

gg to the Jordan memorandum to the Commission relative to an

- 20 error in Table S-3, and that started this whole thing.

23 But with respset to your ccx:lents about the two

22 m tions before this Board, they were in no way overlooked

23 r the result of any footdragging. It was the Appeal Board

g proclamation on how such cases should be Landled, and Skagit

was included, thatreally caused a satting aside of thosaj.,

,>:
\>' ou

14
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=m10 i meticas. They cartainly tiers not ignored by thic board.

2 MR. BIACK: I think that is ccrrect, th2t we .

I i
!

3 ha'Io all bacn kind of luU.ad by the Appeal Bccrd 's c.ction I
,

4 regarding this issue.
.

5 1 think wa all c::pected that thoco problems would

. 6 be taken care of by tha.3 time, but they have not, and so we

7 are going to have to figure cut how to resolve those.

8 CHAIR E I DEAI2: Iour point though is that there

3 is a motion bc. fore this Board on the radon issu.'' !

10 MR. BIACK: That's correct.

11 CHAIRMAN DEALE: And the matter, Act ur say, has

12 been treated in a relaxed manner in light of expectations

13 from either the Appeal Board or the Cor.uission. And in

14 light of -

15 MR. LINENBERGER: It was instructions from the

16 Appeal Board, actually.

17 CHAIRMAN EALE: Instructions frcm the Appeal

Board.3g
4

MR. LINENBEEGER: Which instructions, incidentally,19

20 ww are going to have to take a look at in the context of

21 your proposals, to not wait for that dispedtion by the

22 Appeal Board.

MR. BLACK: Right.23

In the same vein too, it is my understanding that-

3

anted 6 raiso some concens M wee outsMe de
25 |

I

.
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1 concerns raised by the 3terling intervances as well. And

h 2 also that they had indicatsd at that nine that they wera

3 going to come fcnard with witnesses to Scal w_d there

4 concerns.

5 So I guess that I juct wouldn't want thou to be

6 lulled, too.. If they think they are going to put on a

7 direct cacc insofar as the radon issues are concerned, they

8 should start wor; ting on that. .i==cdiately.

O CHAIFJG3 DEALE: Your disposition though is to

10 recommend that we addraus ourselves to your pending motions

1] about the radon issue?

12 MR.BLAC7.: I think that is probably the first

h 13 order of business, at least insofar as the Staff is

14 con 00rned. We are going to be going forward and wa have

15 been going forward t' litigate these concerns in these

16 proceedings. And it is going to be rougn to try to got it

17 in the timeframe that we are thinking about here, but

la hopefully we can do it.
,

gg MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Black, one little problem

20 that has ceae up. ALAS : crt of took the heat off, but

21 the Perkins record that was transmitted to this Board was

defective. It was a reprinting of the trascript, and22

23 much of tlk2t record is missing every e.cner page.

3 So would you please, as a roquest frca this Bcard,
'

make a noce to get for this Board a full copycf the Perkinag

i > ;
,, . .

m
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mal 2 i record, because ours is fatally flawed,', tith only avory

2; other page.
,

1

3 CEAIPPAN DEEE: Mr. Lced, ..oule. you want to make

4 any corments on the subject of radon?
.

5 MR. LEED: Hell, I am not entirely clear what

_ 6 ene Staff is proposing, out I do have in mind the fcfact

7 that this August hearing session is three weeks from

8 new, So I would appreciate having the matter clarified as

9 oon as possible.

10 CHAIEIAN DEALE: Well, I take it that your

11 ccmmunications with Mr. Leed are adequate for the purpose

12 of keeping Mr. Leed informef. about developments.

13 We will, too.

14 Uur inclination, and I must say I ara not

15 familiar with this pending motion which you have put

16 before the Board which has been, let us say, set aside for

37 the time being. We will look that over, and depending how

18 we come out of it, why we will get out some sort of an
,

gg announcement or order as the case might be.

. 20

21

22

23

24

25

p l :i- 7
v
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#3 MADELON i
f MR. BLACK: Another thing that ne have thoughc

'

's mimie !
mpbl 2 h cf, and this is cnly bacause we dcn ' t incu really right new I

, , '

3I the e:: ten: and the detail of SC7.M?'o cercern r2;ardi.g the
I

ii
"i radon issue. But one thing we have thcught of is tc make

!

5 Dr. Ge tchy available while hare i s here discussing coal-nuclear ,

~

G which does also get into radon iccucc, that we would make him

7; available for examination by SCANP concerning their issues
|

8{ regarding radon.
I

9 And Dr. Gotcny is more than qualified and more

10 than willing to make himself available for that type or
i

11 f examination.

I
12 j I think that that might suffice, but there again

13 I'n just not certain. It would depend on -- I'm not certain

I4 of the extent and the detail of SCANP' ' concern regarding the

15 radon issue.

16 If their concerns are somewhat of the generic

17 concerns that have cropped up before, then I think that
i

18 Dr. Gotchy con handle it. However if there are new concerns
.

19 that have not been seen by the Staff, we obvicualy would like

20 to se.e those concerns to be able to address them.-

21 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Truely, Mr. Black, is this not

22 the kind of question which ought to be able to be answered by

23 scoe conversation between you and Mr. Leed as to the extent

gg | of SCANP's interest in the subject?

|

25[ MR. THOMSEU: Mr. Chairman, just sitting here

l

.
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I
I

mpb2 I listening to this, I'm cencorned about the s rt of nebulous i

@ !
21 floaning definition of "concarna", fcr one thing. Based On

!!

: h enterience, I'm a little pessimistic 2Pcut the concerns getting
li
:i'

* ;. timely and adequately identified unless we establish a little.

i.

5[ more rigorous schedule and procedure than conversations,
i

~ 6! But I really shouldn't be injecting myself into

7j Mr. Black's thing here. I mean, for example, maybe Mr. Leed
,

i

3{ can specify the concerns right here and now cn the record, and
t

i

9- that's done With. And if that's not true, maybe he could

19 send us a piece of paper by Monday next or scmething, and do

11 that.

12 I don't know what Mr. Black would desire on this.

!3 But I hate to see this go undefined for very much longer, if

14 the cefinition is needed. I'm a little rusty on the pending

15 motions and the appeal board instructions and all that myself.

Is So I can't get into that discussion.

g| CHAIRMAN DEU2: Mr. Lead, it seems that it might
i

;g be helpful to get che matter resolved if you could set down
,

19 in a letter to the Board or to the parties, hcwever,

g what is SCANP's concern about this radon issue.-

21 Does that seem to be a fair approa:h from your

22 standpoint?

(_- 23 MR. LEED: We'll be glad to do that, Mr.

2J Chairman.

..o ! CHAIRMAN DEALE: That wculd 'e nelpful. I would,- c
1

~ i
* h_ _ J

f
L
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Impb3 hope so.
,

- |q4 And in terms of, again, if ycu like -- I'm a

'l3 hcusekeeper up hero mere than anything -- could ycu get cut a
1,

4 letter, say, next weeh?-

I

5 M P. . LEED: Yes.

.

6 CHAIRLIAN DEALE: Fine.

7 MR. STACHON: Mr. Chairman?

8 CHAIPJ4AN DEALE: Yes, Mr. Stachon.

9 MR. STACHCN: Since I brcught the whole thing up,

10 I think maybe I have a couple of things to point cut,

it One is a little foo; note:

12 Ee also filed a response to tho Staff's motion,

13 and we also have certcin concerns. And I guess the best way

14 to handle that is for us to also send a letter.

15 CHAIPJGN DEALE: Well, that would be very good.

16 I appreciate your bringing it up.

17 And, believe me, the fact that you weren't

ta called upon dees not indicate, you know, any lack of interest.,

19 But that would be excellent, because the idea is to meet the

'

20 issues and get whatever evidence is on the subject, and enable

21 us to make an intelligent resolution.

22 Admittedly no have been, let us say, all of us,

23 have been disappointed that the natter had not been resolved

24 , by somebody else. But it hasn't, and so now we'ra faced with

15 the problem of trying to resolve the matter.
- i :' .

'u t - '
>
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I

I ,
,

mob 4 1 All richt. I think that should at least be -- I.t
l

'

;
u !

2 that is a step in the right cirecticn. !
t

I

1 All right. Now on cna nsed for power. }
:| '

, 4 We are awarc that cher0 i3 this DOtion pending.

5 ;I|
-

And we will address ourselves to that motion.
i

'

6 On cost-benefit analycis, have we heard from the
i

y| .partiet on this subject? We have a p cfiling and we've heard
i

Gj some testimony, I believe, on cost-benefit analysis. But I
I

9' welcome hearing from the parties on this subject.

10[ MR. THOMSEN: We have nothing further to offer,

!

11 ; Mr. Chairman.

12 CH21MUW DEALE: Mr. Stachon, Mr. Leed, on this

03 5t'hj ect?

14 jj We understood that there isn't anything

15 further to offer, but I just, you know, would like to verify

16 it.

17 Now on this Federal Water Pollution Control Act,

33 we have anticipated no evidence. But SCANP has a possible
,

19 motion on aquatic effects. I believe this is a subject

20 that we have refer. red to previously, and it's a subject which

21 Mr. Leed had previcusly made a ccmment or two on.

22 Is this still applicable?

MR. LEED: Yes.
t 43

_

||h The Board should be aware of the fact tha t the2?

25 legality of this permit is being centested in court.

!

r,3a
s.j '#

i- -
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impb5 CHAIR'Ud! DEALE : I sae.

2i MR. LEED: And there might or might noc be aI,
li

3f ruling on that subject. Ar.d it might or might not invalidate

4
, the pcInit.

5 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Purely by way of orientation,,

' 6' could you give us any details on the --

7 MR. LEED: It all depends on when Mr. Themsen

8 is going to get his brief in.

9 MR. THOMSEN: September 14th, as we agreed.

10 CHAIFSU21 DEALE: I see.

11 MR. TUOMSEN: It's pending argument before the

12 State Supreme Ccurt now and probably won' t be resolved until

|hh 13 next spring.

ta Would that be your guess on the schedule, Roger,

15 scmething like that7

16 CHAIRMAN DEALE: At any rate the matter is before

17 another court, and this is semothing that we don't do anything

18 about.
.

19 Well, thanx you for the information, Mr. Leed.

'

20 We were not aware of tha*. fact.

21 The next item is the Wild and Scenic Rivers

E2 Act, we have no evidence there, and we don't anticipate any

23 further evidence.

g4 Now we go down to geography and demography.

25 And the general subject matter has been approached with some

b

_ pit
\] u '
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it
li

mpb6 !i of the testimony that we hava heard. We don't anticipato any

.If
other testimony on that subject. 1'd

3'. Now we come to en item that has been a schject
3

i

- 4 [j of controversy, and hopefully the mattar has been resolv?d.
4

5 This haa to do Giih the nearby industrial milirary and

d 1, transportation matters. And we have the note here that this

! :

7 jj issue regarding evidence en military aviation left for SCANP i

:

3 and NRC Staff to resclve.

9' Is that a fair statement?

10 MR. BLACK: Yes. We indicated on the record

1; that we would, if we could, supply additionaliinformation

12 regarding the activities at Whidbey Island Naval Air Station.

13 C11 AIRMAN DEALE: Right.

14 Then we have the premier issue -- it would

is appear anyway -- and that is the issue of geology and seismology.

16 And presently we 're awaiting the Staff to develop its testi-

17 many on the subject. And we understand that the Staff is

to looking to the United States Geological Survey for guidance,

19 assistance, what have you.

20 Mr. Black, could you give us any orientation

21 as to when some progress in this area might be expected?

22 MR. BLACK: Yes.

23| I think I indicated to you and to the parties
!

y' as well that the United States Geological Survey has ccmmitted

25 the NRC Staff to get what they call a geology surveyt

h J ''j
,

;
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Impb7 letter into the Staff regarding the Skagit site by September 1.

2 ! The Staff still has to review that letter, but
i

I
3I we are on an e::pedited review schedule with that latter. And

a
, we would hope that the Staff'c pocition would ccme forth

3 within a couple of wecks after that letter.

6 We of course are working *ith the Survey

7 continually throughout this period and hopefully any difference s

3 of opinion between the Geological Survey and the NRC Staff

9 will be identified early, and we will be able to address them

10 or resolve them.

11 In any event, we are still hopeful that we can

12 get into hearing by let's say the second week in October

13 regarding these issues, and I'm hoping that we can set aside

14 at least two weeks for geology and seismology beginning on or

15 around the second week in October.

16 CHAIRMAN DEALE: In connection With the Board's

17 interest in the cubject, Mr. Linenberger has some words to

13 identify interests which the Board has in the subject.
,

19 This does not mean that we're trying to spell
-

20 out all of the interests that you should cover, but we would

21 like to make sure that m cast these points are taken care

22 of in your testimony.

23 MR. LINENBERGER: Let me just read to you ~.

24 distillation of the Board's thoughts here, and I think Dr.

25 Hooper may have scme amplification of these in two areas.

bJ'~i

.
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I

mpb8 !b First, the Board is aware that thern seems to

2 |
-) be currently at leact twc metheda for deriving horicental g {

'l
3 ; values frcm Richter magnitudas. choca hava bacn referred to
O

, 4 h in previous testimony cc correlations of Schnable and Seed
i

5 and also of Trifunac and Brady.

6, The Board requests the Staff to advise us what
I

7 the Staff considers to be the pros and cens of each of these

3 so called correlations, and the basis for the Staff's choice

9 and rejection of each of these methods.

10 ' We request tha Staff to include in those comment:
i,

11 site specific considerations as to why one method of arriving

12 at g values is preferable to the other for the Skagit site.g

I
!13 In the second arca, we touch on scmething chat

14 has been touched on before. I would summarice it this way:

13 The Board requests the Staff summarice the

16 cxtent and depth, summarize the extent and depth of the

37 Staff's construction permit review of the Applicant's proposed
1

ja g aseismic facility design in the context of the safe shutdown,

13 earthquake g value accepted for the proposed site by tne

20 Staff, including the basis for belief by the Staff that

21 there is any conservatism in the Applicant's proposed design.

22 That's it.

23 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Dr. Hooper?

4 |i DR. ECOPER: Nell, I think Mr. Linenberger has0

t
'

40,I st'mmariced most of my concerns. But I think there is one

i

| . , ' ' .

, c. ] . ''"
,

, ,
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mpb9 1 point that I would like to add, and that is that at least this.
i

2| Board member feels that the acard should err en the side of
I

sarety in e ting the cite suitability icaua. Ar.d cast in thiso

4 regard it's very important to get semd sort of a confidence

5 bound for both of theco two areas, neaning that there are

6 some very serious questions remaining, not only as to the

7 magnitude of the safe shutdcun earthquake, but its implica-

8 tions regarding design criteria at the site and the costs of

9 these designs.

i

10 Now that's what I think in both of those areas

11 we need to have scme feel for, of confidence or error bound

12 so that we can be sure we are making a decision that's clearly
:

||) 13 outside thi.s, or the safe side of this arror bound. And..

ja I would say in the event that there are sericus doubts that

15 remain regarding these points, they can only be resolved by

16 highly qualified witnesses with a good deal of credibility,

17 and which we hope we will find in the future hearing.

18 Now this Ecard member at least feels that if
.

19 matters of substantial uncertainties still exist at the

20 conclusion of the witnesses the Staff and the Applicant are

21 going to present that the Board should seek its own witnesset

22 provided they do not come forth among the parties. And I

23 thir' that sort of summarizes my feeling about it, that we

24 want to be certain that there is a strong case of evidence
!

I

25 i one way or the other, and that if uncertainties still exist
I
!
I i s .

[ - U
_
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mpbl0 | we would like to have -- maybe it might be necassary to call I1

i !
2' our cun witnesses to resolve it.

n i

3 i! CHAI~UWI DJ.ALn- M'u in pursuit of this
'

F
l

4P s ubj ec'c , I'm sure that the Applicant is awara that it has the

S burden of proof, and whereas we might want to pursue the

6 matter further by calling, let us say, other witnesces of its

7 own, our interest is to reach some kind of certainty presumabli

8 ene way or the other. But if after an honest effort that

9 certainty isn't reached, I guess as a lawyer I have to say

10 there coses a time when the litigation ought tc end. And

11 this would be s footnote to what my colleagues are saying,

12 ' Well, then, the board must seek its cwn witnesses.

13 I say there comes a time when tha matter should

14 he at end. And this lends emphasis to our interest in getting

15 adequate data to warrant some kind of a definite conclusion

16 by the Board.

17 Now I must say in this regard about the whole

13 subject of geology and seismology, the Applicant obvicusly
,

19 is heavily involved in this and when we develop the schedule

20 for geology and seis= ology we wou3d assume the Applicant will

21 have witnesses too.

david flwa 2f

23

24 |
1

ts I
!

-s..

'o
-
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1 MR. THOM5EN: Wall, certainly.

2(gfid I
2: CHAIREi DEALE: Yes, I maan -- cnd Cisc, Na would

i

david 1 ;

3| assume that the innarvencr OC;-li? also wou.'.d have acs aitnesses.

take 4 1

4 tir. Lecd, I assume that's -- you knew -- your intention to
f1s mpb

5 have witnessas on -- whenwe come to this n aa of geology and

.

3 seismology.

7 I Or perhaps you may wish to make out your case

8 through cross examination.

9 M2. LEED: Wc have witnesses.

10 CHAIRMAN DEALD: Unt is it, please?

11 MR. LEED: We have witncases., Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIBMAN DEALE: Yes.

13 And the timing of this would be, let un say,

|4 if you get the information that you're looking forward to

15 from the United States Geological Survey by tha 1st of

16 September, you'd be able to have, saye testimony and your

17 position pretty well identified for, say, prefiling purposes

- 18 by maybe the middle or end of September; is this correct,

19 Mr. Black?

20 MR. BLACK: I'm hoping that would be the b

21 case, yes; I think late Septamher, 1st of October, definitely

would have to be some kind of outside deadline on that.22

CHAIRMAN DEALE: But to be -- I'm thinking, you23

know, of the need for having testimony prefiled within 1524

25 days, and I think that is a -- well, the time shouldn't

!
,

y p

i -
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davidi 1| be any shorter than that betucen the time of the hearing and j

2|l| the time that the parties raccive ycur tcctimony, so thatl

|:t|

3 if, scy, 15 days from that, that xculd be a minimum time. ;

f
I i
I

.
4i We're into -- ch -- October 15th, the latter pcrt of !

,

i

5| Ocotober.
i

~

6| MR. BLACK: It could bei.

I

7 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes. All right. |
|

8 Let's see now, and then the -- Mr. -- there's --
!

9 there is this questien I'm reminded of. |
t
.

10 Mr. Leed, would you be able to meet that kind of-

f

', 11 a schedule? !
,

|

MR. LEED: I don't quite understand what'
12 ,

schedule.13 ,
t

14 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Oh, well, I'm talking about

I the order of magnitude of time; that is, Mr. Black gets
15

his testimony -- his letter from the P-ited States Geological'
16 ,

Survey September 1, and the staff pursues that study frcm the --17

cn the basis of the staff report and is able to got its', 33
.

i testimony on the subject, ch, say, by the middle of39

I~ September or toward the end of September.20

That would be, say, prefiled, and the prafiling'

21

i must be within 15 days of the scheduled hearing.
22

And that would be - bring the scheduled hearing --g

and these are the extremeIositione -- on, September --y
.

October, maybe the middle of Octcher.
25

/.

\) J ''
e

,

' '
-
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david 3 j|
MR. LEED: Hew wculd we have the opportunity to

2|
| prefile any tactimony on that subjact?

3
CHAIm'.UI DEALE: IIou would you hcVe what?

- 4| MR. LE2D: I said, how would we have the opportunity

5
to prefile any testimony on a subject such as that?

.

6
CHAIM'AN DE.MJ : Well, this is what we're --

7 your -- your consideration would be to -- you would -- your
B testimony would be, say, a rebuttal, if you will, .of the

9 staff's testimony.

10 I was inquiring whether there vould be, oh, say,

II affirmative testimony wf your own on this subjet.t or

12 whether basically you would be examining and trying to point

13 out the in validities of the staff testimony and also

I# of course of the applicant's testimony.

15 The question that I have is really, have you --

16 do you anticipate any affirmative testimorg brand new

17 testimony independent of these -- of whatever testimeny the

- I8 staff or the applicant might come up with?

19 MR. LEED: The answar to that is, yes, we do,

20 but I -- you asked me whether I could live with this schedule, and

21 I simply pointed out that it doesn't give us the opportunity

22 to prefile any testimony at all, rebuttal or otherwise.

23 CHAIPMAN DEALE: The -- well, I'm addressing myself

h 24 to whether or not you have some independnt testimeny which

25 you would be able to, say, prefile within those -- vithin

- -

ia i- a
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david 4 I ,, that gancral tiro frame.
e'

'! Now, this has nothing to do with your opportunity
2

t
'

.

3r to,say, croca e::nmine all the witnesses which these people
i
f

4! have forthcoming to ct.7 port their tectimony, which presumably-

ould have been profiled, say, arc,und the first of October.5 w

.

6 In the case of applicants, the applicant's testimony

7 has been profiled, I think, since June or May.
I

8 2m. TEOMSUN: The bulk of it was in May; we'd
.

,

s be adding some, I expect.

10 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.'

i

11 MR. LEED: The report is all I've seen. I haven't

:

i 12 seen any testimony.
i

!
13 MR. LITTLE: Section one of the report was written

.

14 to take the place of testimony; it is intended to be aI

15 8"enry of the report. That was meant to be our profiled

16 testimony in that large volume of information, but now --'

..

17 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Those are the three volumes, and

then there was this one section which in effect would be the18.

19 testimony.

'

20 MR. LITTLE: Yes, I think we indicated that in

21 the letter.

22 Now, of course, we've listened to the board's

concerns here, and we =ay well profile additional testimony23

I

24 in response to those.

MR. BLAC2: I would 01so add that it's not cortain25

- - - ;

_
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at this time whether the staff will be filing supplemental |i vid5

2 hostimony, per ce, but that our testinony night take the ,

form of the letter from the Geological Zurvey cs wall as

-
4 a brief staff report.

5 I also, insofar as SCAN? is concerned, I do
'

6 remember that one letter that Mr. Leed sent in, indicating -'-

I I think it was in response to discovery requests from the

'. applicant -- that Dr. Cheney's most recent revision on his8

)

geological report would not be ready until November,' 9

10 Obviously, that's not going to fit within the-

II time frame of -- we're speaking of here, and I guess'

' 12 Dr. Cheney is going to have to appy a little bit better

13 effort if we're looking for it at the Cetober hearing.

14 If that's what his concern ic about not being able

15 to have an opportunity to file testimony, then I'd say that

Dr. Cheney's efforts have to be expedited a little bit.16

17 Other than that, I don't understand why he's saying

18 that he doesn't have an opportunity to file testimony within.

19 the time frame that we're looking at here,
.

20 Obviously, we're all running into time problems,

but everybody has to make their best efforts to meet those -

21

22 time franes.

23 But that's the only thing I can think of why

24 he indicates he might have problems. Perhaps there are

25 some other problems that he hasn't identified.

1

-
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1

Ca 6 MR. LIED: It's, if I underdand the board, the
c
~

{boardissuggarrcingthestaffandapplicaatprofiletheir
i. 5

~dtestimonybytheendofOctober. |
,N.|
,

| MR. THOMSEN: No, no, no.-

.

Si'

MR. LEED: And hat we have a hearing beginning the
-

6 i
15th. |,

|L#
L MR. L1.'.2ML2RGER: The end of September.
!

8 '

MR. LEED: The end of September.

C
And judging from our experience in this hearing,

10 any testimony that we do not prefile 15 days prior will

t*' be excluded. And if I do my airth=ctic correct, that shows

12'
that we havoro period in which to prepare or file any

13 rebuttal i.estimony to staff or applicant.

14 Maybe Mr. Black understands something I've missed.

15 MR. BLACK: Well, first of all, we nave -

16 MR. LEED: I should point out, Lor do I havo

17 any opportunity to do disecvory with refarence to any

10 staff testimony..

19 MR. BLACK: There are a couple of points. First

-

20 of all, we haven't excluded all the testimony that was filed

21 late.

22 MR. LEED: I don't want to be late.

23 MR. BLACK: What's that?

24 MR. LEED: I don't want to be late.

25 MR. BLACK: Well, I think, first of all, it's -

O.O,

.
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david 7 I if it really is rebuttal testimony, there isn't a

2 filing date that's necessary, if it really i2-robuttal

3 testimon.y .

4 The toscimeny that was excluded hora can hardly-

5 fall unde a definition of rebuttal testimony, because it

.

6 really was the SCANP's direct case on most of these issues,

7 and rebuttal testimony to ne indicatas - to me -- under

8 a strict definition of rebuttal testimony, is rebuttal to

9 I that which ccmas up under cross examination, not that which
1

10 13 an intervencr's or any other party's direct case with

11 regard to an issue.

12 So I think that SCANP has opportunity to get

13 their direct case in; it can prefile just as easily as the

14 staff and the applicant can.

15 I also think that SCANp has had -- has had

is years with which to file diceovery requests insofar as the

17 staff positianor the r1SGS position is concerned on these variou.

;g geological and seismological issues.
,

And I would just finally say at all parties
i jg

are familiar with what the issues are here, and the differences~

20

21 of opinion regarding those things.

And it -- I think it's a little late now to say22
(

thct adequate time isn't available for dizovery, because23

it's been available for years.
2-1

So I think that SCANP -- SCANP is junt kind of
25

.
- i

>*
_.
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bicwing up a srcoke acreen here. It a certainly not veryt*

davidS
,1
i

2 much time to prepara a cace,, and I -- as an attorney, I
i

3 il vich I had pere. uish I hrd cheut n yonr to devcl0p i

!

l

4 I this issue, just for ny cwn education on this icsue. I I
.

i
i

5 wish I had a year. t

- 5| But we are on -- we're trying to do our ,

!
7 best tc Jet these concerns put to rest, and wa all hava to

.

O make the effort to do it. I

9 So what's good for the goose is gcod for the

10 gander.

11 MR. THOMS21: I guess maybe I should add a

12 cei."nsnt : I see no reason why SCJG!P can't prefile its

13 principal evidence at the same time applicant and staff do,

14 and that certainly would include Dr. Cheney's upccaing

15 L revision of his previously presented report. He's been

16 working on it, presumably, for months; he's had our principal'

data for months.17

IS I see no reason whatsoever why he can't meet a
.

;9 mid-Septc=ber data or whatever date the staff and tho

-

20 applicant meet. Maybe -- maybe the submission by staff and

applicant create a need for something further from the21

intervenors. Well, we can deal with that.n
.

(Board conferrirr .)23 g

MR. TECMSEU: I am assuming here that the finaly

schedule for this von't be set today.3

O,. t

I
ii
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1

d id9 CHA.G.: TAM DEALE: That's richt.
2

| MR. '"HCMSE3 : Thic is an o;;picrstory discu.7cion.

CIIAIR!RN DEALE: This is correct.
4

MR. THO;!SE'7: I'm also hoping ard assuming
5

1"s probable that by -- before the close of the August session,
- G

you know, that's to run to August 31 -- that's tho day
7

before the USGS letter has been premised -- we might have
8

a pretty goed report on either that letter is in the mail
9

or it's delayed one week or whatever.
10

Maybe it's already received. I would, therefore --

11

CHAIRMAN DEALE: We may even know what's in the
12

letter before the letter arrives.

13
MR. TEOMSEN: We might. So I would look forward

14
eagerly to fixing a firm andfinal schedule for that hearing

15
sometime during the August hearing ses71on when we're

16
all together again.

17
5 And I would a urge the board and all parties to

TS
keep h ir schedules such that we can ace.rodate this hearing*

19 t

at least some time in October, which sounds t6 b me to be
- 20

a reasonable time frame, whether it be the fir week, second

21
week, third week, or what. We can't real.' a :1 yet, I..

22
guess.

23
CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, it is clear thst we can't

24
schedule any kind of a hearing for the geology and sciamology

25
matter until, at the car'.iest, the August hearing.

.c - { :\ <

) o '. )'

''
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j And as you suggested, this is really e:<ploratory.david 10 I

2| Mow, on the suitability for devalopment of
i

i avacuation plans, wa -- that has been a subject ^hich has
1

4j been postponed, and that I think is a subject which Mr. Poser-
a

5! who has been here for SCANP --

-

6| MR. MOSER: Skagit County.

I
7' CHAIRMAN DEALE: Skagit County, rather; he's

8 been sitting thre patiently and has not had the opportunity
i

9 to hear -- develop the subject which Skagit County is

10 essentially interested in.

But from the session in August, this would be
11

!2 - a subject which -- new, who are the proposed witnesses?

i Mr. Black?13
I

!M MR. BLACK: For the staff it would be Mr. Marten.

15 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Marten.

16 MR. BLACK: And the testimony has been profiled.

CHAIRMMI DEALE: Fine. And does the applicant have
17

18 any testimony on this?
.

3g MR. THOMSEN: NO, except, you know, probably we'11

have rebuttal testimony from Mr. McIsaac.-

20

CHAIRMAN DEALE: Fine. We'll wait until we
21

see Marten and I assume Mr. Darland.22
(

MR. THOMSEN: We'11 see what we've got on the
23 ,

!
3 - list here. But we have no additional direct testimony

in mind, Mr. Chairman.
25

a;
t,

11

61
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.

davidll I CHAIRMAM DEALE: And SC:WP?

,| MR. LEED: We have testimony. Jut I just have a",
*

'
2 question here. Mr. Black said that rebuttal testimony is

4 only supposed to address matters brought out on crecs* ,

I

5| examination, and I am curious as to whether that's the f
I !

-

6| position that the applicant is taking with respect to |
i

7L offering rebuttal testimony.

8 MR. THOMSEN: No, it is not. I regard rebuttal

9 testimony as answering testi=ony of the other parties, .

'
,

10 whether it be direct, cross, or whatever.

1? MR. LEED: All right, so - robuttal --

12 MR. THOMSEN: I thirk that's the traditional |

13 concept, at least. That's my concept of rebuttal testi=ony.

14 We put on our case. Everybody else does thdrs and then

15 we rebut.

1G ! MR. LEED: Well, for once, I say, Mr. Thomsen,
n

17 you and I agree.

is MR. THOMSEN: All right. This is inded a
,

10 memorable occasion.
-

20 (Laughter.)

'

21 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Maybe we ought to take a recess.

22 (Laughter.)

23 It's 10:30. Let's see. You have Mr. Carland.

'

21 Now, his testim ny has been in. That's fine.
i

25 Well, this is a scod time for a break. Let's have

ij-
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!14,216

'
david 12 7I a breah. Okay. Say, 10 minutes.

!h - t3 i
1 (Eric:? rececs.) i

|
end 4 2 ;

i }
,

' i
- i

g
'' |
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6:

7

8

9

10

11

12.

I
13

14

15

16

17

18.

19

^

20
.

21
|
i

22 2

23

24 !
l
i

25|

11
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.
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|

'!} CHAIEMAN DSALE: Okay. Plecca ecsa te order.
.

TS mm1
l'!ELTZER

a i
w +i We ars at c9.as a of i' tis cr5ar el the 3 card oF '

n;
- -

i-

!t.-

H Guna 29. Us arc dcwn te linc.aciai :-12ali3.ca ticns
s0

n !
l-

4[ Mr.Thocturn, veh::ra aro you going to have hastify.,

5 or cave you decided yet?

6 MIf. THOMSEN: Oh, yes. Their testimony has been
,

7 i prafiled.

3 I didn't thin *: wc had finished the previous
(

2- item. I wantad to go back to it.
I ;

,

,

'

10 CHAIRMM DEALE: All right. We will go back to --
i

,

11(aj you didn't think we had finished the previous itcn. This had

12( to do uith site criteria.
I

13 MR. T!!C:ISEN: 1c, D, cuitability for davclopcont of

14 the evacuation plan.

15 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Oh, Mr. Martin, Mr. MacIsaac,

16 :i and Mr. Darland.

17 , !!R. TIICMSE'I: That's as far as I had gotten.

Ja And then we heard that Skagit County had something in mirrf,
.

;g and we didn't get up to that.

. 20 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Oh, Mr. Moser.

23 MR. THOMSEN: And I also wanted to note that

22 the Siting Council tranted to I.ake a statement on that..

23 They have becn in and cut of here numerous times expecting

us to be on that subject. So I would anticipate they woulda'g
l

I,

23 {' have accothing to say. Not a witness, as I understand it,
:1

||

.
..

.

.
4

'

,

.
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cm2 I but ceraa kind of a scats.nent.

2 CHAIRH/a! DEALE: Allrright, n uculd ha glad to

3, kno. about both of their intorasts; Skagit County and

4 Siting Council, and Mr. Martin, Mr. Darland, and Mr. MacIsaac..

5 MR. THOMSEN: We uculd lika to have Mr. Moser

6 identify what he is going to do, if he is gcing to call

7 witnesses. But I see ho is not here. He may return. We will

a ask him.

9 CHAIRMM DE'c : All right.
.

! 10 That takes us down to radiclogical health and
I
f
! 11 safety.

12 First is cita criterion. This presumably - well,
,

13 obviously relates to geology and seismology which we have

i 14 discussed earlier.

15 MR. TUOMSE?i: Right.

16 CHAIRMAN DEALE: New we go into the financial

17 qualifications.. And you pointed out your testimony has
i

18 already been profiled.
.

jg Who are the witnesses?

'

20 MR.THOMSEN: They ara Olson, Pack, Ccherley and

21 Cocabs.

22 Thair testinony is all dated June 1, 1979.

CHAIRMAU DEALE: Finc.3

y Staff, are you going to have any witnesses on

that?3

( ,o
.
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Irr.3 : MR. 3LACX: l' a.s . P..cJil:5 alrandy, Gitticnnn.
-, t

C:iAIP.IYui 33AL3: hil rifau. |
2 *

!.,

i .\nh 3C5Gi?2
.

l'

- ['I MR. LEED: Yos. U3 'lill hav0 esatinony fr0n.

5 f Mr. Lazar.
!

I i

6! CHAIRMAN PEALE: Ea3 his tectimony bacn profiled?
,

7 HR. LEED: No, it hasn't. It is in preparation.

|

3 MR. THOMSEN: Excuse ne, you filad scre. Or is

9r that outdated now?

10 MR. LEED: You got, I'd say, a first cut. So

11
'

I guoss the answer is yac, it's bsen prefilaxi, but we

12 i intend to cuand it.

13 CHAIRMAN DEAL 2: And the acandr. cat of the prafiled

14 statement then will be cvailablo say, 15 days befora the
e

15 beginning of the scheduled testimony?

16 MR. LEED: All right.

CHAIlUIAN DEALE: Loosa parts monitoring -- excuse37

;g ma, FOB, I':s sorry.
,

19 MR. STACHCN: iie won't have any.

20 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Looao parta nonitoring, haa
-

21 that been sottled or is there sti.L1 scsaathing that's

n outstanding?

i
MR. THOMSEN: I think the discussicns ara23

continuing. It has not been settled, to I tmuld say if it,,
i

i
gj is not settled, we uculd profile and presume tho Staff would

t

'

u
,

E .

I
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mm4 1 within the con.::rainta , - cuppoc:e, of -~ ;?.ero do w the

2 15-day rula take ud?
!

3 Cr.I."d Dl; EEAL'i:: Ycs, Jilin; wichin 2.a 15-day

- 4 rule, if not aconar.

5 And r_han we hava quality accuranco. Where do

.

6 we stand with that raatter?

7 MR. TdOM3Eli: Well we have profiled by the

0 four witnessas, and that being a Board request item, I

9| solicit further guidance from the Board.

10 I, frankly, had thought they were finished when

t they came. But I realize now that perhapc they were not. So

12 all wa need to know is who you would like back.

13 U2 have profiled. Well, it 13 already in the

14 record, their prepared statcmentc. Ar.d if ycc wish to

15 question one or more of them, why lot us know and they can

16 come in August. I hwen't asked them whether they are going

to be on vacation or what.1/

Who did you want?
18*

MR. LINENBERGER: As I recall, Mr. Thomsen, I
39

~

think,it was your suggestion in the interests of time
&O .

.,

constraints this time, to concentrate on Mr. Ellis forg

this session.y

MR. THCMSEN: Indeed it was.g

MR. LINENBERGER: Which was a good suggestion.4,,

butthe Board did not mean to innly it wasn't interected in
25 -

T.

~] !) s u: .
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mm5 IL tho tactirtony of the other three gentiamon. Un. arc, and
!
4

2 we * rill h.v/s 2emo cuectiona for isa.

3 MR. TECHFE:I; ?ina.
,

4 MR. LETE C3RGER: Mr. Ch?.ircan, on this point.

5b I have a question for Mr. Black regarding quality assurance.

'

6 I believe, Mr. Black, the Staff's last words on

7 quality assurance wara in the main body of the SER, nothing

3 in the supplement of the SER. And the nain bcdy of the SER

g goes back what, two years, Septc bar '77.

10 My cc= cent here is that I would expect that a

considerable enount haa happened on tha Applicant's sids--

12 since September of '77 with respect to the hiring of quality

a assurance personn 1 in preparation for the conctruction phase,

14 :maining of them, and probably a considerable amount of

procedural updating and preparation of paperwork to support15 '

15 the quality assuranco construction phase.

;7 So my question to you is, does the Staff propose

18 to present any kind of updated appraisal of what the
,

39 Applicants have done since the main body of the SER was'

20 published?'

MR. BLACK: I guess just based on ny carrant,, !

22 knowledge, the answer would be no.

We did havo several gnality ascurance peopleg

i

24 h
ut here while ths' Applicant was 'ectifying, and they did

Y n e indicate to me that they heard anything that they did25

# \
#'

n, d

-
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:=n6 1 not expect to hear, and co therefore they .muld not change

2 the cccclusiens that arc in th. 52R.

3 And I'm not certain if uh2re has been anything

,
4 that the Applicants have dona sinco this subjact matter was

5 first reviewed that would dictate that the Siaff would have

-

6 to go back and rcraview it. But there again I am just

7 ucrking on my own knowledge of the issue and can't really

a say for sura that this is the case.

9 MR. LINDUSERGER: Incidentally, speaking of the

10 SER, does Staff have a ned estimate with respect to publica-

11 tion of the final supplement thereto?

12 MR. BLACR: .No.

13| The publication of the final supplement is

14 totally dependent on the star a of review of the geology

15 and seismology, and it is "certainly too early to tell

16 what the atate of that subject matter is.

17 If all these concerns can be addressed scmetime

;g this fall, then I would also think thatthe final supplecent
,

19 would be published sometims this fall. Because largely

20 what goes into Chapter 2.5 of the SER hinges upon that, the.

final state of review. -

21

22 But as of right now I just don't know. I

auspect it might be sometime l'ater this fall.
23

MR. LIHENBERGER: I think the Board and you both3

anticipated thatthe final supplement would includa items.g

.'
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i

c:n7 I I, in addition to the geology and acic7.clogy considaration3.

b
2y And teerefora, I this frem the 3 car.F u point cf viaw, vc

!!
39 will certainly nac.d to hava a;cca to dho fhul supplcaant

4 before uc can 00J:plete cur work..

5 MR. BLACX: Oh, I think the.t's t'w, particularly

^

-3 if you are looking for any type of CP issuance, hint final

7 supplcacnt has to be up.

8 If wa aro just Icoking at LWA issues, it is

?I '

not so certain that it is obviously important.

10 I think it la the current staff thinking now, that

11 if we are looking only toward an LWA type issuance,then

12 it is not co certain of when that SEE final nupplenient will

13 be published and en the atreet, becauce there is quite a

14 load time involved with that, printing and what have you.

15 If wa are 1 coking to an issuance of a CP,then

16 obviously we ara going to have to publish that final

17 supplenent.

13 MR. lid 2NBERGER: Thank you.,
,

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Then, come August we will,

'

20 presumably, have Applicants' testimony, less Mr. Ellis.

.
21 da C-3, sSCANP's contantion res adequacy of Applicants'~

n

22 picitancy plan, is there a distinction between Applicants'
,

#
3- emar :ency plan and the development of an ovacuation plan

y so far as the testi:aony is concerned?

25 The acplicant and the Scaff have prefiled -- or

ti
-

hI g
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mm.3 1 have you profiled?

2 MR. THCMSE:1: The cama --

3 C iA "2M DFlda;: The profilingo tur.a dua June 29th.

4 MR. LI'!TLE: I believe that is tha sana testimony.

5 wa previcusly listed.

6 MR. 7dOMSEN: It is Martin, Darland and MacIsaac

7 rebutcal, as far cs I know.

8 CHAIRMAN DEALE: This is really the question so far

9 as testimony is conca ned. This is basically the same as

to the evacuation.

11 HR,, THOMSEN: That's my understnniing.

12 CHAIRMAN DEALE: 'le s .

13 And hou about you, M . Blach?

14 MR. BLACK: That is Mr. Martin, already prefiled.

15 CHAIAMAN DEALE: Fina.

16 And SCAMP, you take the same position? I think

37 you have Mr. Darland.

MR. LEED: Yes.186

But as I understand i' , tha issue is whedler thegg

20 site is suitable for the develoIxnent of an ovacuation plan.'

CHAIRMAN DE' ALE: Right.23

MR. LEED: Not really at this point s+.ather the22

Applicant's mergency plan is adequate.3

And there really is no detailad emergency plan that3

'm aware s prwed nor waluated by de
25

.

( .)
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cm9 1 Staff and te do not intend to waive any contantion that
,0

2| the plan, when prepared, is inad 2quaua. We just went to
t

3 ebserve then, that we resn:ve that contention te addr20s it
[

4 at the appropriato time, and that our iachimony,.

5 Mr. Darland's tectimony, ic directad towards the suitrbility |

'

6 of the site insofar as it is -- has limitations which would

7 preclude developoent of the plan, rather than a specific

8 plan at this time.
,

9 CHAIM1AN DEALE: Mr. Darland8 3 tostimony,

10 under these headings generally, sito suitability, and then

11 suitability of developing evacuation plans. Mr. Darland

12 will have testimony on that subject, an I understand it?

13 MR. 72ED: Right.

14 As I recall the PSAR at the present time, the

15 evacuation plan io contained in a couple of paragraphs, and

1G I believe it consists of the Applicant calling the Sheriff

17 and calling the Office of Emargency Planning of the
,

18 State of Washington.
t

'
19 And I assume r. hat there will be something rather

20 moro detailed than that devoloped at scue point.'

21
CHAIRMAN DEALE: We arc relating now to the SCANP

22 contention re: the adequacy of Applicants' emergency plan.

Now are you going to have testimony on that23

24 again, or not?

I just want to make sure I understand the focus.25

'

,

) <J %
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Ita10 '! IIR. LEED: As 1 undarstar.d it, ,acra vil". S2 an '

h
2, caargoney plan 'ev21cpod in <*.ctail. 'bn that h:?':cas it j.

! I> ;| '
-"11 he pr,conted to ils 2 ard 3: d .L .nct udtu ;;2 roul..

I

vant to addres1 that specific plan.
4 'l,'

- '
_

3 MR.THC:!SES: It should be cle:.: that that means*

i
i

6| st tha operating license staga, noc in this procesding.

7 That is my understanding of what we are talking

a about hero.

9 DR ECOPE2: Mr. Black, I am not 30 clear as to

jo what the Staff , roepencibilities aro in this regard. I

31 ' have heard other proceedingc *ehare there has been at least
/

12 |
semo sort of a plan tilt into the record. Now, I'm not

.g 3 e:cactly sure as totha details of that plan, but at loast

ja they were formulated, at loaet there was ccme prolininary

15 work done on theplans -

16 N you help me with that problem?
a

M2. BLACK: Definitely, the datails of an37

evacuation plan are not required until the OL stago.g3,

DP.. HOOPER: Wha'; is required at the CP,9

'

20 stage?

MR. BLACK: I believo were are certain criteria21

22 ! that havo to be icoked at at the CP s age, and mainly thoce

critoria arc of population density, road access, certaing

components of the plan lika that. But the details of Seg

pa n r cu un e OL Ms.
25 ., .

_
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;

mall 1 1:ov I chid in ::cm inatance 3, many ccapenanta

i
2 of an evacuatienplan hcVe huan worked cat 2.'c an early ;

3 3tago. And I think even to du etant of the 3:cagit facility,

4 certain of tha eccponents that aran't really necescary at,

5 this stage,have bean develept.d.

6 And tothe a::tont that wa can identi'ly thoso and

7 discuss them at the C? stage we do so. But they are not

8 necessarily requirsd in all instances.

9 CHAID.:'.All DEALE: I think the regulations spell

10 out what is required at this stage as distinguished from

11 what is required at the operating license stage.

12 MR. BLACK: 'las. I think those requirements are

13 set forth in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendi:: 2, if I'm not mistaken.

14

15

16

17

e 18

19

4

20

21

22

23
Y

24

25

"
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|
.

'

|#6 MADELON |. MR. LINENBERCEP.: Fine.
Ps mimie ;j

|
mpbl

_

'! Presunably, though,' qu-2stien nbcut citau -

! cuitability insc23r as there may or may not be a majcr
1

"i i
feature of the site that uculd preclude a fencibla plan is ;. g

I
_ j l
O the topic for the CP review, is that correct?

'

5 M!t. BLACK: It certainly is, that's right.

7 DR. ECOPER: If there are any restraints of

8i evacuation frcm a particular site they must be addressed at
t

9, this hearing.

10 MR. BLACK: Yes. I think, for instance, if

Il you had a coastal sito with limited access that those

12 peculiar instances uculd have to be addressed at the CP

|
13 ' stage, something that would preclude a reasonable evacua-

14 tion plan at a later date.

15 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Basically are there cny

16 negative features of the area which would preclude, as you

17 say, a decent emergency plan.

18 MR. BLACK: That's corract..

!9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, now the thought of the

4
20 Board is to set up a time framework for handling proposed

21 findings of fact on some of the subjects whero the testimony

22 ) has evidently been in anc the matter has been ccncluded.

23 [ Ue are focusing on subjects in which, say,

24 :y the testimony has for all practical purposes been closed.i
I

25 [ And I think we could again just run down the line to check off
:

I
-

., .
; _

;
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i
mpb2 !' what is available for proposed findings of fcet. And as I

I

E h uculd see it it uculd be environmental m:2ttera. It vould

3 be A. It would be B. It vculd ha --
;

!

4| MR. TIIGMSZN : Mr. Chciraan, excu0e me fory

5 interrupting.

..
6 CIIAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.

7 f1R. TiiOMSZN : Just a thought.

8' Would it be concaivabic to say findings on

9 everything except, and describe the other side of this coin,

10 since we have now been through the list and identified those

11 on which additional evidence will be received.

12 It's just a thought.

13 CHAIPJiAN DEALE: Yes. I appreciate the thought.

14 MR. THCMSEN: I'm sorry I interrupted.

15 CHAIPJ W DEALE: I'm kind of focusing on

16 specificity here and at the same time being interested that

~7 overybody understands what is covered.

, 18 I respect what you're saying and I recognize

19 that this ultimately ccmes down to going through the list

20 twice.
~

21 You point, though, would be that if the list

22 is covered, and then you identify what must be taken and

23 everything else is the subject of proposed findings.

34 MR. THOMSEN: It's just a suggestion. But the

25 thought was, yes, that ali parties would be directed to

} ODl' <
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l
n

mpb3
'

submit procosed findincs on cl1 issues, meaning to includo ;
t '
*

f2 not only LWA iccus.s but CP issues by auch and such a data and,
,

;'

3 30 on, -;.11 issuas 3:iccpt, and eist the things that cro 9:: cept-
d
v

4 ! ed to.,

I

5[ It comes out even. It's two sides of the same
i

6| coin.
"

t

7 CHAIRFE DEALE: Yea.

8 MR. THOMSEN: I had been sitting here while

9 we went through it the first time and made a list of what I

10 heard to be the exceptions. We can go through it either way.

'
11 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, let's hear your er.cep-

12 g tions. I'd like to double-check the c ceptions,
it
i

13 ' MR. THCMSEN: I certainly think wo should be

14 very clear on it.

I
15 My list of the excepticas are six items:

is one, geology, seismology.
i

17 Two, health effects of the nuclear cycle,
'

16| including the radon matter, which I think is a subdivisions

{
19 i of alternative cources, if my Icgic serves me right. On the

' 20 Board's order it's --

21 CHAIRMAN DEALE: What's the item on the Board's

22 order?

23 MR. THOMSEN: It's page 3, Item F, Alternative

3,4|. Energy Sources.

23 So I would expect we should just leave cut that

i ,

! : CJ U
_
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mpb4 i whole subject of alternative energy sources when drawing cur
2 findings.

3 CHAIRYaN DEALE: Go ahead.

4 MR. THCMSEN: Then the third itam was evacuation.

S planning or emergoccy planning, all aspects of that.
'

6 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Let's aeo.

7 MR. THOMSEN: That's D on page 4, Suitability
i

8 of the Site for Development of the Plant.

9 And then if C-3 on page 5 adds anything, which

10 I guess it doesn't, in all the adequacy of our plan, at

11 least that's part of the exception.

12 CD.IRMAN DEALE: And the next one is?

13 MR. THOMSEN: The fourth item I had was

la financial qualifications, which ic IIB cn page 4 of the

15 Board's order.

16 Number five was quality assurance. That's item

17 C-2 on page 5.

;g MR. LINENBERGER: Ercuse me, Mr. Thomsen..

39 Financial qualifications was item?

*

20 MR. THOMSEN: II-B on the bottom of page 4.

21 MR. LINENBERGER: II-B.

22 MR. THOMSEN: Right.

23 MR. LINENBERGER: No, there's scmething wrong

24 there. We have II-B up above.
_,

25 ME* LITTLE III~3* 'i UUi
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i
t

'' I
:

mpb5 MR. THOMSEN: I'm sorry, I can't read. III-B. !
-

I'
:t I

2 ij M2. LINENS 2RGER: Pight. !
!. 1't

3 'I Ma. THOMSEN: And the next one, my Zive, is
!

d quality assurance, which is C-2 on page 5. It's III-C-2..

I
5 And the last one I had was loose parts

~

6 monitoring, which is C-1 there.

7 Those are the exceptions I hnd, the six excep-

3 tions.

9 CHAIPRAN DEALE: The emergency plan and

10 cvacuation plan you consider as one?

11 MR. THOMSEN: I just called them one. They

12 are at two places in the Board's order.

13 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, let's go through it the

14 other way.

15 (Pause.)

16 MR. THOMSEN: I guess the Board's doing what

17 I'm doing.

re| In going through it the other way you come out.

;g with F on page 3 as the first one.

'

20 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.

21 MR. THOMSEN: And then C, geology-seismology

22 i on page 4 is the next one.
|

23 ! CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.
I

24 MR. THCMSEN: And then D right below it in the

25 next one, suitability for develep=ent of an evacuation plan.

,

I _, ij U "

e,
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mpb6 I And than A under 2, geology-sainmology again is ,

!.,

. the next one. n i;3 sort of a :.paci.:icn.
p

-

f'

ci And then 3, ?iaancial q'2alificchiens. !

|
* 4 i And all three on page 4, C-1, C-2 and C '

I :

5| CHAIP11AN DEALE: Yes. !
1

- I
5' It would appear this item of need for power

7 -- actually I don't feel that it would be fair to ask the

8 parties to make a proposed statement of fact until we, say,

9 decide the motion.

10 We recognize that in the posture, need for

11 power has been decided and it's been closed. Well, that's

12 all fair enough. But still there is a motien before the

13 Board. And if the Board shculd reopen the record, why,

14 quite clearly the idea of making proposed findings uculd

15 not be relevant at this time.

16 So in view of the fact that the Board has not

17 mado a ruling on that motion, I feel that a call for proposed

is findings on need for power would not be fair at this time.a

19 ' We anticipate deciding that motion, but for

^

20 present purposes I think that ve cught to exclude that subject
.-

21 too, pending the Board's decision on the question.
I

22 ' MR. THOMSEN: That certainly seams reasonable

22 to me.

t CHAIR R I DEALE: So I have here geology-
g4|
25 seismology, alternate enargy scurces, cuitability of site for

.

I
i _.

'

i , ,

(,. #
-j
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mpb7 1 development of evacuation plan, adequacy of Applicant's

2 amergency plan, financial qual;ficatienc quality assurance,

2 locsa parts mcnitering an'i cita critaria and need for power.

d MR. THCMSEN: As to schedula, if you vish to got.

5 to that --

-

6 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Let's get the matter of the

7| subject.

S Uc're proposing that we would set up require-

9 ments for a schedule for proposed findings of fact on these

10 subjects which are set forth in the Board's order of June 29th

11 except -- and we've listed the exceptions a couple of times

12 now. You've heard them.

I Now what is your disposition, Mr. 31ack, of::
I
i

14 ^ moving forward with proposed findings of fact?

15 MR. BLACK: Well, I think that that should be

16 done as long as the time frames are reasonable. I balieve

, I heard Mr. Thomson indicate that Applicant could ccme forward
i

toI with its proposed findings by August 31st, and I'm certainly,

19 not in a position to ectmit the Staff to that date.

20 I think that it might be somewhere around that*

21 date, but I'm not so certain that August 31st will give ce

22 much chance to work on them.

23 CHAIRMAN DEALE: And the idea of having

24 proposed findings on all of the subjects listed in this

25 memoranden excapt the enes we've identified, that's the idea

.
'

_ .
d''_ ' ,i,

!
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t

!mpb8 Je'ra talking about.
!

2 || I ta';c it you're amanable to that idea? And 4

_ ,!! !

<

!' your caly qualification is the time pericd.s

l

4 MR. BLACK: That's correct..

S U2 have done so in the past befora in this

-

6 proceeding and I think it's appropriate in this instance as

7 well.

8 CUAIR:WI DEALE: Mr. Lccd?

9- MR. LEED: I don't think I hava anything to

10 add.

11 CEAIRMAN DEALE: Mr. Stachen?

12 MR. STACHON: I have just a cocple of things.

13 One, Staff ccmpliance with the Executive Order

14 11988, I believe it is, I think I recamber Staff saying they

15 were going to come forward in August and present something

16 to the effect of how the Staff applied -- the floodplain

17 management guidelines. So I would assume that that would

le be another exception that we would add in there.,

19 i MR. BLACK: I tbhk that's truo with the one

20 condition that if upon our reading of the Executive Order*

21 ar.d the regulations implementing the Executive Order that

2; that type of evidence was necessary to show cceplianco with

23 the floedplain management criteria, then we would do so.
~

21 If it were not necessary then we would explain

25 to the Ecard what was necessary and seck compliance in the
;

i

'
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i
3mpb9 | appropriata manner.

I
I2, CHAIFIDN CT.AL2: In any event, ;cu would have a

i

I
3 report and/or testimony, depending on your judgment cf whan

^I is required..

1

5f MR. BLAC2: That is correct.

'

6 MR. STACHCN: I had just one other mattsr, and

7 that's the cost-benefit analysis. -
,

8 Now it may be that a different SSE after the

9 geology and saismology portion, a different SS3 plays into

10 that and may affect the cost-benefit analysis. Now I don't

11 | know whether we should go ahead with the record as it now
!

12 ! stands and supplement it after the geology, or wait.
,,

)

13 CHAI.TD.N DEAL 2: I think your point -- the

14 Board thinks your point is well taken; that could be an

15 adjustment.

16 On the other hand, it might not bu.

17 But your point is, well, why go through the

18 exercise new and find out that an adjustnent, a cerious,

19 adjustment might be required.

20 If a serious adjustment is required, well, then,
*

21 quite clearly the matter would have to be done over. And then

22 on the other side, if, say, a slight adjustment would have to

23 : be made, why, I presume that that matter could be taken care
i

24[ of promptly. This is the thcught.
,

25 ,! So then your position, you know, generally,,

,

f [, d il d
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!

mpblo || uculd ba that at thi.3 ti'm , let's sce, whether the coat- |t

4
henefi'c na?.ter cu<;ht ac % nade ce exception =bject to the

ij.,

;- outccae ci the gecicgy ''~ 'M "talcE7 ;
J

'
i

* je MR. SU CHCN: Yes, that'a my point..

:|
5 I think any additional effort tL would ba

-

6| needed to, say, sulxzit findings now on the possibility of
I

7 having to substantially mcdify these findings wculd be a
,

8 burden we'd rather not -- vo'd rather avoid if possible. ;

9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right. Fino.
1

10 Now I think wa have the general gist .cre.
t
i

11| And at the same time we have an understanding of what testi-

:

12 { many will be forthcoming at the Auguet haaring. We've gone
i

10 | th cugh that in developing this case.
|,
4

14 ' We have Mr. Gotta on -- well, that's the radon.

i'
15 0 And the need for power is a judgement that wo

16 must make.
:

17| Geology and scismology, that's the Applicant
i

18. !
'

anc staff.,

l

19 And SCAMP will covelop the schedulo probably'

'

20 in the August hearing.

2; And en evacuation planning, why, we'll hear in

22- j August from Mr. Martin and Mr. MacIsaac and Mr. Darland.

>

23 ' And site critoria, geology and seismology,

24 : why, of course, that will be scheduled af ter the August
!

|

25 i hearing.

I - i.
uu.,

I

a
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mpbli And then Mr. Ol.sen, Mr. Peck, Mr. Coberly and.

h - Mr. Combs will to N:stifying an th t August hearing on
>

81

3[ financial qualifications. 3nd Mr. Lazar will be testifying

4 ; for SCAli?.,

!

5| And the loose parts monitoring, that's a matter
I
i

6| that's a little bit indefinito because the partics are still
'

i
7! . nagotiating. But if their negotiations appear fruitless,

i

8!.i they will make filings within the 15 day rule.

9 And on quality assurance, the Applicant will

10 produca his witnesses,less Mr. Ellis,at the August hearings.

11 And on the contention of the adequacy of the

12 Applicant's emerg2ncy plan, we have -- well, SCANP -- well,

13 I understand your position but I'm just trying to identify

14 whether there will be testimony cn this subject.

15 What we have, of course, is Mr. Darland on the

16 evacuation planning, or would you have testimony on this

17 contention of adequacy of Applicant's emergency plan?

. 18 I'm querying whether there is a distinction
,

19 there sa far as testimony is concerned.

20 MR. LEED: There is no additional testimony.* -

21 But the point I was trying to make en lier was

! - I didn't want our failure to offer testimony beyond what22

23 Mr. Darland has presented to amount to a univor of the
i
'

2.1 centention that tha plan, when it ultimately is develcped,

!

25 is inadequate.i

t.
.

J 'e
t

!

i
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I

mpbl2 CHAIRM?.5 DD.LE: Wa understand.'

'

MR. LEED: I guess I should mention one cther-

1: subject, the rilitary aviation. Prasumably the Staff will be

N
d forthcesing with sone additional information, then, insofar

'
. i

e

5i as there night be scme findings on that. It would seem to

'

6 me ve should await that additional information before
i

7| , scheduling findings on that subject.
!

8 CHAIM1AN DEALE: All right. Your point, yes,

9 is that you're awaiting information from the Staff, and at

to least at this point presnm bly the Staff will be able to get

11 you the information that you want and until you receive that

11 , information you uould rather not go into this item of sito

|
13 ; suitability, 2B, namely nearby industrial, military and

I '

14 transportation, is that correct?

is ! MR. LEED: That's correct.
!

.
_ _ .

16 '
'

CHAIRMAN DEALE: Okay. Fair enough.

17 Unless somebcdy has any further information

13 that they would like to contribute to this general discussion,.

is this is what we have in mind doing:
'

*

20 We'll get out an order next week covoring our

21 belief en what we have agreed to here, that there will be

22 proposed findings of fact on subjects which we have identified.

23 And also at the August hearing there will be certain subjects

24| considered and certain witnesses will be forthecming.

23 ,

And then I might ask Mr. Themsen to do what he
!

|

|

t
j .,r

f sj '), -
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1|[ had done befo:.e, and that is to get an order of precentationmpbl3
!

2 out for us.

3 MR. THOM3EN: W ' l' de glad to do that.

4' Do you wish a discuccion now of possible dates?,

5 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes, yes.

6 I just wanted to make sure that we're taking one
-

7 step slculy at a time.

8 MR. TECMSEN: I'll be glad to got an order of
!

9 presentation proposed to the parties.

10 , CHAIRMAN DEALE: And we wish you better luck
|
'

11 in your preparation of your order of presentaticn.

12 MR. THOMSEN: Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right.

14 Now let's talk about this question of time

i15 with respect to proposed findings of fact.

david flws 16

17

18,

19

20-

21
i

|

I

23!
!

24 ,
l

as i
| - ,a

-
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Mavid I /2. . ' CMC;iSEN : OrGinarily --
I

_e
c.<id i -9 Cin?~W.:! re3Li . Gc W nd. Ye:.

if
i

cako 7 3 :12. TITOI:SIli . - appl.;.m nt gaar m cc 03 :. gu s ; unat's

4' step one.

S We've been appraising tha job that lies aheadof

.

O us, and can cc:mit that we will do this on or before

7 1,} September 7. Had it not been for the last ueek inAugust being
i

S occupied by the hearing, we would have cocmitted to August 31.

9 But in view of that hearing I think we'd better mako it en

10 or before September 7 with the understanding we may still
i

11 make the August 31 or some earlier date.

12 And I would like to propose to the other parties

13 . , that they file within three weeks after we serve our proposed
i

14 findings so that if we make it, for example, on August 31,

15 ther, theirs would be due September 21, I guess, or whetever.

16 And I would propose that although ordinarily the

17j staff has 10 days after intervenor, that perhaps in this

16 case the staff could do it concurrently with intervenor.*

10 So I'areally suggesting a comen date for all intervonors,

.

20 staff, et cetera, of three weeks after the applicant serves

21 his proposed findings with the dealine on us of September 7.

22 CHAIRMAN DEAL 3: What is the customary time for --
|

23 MR. TECMSEN: The rules -- my recollection is they

24 pecvide 20 days for applicant; then 10 more days for all

25 t other parties. Then 10 more days -- 30 for all of the

ke
]
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david 2 1 parties and then 40 for the staff and then 10 for
@ 2 applicant's reply.

2| It'a 20 applicanta, 20 cverybodytice, 40 ctaff
t

af'cr the record -- you knew --4| 50 applicant reply, I think, c,

5 the board says -- where are the rules?

.

6 CHAIRMAN DFALE: Maybe just --

7 MR. THOMSEN: I think that's the rules. Right,

8 Mr. Black?

9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well --

10 MR. THOMSEN: And the chairman has the authority to

11 vary those rules.

12 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.

12 MR. THO 3SEN: We'll give you the citation of the

14 rule here.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: That's Appendix A?'

15

16 MR. THOMSBN: No, it's part two of something.

MR. STACHCN: It's 2.754.17

MR. THOMSEN: I think that's correct. We've lost'. Ia
.

19 our rules.'

I' MR. LEED: Do we have your rules?20

f' MR. THOMSEN: We'll find it.
21

MR. LEED: You can borrow mine, if you want.'

n

MR. THOMSEN: Well, we've got another copy here.
22

I Here we are: 2.754. 20 days applicant, 30 dcys all other
24

parties except staff, 40 days, and applicant 50 days, you
25

0 , .--
,

i
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i

d~ rid 3 | know, to reply or 10 days after cervice e i ava:.ybody else. .

i
' '

9

' !, CHAIREI DE iE: Yes. !

ti
o il .

:
;; MR. THCMSEU: So we arc proposing allaparture~

i:
4i'

|
frcm that in view cf the extent of tdic record here, and the

fact that we're having five days of hearings sort of in the
I.

6
middle of this.

7 CEAIEMAN DEALE: You're cuggest then your material
,

O would be in by Septccher 7.
.

9 MR. THOMSEU: Yes, cir.

10 CHAIRMAN DEALE: And --

II MR. THOMSEN: And we sincerely enpect we might

12 be able to beat that. But that's intended to be a safe date.

33 We won't be asking for extensions of that unless somebody gets

14 ill or senething.

15 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, you have the Labor Day

16 Weekend.

17 MR. THCMSET: It will be a happy weekend at the

18 office, I'm afraid.-

19 CHAIRMAD DEALE: And then the other parties would -

S

20 you're proposing to cut down the 20 days to 14 days.

21 MR. THOMSEN: NO, I was proposing 21 days; three

22 weeks after we do it, they do it.

23 CHAIRMAN DEALE: So then that would be the 28th.

i

24 j MR. THOMS3N: Yesi sir. And I was meaning to
i

25 |. include the staff in that. That will be all right. It's up

i.

Jt s

.

-3

k |
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david 4 1 to Mr. Black.

2 CHAIICULi DEALE: And then we have -- and then you

3 have soce more time.

4 MR. THOMSEN: To respond.
.

5 CHAIRMAN DEALE: To respond; and that would be

'

6 10 more days.
,

7 MR. THOMSEN: That's what the rule provides, and

8 we'll live with that. If it turns out we can't, we'll'ask

0 good cause for an extension. But for the moment, we'll say

10 that's fine.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: This throws it to October 8.
11

12 MR. BLACK: Mr. Chairman, I think also in that

13
same context, I think that the way the rules are presently

14 set up, it allows the staff to file findings based on I

15 everybody else's findings; the way that we have the schedule'

set up now, we have no opportunity to respond to anybody's16

findings except the applicant's.17

And so, therefore, I'm not saying it's going to|, 13
.

19 be necessary --

CHAIRMAN DEALE: No, but this is. We're in
20

,

,

the discussion area here. Mr. Thomsen gave his ideas, and
21

we el res y un and Mr. Leed's and Mr. Stachon's too.
22

MR. BLACK: I would like at least an opportunity
g

to reserve a time to fine rebuttal findings if necessary.
3

We would propose to live within that 10 day rule
25

-~,
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david 5 ; :. that is on the applicant's, in which caso it wculd be
1

1i

2 October 8, but knowing the way the nails go betwaan the east j
>{

~

1 and the ' test coast, we probably night ha'12 to ccma out with !

3
I

aj 'more time than that to respond to any, let's say,
,

t
! intervenor's proposed findings that we felt needed to be5
i i

I! responded to.6
l

So it might be necessary to tack on a little
7

I

'bit more time on that October 8 date.g

of courna I think us get five days for mailing ing

there, so it might be October 13. That might be c
10

more appropriate tine to respond to that.;)

CHAIRMAN DZEE: The other days -- the 'other
, ,, |u.-

,, | parts of the schedule are all right for you, but you'd like to
a.:

have additional time for rebuttal.

.

* ' "'
15

like to reserve that, and I would like to reserve October 13,
6

I think.
17

~
'

16~

CHAIRMAN DEALE: That's a Saturday.
g

' " ~*
20

OHAIRMAN DEALE: Let's instead of making it the

beginning of the week, let's make it the end of that week.

MR. BLACK: October 12th.
23

CHAIPJ4AU CUALE: October 12th, that would be,

which would basically be two weeks from the time that material
25

U.J_,
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davidG 1 should be filed by the staff and. the intervencrc. And

2 we're talking about filing dates and we have to live with the

3 mail.

- 4 I'd rather peg the filing date and trust to the

5 mail because if we add to che -- really add to the filing

'

6 date, by the time that's - you know -- that's five days

7 more because the mail doean't get to us any faster if you

a file it -- it still takes the same amount of time for the

9 mail to travel across the Unitad States.

10 MR. THOMSEN: What was the October date, then?

11 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, October 12 is the staff --

12 that's their filing.

13 MR. THOMSEN: Could we -- I'n thin' ting hero of

14 our reply; could we also fin that then for cur reply in-

15 the spirit of having fixed dates here?'

r

' 16 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Yes.

17 MR. THOMSEN: The rules contemplate five days'

|. le plus -- I wa n 10 days plus that would be 15 and why don't

19 we just fix applicant's reply c1 October 12 also, in view
,

.

'

20 of the size of the anticipated documents here.

.

', 21 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Now, let's see. Let'sstart off

'

22 with September 7; that would be the applicant's preposed

I
23 fndings.

I And three weeks later -- September 7, applicant'sy

'

proposed findings. Three weeks later the staff and intervenor' s3
_.

,

i : \#
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,

proposed findings, and than October 12 would be staff and |Idavid 7
\ I

|v

applicant's rebuttal. i

,,

'

3 Is chat the general proposal frc7. applicant? |

4 MR. THOMSEN: Almost.*

1

5 CHAIRMAN CEALE: All right.

6 MR. THOMSEN: I can see now that this sliding.

7, doesn't work at all; you're firing calendar datos, so you
There's

3 know it might as well bc Septsmber 7 for applicant.

9 no point in our being earlier, because you can fin calendar

10 dates at the other end, and that's all right.

11 CIAIRMAN DEALE: No, no. I'm conceding that the

12 ' three weeks from your time, but --'

,

i3 MR. THOMSEN: I'm just saying: why don't we'

forget it in the interest of simplicity and make it September14
.

7, September 28,0ctober 12,and forget this sliding business.15

16 We'll all go crazy at it.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: Especially if you *rf to give
17

consideration to the mailing dates.18-

19 MR. TDMSEN: Right.

20 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Wo're talking,.about filing dates,

21 twhatever they are.

22 MR. THOMSEN: Put in th'e' mail dateY, as I understand

23 this to be.

h CHAI?J1AN DEALE: Yes, filing dates.a

MR. THOMSEN: Yes, filing dates. So I sort of
25

_q O,.
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david 8 1 suggest fi::ed dates then of September 7, September 23, and

2 October 12 to gat it over with,
i

3 Is i. hat what it eccas to?

4 CHAIRMAN DEALE: That'c -- ncw, we'll go to-

5 the intervenors.

6 Mr. Leed, what's your disposition about this whole

7' thing?-

S MR. LEED: Well, I must say I am concerned about

s the -- our time limitations imposed by the already identified

10 schedule.for hearings in th9 last week of August and in

11 October.

12 It's difficul t to say how -- how much that

13 will interfere with tine available on these findings, but

14 I didn't hear anybody address that.

15 And I -- I kn'bv we're going to be stretched very,'

16 very thin. I imagine Mr. Black will be as wil, and probably

17 Mr. Stachon, trying to contend with all these things

at once.gg.

MR. THOMSEN: I,you know - if you want any39

20 respcnse on my part to that, I think the proposal I've suggestod

does give the intervenor lots of extra time beyond that contem-
21

plated by the rules, which I think is, you knov - we've22

made a reasonable proposition here.23

He doesn't have to wait to get ours to start work.24

It's -- you know -- August 1, and he's not due until25
L,o
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david 9 1| September 23. j

l
2: CHAI."0'Id CETOO : Letd a jusb chech the rulcs te

; :
, .

3 ! avaryify the point, as : underetand it., ,'cu'r2 nahing; j

! |
. 4 d. that is that there is no special consideration given hara to .

I
l

5 i a party other than the applicant and staff.

~

6 MR. THOP3EN: To be specific about that, looking

7 at 10 CFR 2.754 --

8 CHILollAN DEALE: Yes.

9i MR. THOMSEN: If the board were to declare at

10 5:00 p.m. today that the record is closed on the subjects

11 e% Cept -- except for these exceptions -- then under that

12 rule the intervenor's findings would be due -- today is the

13 31st -- on August 30th, in 30 days en August 30.

14 Instead of that, we'ra suggesting September 28.

CHAIMIAN DEALE: And you are bringing in your
15

material September 7.16

MR. THOMSEN: Yes, sir. And under the rules, ours, ,i
.

w uld be duo on August 20, and so we're gotting from the
18+

20th to the 7th extra, bearing in mina a weekb hearing injg

there and the intervenor is getting from the 30th to the20

28th extra. And he's got the ueek hearing to put up with
21

too.3g

So it seems to me a reasonable proposition.
23

CHAIMIAN DEALE: I assute your point underlying24 .
I

2s ' ee e ushe is that the intervenor aces not have to wait
i
,

i
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david 10 1 until he receives your preposed findings to make proposed

2j findings of its cun.
i

3| MR THOMSEU: Correct.

4 CHAIRMAN DEALE: And that if we c. arch forward-

5 from today, well, we have all of August and the four weeha

.

of September as distinguished frcm just all of August.6

7 MR. TECMSEN: Correct.

8 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Mr.Leed,do you have any problem

9 with ' hose considerations?

10 MR. LEED: Well, I -- my difficulty at this time,

11 Mr. Chairman, is I donh think I can say for certain that

12 the schedule presents insurmountable problems. I'm just saying

13 that there are -- there is the possibility of some conflicts,

14 and I think maybe future things might develop.

15 Staff or applicant may ccme in with very substantial

16 testimony for the October hearings, and depending on when

17 that's available, it, you know, would create a time problem

ja that may or may not liappen..

1S I'm prepared'to try to live with the schedule if

20 the other parties are.

21 But I'm apprehensive that there may be difficulty

22 in adhering to the deadline if some other things inject

23 themselves that have to be' dealt with also. .

~

24 So I just wanted to bo -- wanted the board and

25 the parties to be aware that there are some tradcoffs involved

:,
,
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I

l
'

davidil i !; at some point if we're going to have schedules with respect
h -{|cohearingswhichinterforawithscheduleswie.respc::; o i

U

Z f findings. |
| |
| It seems to ce we havs to decide which we give. 4

)
5 priority to if a conflict develops.

i

:
-

6 MR. BLACK: Mr. Chairman, I think the point that

7 Mr. Lead brings up is well taken. I think the cchedule that

S we're developing hera -- not caly for hearing, but also for

9 proposed findings -- has some potential probic=s to it.

10 But I think that to the extent Mr. Leed is going

11 to go forward and make a reasonable shot at abiding by these

12 j schedules, we can do so. If problema develop, we can taNe

13 ; care of them and address them at the times they crop up.

14 But I think these, at least insofar as the staff

15 is concernod, the schedule right new accus masonabic. We

16 certainly have a shortage in legal services because of TMI

17 right now. This is going to be a tremendous effort for tts

18 to get these findings out because of the extent and the.

19 complexity of this record. But wo intend to do it, and

20 I tink that wo can do it as long as nothing else crops up

21 in the intervening period.

22 But if that does happen, we can address it at that

23 timo.
'

,

24 ' CHAIEFill DEALS: Mr. Stachon?
l

25 i HR. STAC30:1: Yes. I'm not real ccmfortable with
ij q

; w,

t
_
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davidl2 1 the schedule, but I think that we can live with it. My only f

2f concern - cnd I want to =cha cura that this gotr, cicarsd up ,

- :

3 ir, that wa can read section I.c) cf 2,754 -- and it could

- 4l ' be construed that we would linited in filing findingc confined

5 to ::'.atters which affect our interests, and I would assume
'

6 that woulf be limited to our contentions.

7 However, I brought this paint up not to be -- it

8 was either the Januar or the April prehearing conference

9 regarding our wanting to file findings on subjects that are
... . . . .

10 ..pDh'er 'than our contentions.
~

11 And I didn't hear anyobjections to that, andI

12 wanted to state that's our intontion.

13 CHAIRMAN DEALE: To file findings across the

14 board?

15 MR. STACHON: Across the board.
,

10 CHAIRMAN DEALE: As distinguished from findings!

17 that related only to your -

MR. STACHON: Contentions.(. 1g

CHAIRMAN DEALE: - contentions, which hava,

19

' been checked into.,' 20
I

I don' t -i 21

MR. THOMSUT: It says "may." I certainly have
22

no objection to that. It looks like what the rule means.
23

Do you know any different, Mr. 31ack2.y

MR. BLACZ: No. 7
, , ,

( -
,

>
-
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I
david 13 1; CEAIRD.'I DEAIJE : Proposed findings of f:et. I' 1

-,

2 $ raading, I braliev2 frcn .!ht. you're concer.'.e5 ahcut: t32t's
h ,

e

3 j regulatica ^,'/34 (2) . It caya, "?roposed" - "Ccnclusicas of '

!

. 4| proposad findings of fact and' conclusions of lau
1
1

i5 |submittedbyapersonwhodoesnothavetheb.trdenof' proof
'

6 and who has only a limited interest in the proceedings, may
b

7 be confined to matters which affect his interest."
! l

9 I personally have no problem. You can make any

0 findings that you want. I mean, I don't want to get involved ,

l

to in the suggestion that there is a little ambiguity here with

I
11 reapc_ct.to this.

12 But I have no problem. I don't think any of

'
13 ' my colleaguas have any prob 1cm with respect to the ;

i

14| findings you might wish to make and submit to uc.
;

15 I MR. BLACK: Mr. Chai m , the cppeal b'eard has

10 made it clear in the past that an intervenor may file proposed
,

17 fidings on all issues raised, so they oro not confined to

18 their coritientions..

19 CE?IBMAN DE7LE: Fine. Thari you very much. Verf
'

20 glad to 1-arn that thu appeal board has agreed with us.

21 MR. STACECF : So an I Mr. Chairzan. Thank you.
..

22 HR. LEED: dr. Chairman, I wanted to restind other

23 counsel that if this record extends to 15,000 pages,

24 ,. exclusive of exhibits, as it probably will do and may already
>

have done, it will require ac the rate of 50 pagas per houri |.m-y
,

1
T

(/ ",

.h
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david 14 1| 300 hours to review the record.
I

2' MR. THOMS5N: Well, we havo net been -- ve haven't

3 scaled the transcript for tha last four year.::. U2've raad

4 come of it ceveral times, as a matter of fact, already.
.

5 CHAIRMAN DEALE: I:n assuing that counsel has

6 allocated a couple of hours a night to reading the*

7 transcripts.

8 MR. THOMSEN: To be sure.

9 CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right, now in these proposed

to findings and conclusions we want a reference to the

11 transcripts or the -- or the exhibits that are appropriate.

12 I think, Mr. Leed, you had a problem with this before, and

13 let's -- you knew -- let the past bury its dead, or however

14 the saying goes, and r.ove el from here.

15 But counsel are admonished, if you will, that

16 their proposed findings and conclusior s should re. late to this

17 substantial record.

;c How, is this subject gemerally covered? We'll
,

jg live with this September 7, September 28, and October 12

20 dates. And we recognize that in bett-un then and now, why

21 we have another hearing. That's the hearing that is scheduled

22 to begin on the f'.rst Monday of - Be last Monday of

23 August.

3,4 All right. All right, there being no further

mauter on this subject, I will cover this in a written order25

'
,

b'J-
d

'
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I

davidl5 1 uhich will be nen: week. t7
t

t. .

2 |d
| But I would assume than .:cmcccT,' -- I aucux:e !

'

u
29 thct it' the copliant uho vill not ha Jaitir.g for the

i!
4 f written order before preparing hia prcpocod '?indings.

,

5 MR. THOMSE:!: We'll go forward on all fronts post

6 haste.-

7 C*IAI:1?D.II DI:AIJ:: All right.
,

8 IG. STACECN: Mr. Chairman?

9 CHAI?P.AN DEALE: Yes?

10 MR. STACEON: Just one amall question: am I correct
.

in assuming we wcn't be r.es'ing that Saturday, September lat?c11

12 i CIGUtidi DE4'J.0: Let,us say that ,we had planned

13 not to meet, and when we say that, I can also say the

14 best laid plans of mica and men often go avry.

15 But yo'E *- e asking about our plans, our intentions.

16 | It's not to moet theSaturday -- ic it the last Saturday of

17 August?

18 MR. STACHON: It's actually September lat.
,

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: September lat.

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Chairman, I mrke the

observation here that that is going to be an almost
'; I
,

:

22 i=possible ucckend to change travel reservations on short

notice. So we should keep that in mind in trying to hold our23

schedule for that week.24

CHAIRS.N DEALE: All right. Let's call the luncheca25
'

i;
-
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david 15 i I racesa neu.

2 i MR. Ti'CMSEN : eir. Chairman, on the record.
f

3 Ecfora dat, if I ?.igh' -~
l

4 CHAIFlGli DEALE: Yes?
,

5 IG. THOMSEN: ile do have prepared rebuttal

- 6 testimony of Mr. Knight that we can pass out on t?.o theory that

7 people could look at it cvar the lunch hour, possibly. He

8 will be preacnting it this afterncon. So I'd like to do that

9 now.

to (Counsel distributing documentst.)

11 And I have one other minor matter.

end 7 12
*

h fis. 13

14

15

16

17

18
.

19

20

21

22
|

23

24

b ( \
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T8 :::al 1 MR.LEED: This is very tiraly, !!r. Themsca.
""LTZER

2 MR. THC:!SEN : Ch, for rebut.tal testOnony this

3 is super-expedited.

4 CHAIRM'd DEALE: Is that it, ifr. Themsen?
.

5 MR. THCMSRi: The other subject was, we do

- G have some pending discovery of SCPJIP on geology-seismology

7 items that we served on May 31. And we would like to

8 get answers.

9 We were thinking in terms of fixing a mutually

to acceptable or a board-directed deadline as the case might

11 be.

12 We can discuss this with Mr. Leed over the lunch

hour.13

14 CHAIRMAN DEALE: VEry good.

15 All right.

16 MR. THOMSEN: That's all I had.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right.37

18 We are recessed for lunch and vill come back
,

at 1:30.gg

20 (Whereupon, at 12:00 Noon,the hearing was recessed

21 to resume at 1:30 p.m. tnis same day)

22

23

24 ,1
,. ,

]- 4
.

25 I' -
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i
1 AFTERNCCN SESSICN

_ am2 2 1:30 p.m.
.

3 CHAIPlGN DET.LE: Pleaca ccD.c to order.

4 Mr. Titoncen, the agc.da calla for pur witnocsea
,

5 to tako the stand.

s MR. THOMSEN: Yos. Wo first call Mr. Mikels,

7 recall him.

8 Mr. Little will handle the exaraination.

9 CHAI1C4AN DEALE: Mr. Mikels has already been

10 sworn in?

MR. THOMSEN: Yes. Ho has testified previously.g7

12 Whereupon,

FREDERICK C. MIKELS
33

14 was recalled as a witness on behalf of the Applicants,

and having been previously duly sworn, was further
15

examined and testified as follows:16

DIRECT EXAMINATION
37

**
18,

Q Mr.Mikels would you please state your namo andgg

business address?g

A Frederick C. Mikels, M-i-k-e-1-s, P.O. Box 6387

Kenneuick, Washington.

Q And you have previously testified in those

proceedings?

| A Yes, I have.
25

f\ l. .. w
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Inm3 Q Could you briefly review for us ycur professional

experience with Rannay collsonors?

3 Uell, I graduated ' rcm Rose Polytechnic InctitutelA

in 1949. I have n bachelor of science degree in civil-

5 engineering. I as a registered professional engineer in

6 five states.

7 Upon my graduation from Rose, I started to work

8 at the Groundwater Branch of the United States Geological
.

9 Survey. This would be in 1949.

10 In 1951 I went to work for Ranney Method. Water

11 Supplies, Inc. in Columbus, Ohio. fly job with Ranney Method

12 was conducting hydrogeological investigations, hydregeological

13 surveys to dotermine the feasibility of astalling _Ranney

14 collectors.

15 I continued in that position until 1957 when I

16 moved west and want to work for Ranney Mothod Western

17 Corporation.

10 At Ranney Method Western Corpcration I continued,

19 running these types of investigations and got further into

'

20 the actual construction of the Ranney collectors.

21 In 1964, I became president and chief ongineer i

22 of Ranney Method Western Corporation and have continued that

23 until the currant time. -

24 Q Thank you.

25 Eave you had an opportunity to reviav the

-

&

-
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;

Im4 1' transcript of tastiacny given by Paul Werer on the Rannay

2 collectors proposed for the Skagic projr.ct?

3 j A Yan, I ha72.

4 Q How thern arc three different capects Of Mr. Ueber's
,

5I testimony that I would lika you to add:cas.

6 The first concerns his testimony en the applica-

7 bility of Darcy's Law to pumping through coarse-grained

8 material.

9 Have you had a chance to review -- and I believe

10 he identified a reference by Cedergren. Have you had an

11 oppor tunity to review that referance?
I

'

12 A Yes, I have.
_

13 Q As well as the transcript testimony given by

14 Mr. Weber on this subject?

15 A Yes, I have.

16 Q What com=ents would you have on this aspcct of
,

17 Mr. Weber's testimony?

18 A In Mr. Webe_r's testi=eny he questions the reliability
,

gg of the calculations based on several factors.

20 ano is the high parmeability; tus is the high.

21 grcdients, the high volume of pumpage and -- I gueca basically

thoco are the three factors. And, the nature of the material22

23 that we have on the jobsite, the nature of the sands and

gravols. And I would like to kind of go through these cuay

at a time.25
'

i .i

i
i
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mm5 1 First of all, regarding the pe= eabilities at

2 the Skagit site, the per=cabilitics a that site ar: 5790

3 for site No. 4, 8900 for cita No. 3, and 20,400 for sitsa

4 1 and 2. And tlese are all expressed in gallons per day
.

5 per square foot.

6 In ordar to compare these permeabilities with

7 other permeabilities we have exparienced, I reviewed our

8 job files as well as literature en per=cabilities where

9 existing groundwater supplies have been installed, and I

10 have kind of summarised that on a sheet there to refresh

11 my memory.

12 First of all, as far as our Ranney test concern;

13 on the American River at Carmichael, California, we observed

ta perma >ilities ranging from 24,500 to 38,000 gallons per

15 day per square foot.

16 Q Those were greater than the permeabilities
.

17 measured at the Skagit site?

18 A Yes. The lower one is slightly lower, the
.

10 38,000 is somewhat higher than the 28,000 that was observed.

20 At Crescent city, California on the Smith River,-

21 we' observed a permeability of 96,700 gallons per My per

22 square foot.

23 On the Columbia River at Wallula, Washington,

y we cbsarved a permeability of 30,300 gallons per day per

25 8923#U f CD*

- . - , .
' ;,i
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gallano par day per equa_c loc':. l

|
*1

i

In acdinian :o onr tcats, Iexirmd scne otner I*

5 pernaabilities that have baan deLrained by others in the

6
Pacific Northwest.

7
~ .d an .J'' nc tio n Ci'-'* , OroJoa ' cr. t':. '.fillamettoj4

O River,the Unitec States Geological Survey datermined the

9 permeability on an existing wall there cf 101,300 gallens

10 per day per r,quara root.

l '' Q Again for point of reference, the maximum

12 permeability ct 3%2 git was whct, abcut 23,000?

13 A The maximum permeability at s':cgit was 20,4 00,

14 right.

15 Q Thank you.

16 A And further, on the Columbia River at Vancouver,

17 Washington, again the U.S. Geological Survey in studying the

18 Alcoa Aluminum wellfield down thoro, observed a-

19 permeability of 150,000 gallons per day per squaro foot.

*

20 There io one more I would lika to cite, and this

21 is probably, you might say, the grandaddy of them all. The

22 City of Tacoma con-tructed a vertical wellfield on the ncrth

23 fork of the Green River, and permeabilities at that site

24 ranged from 344,000 gallons per day por squara fcot to

25 459,000 gallons per day per squaro foot. - -

- { : ',' t,-
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1rm7 1 I night add that thia wellliald t'12: was inatall d

2 there by the City of Tacene consists of si:, vartical walls,

3 20-inch diar.ater wclls, and the si:: welic are paaped at

4 a rats of 72 million gallous a day which is comewhat nore
,

5 than we are designing rhe Ranney collectors at the Skagit

6 plant for. The maximum water requirencnt for the Skagit

7{ plant is 68 =illion gallens per day.

8 Incidentally, those wella produce that quantity

9 of water with drawdowns of only -- in the best well 1.9 feet,

go and in the worst well, about # feet.

33
This, of course, is a permeability of 10 to 15

12 times the maximum permeability we have at tho Skagit plant.

33 In other words, the only point I want to maka here is that

j4 while cur permeabilities are high, they are not unusual or

permeabilities that have been sean for the first time.
15

!iR. LINENBERGER: Sir, while you are on this
16

point, you cade a comment about the drawdoun figures,
37

.

I believe the Green River..Di.

Is that correct?gg

'1HZ ifIONESS: Yoo, sir. These are not Ranney3

collectors, them are vertical wells.
21

MR. LINEMBERGER: Right.
22

Am I correct in thinking that the amount ofg
s

, , , ,
drawdown has soma kind of inverse relationship with

44 ,

permeability.
2a_

.

%

-m

. ,
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1
m:nS : .Cn other words, the higher the pe menbiliny,

e

I2
y the less the draudonn?

3 T.9 E W T I:72 3 3 : Ye.3 , the la2s the drawdown.
,

4
,

How then, because of these high paracchilitiec.

5 in the testi:nony it is suggestad that perhaps the cesputed --

' 5 our calculations should be reduced by semo facter.

7 And in citing this eference, the bcok entitled,r

0 Sospage, Drainage and Flcu Mcts hy Cedergren has been used.

9 And specifically, the reference was to page 196 -

10 BY MR. LITTLE:

1I Q To page 96. I think it may have meant 193.

12 A Oh.'
-

13 Q The tranceript said 95, but I don't think the page

14 96 reference has anything to do with the subject.

15 A The testimony was'ciscussing a method by which

10 you could reduco your ccmputations due to high f1cws and

17 turbulent flows.
.

10 And on page 196, Cedergren gives a table which is.

19 for crushed American river gravel centaining no fines.

20 In other words, these were manmade materiale unich had been-

21 screened and washed to where thero was no cand, no fine

22 material left inaldo thas.

23 This tablo has two columns. In ene column it gives

24 a hydraulic gradient;. in the other column it gives what is

25 called a D-10 aiza. And this is what is kncun ac effective

N,
'

L,
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mm9 1 grain diameter,which asans thar. it is a grain diameter

2 where 10 percent of the material is finer tQan, and 90

3 percent is coarser than that grain sisc.

4 And this grain sino has a cort of relationship to
,

5 permoability.

- 6 Now in arriving at this tablo, Cedergran goes

7 back and discussed the tests he made, he was involved in,

a in working up this table.

9 He took three different ai=es of American river

to crushed gravels in which the fines had boon removed. The

11 smallest size he used was thrae-eighths of an inch.

12 The intermediato sino was one-half J.nch, and the top sise

13 was three quartar inch.

14 He percolated water through those open gravels

which had been washed clean of the fines and go t
15

measurements in order to convert these values or these16

factors of C, which are his correction factors.
j7

'

The porneabilities of thess matorials that he;g,

uced to run these tests, his smallest si:o American riverjg

crushed graval, which was a three-eighth size, had a20.

permeability of 224,000 gallons per day per square foot,
21

which is about eight times cur permeability atn
sites 1 and 2, and 25 to 40 times our permeabilities at

23

sites 3 and 4.g

The largest gravel W t he used in his testg

- (,1
() | ~)
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Imm10 was the three-quarter inch sins which had a permcability
!.

n r

~ !| of 897,000 galicac par day par squara foot,'ihich ic 30
;

..,

times the perm?.ahility we have at collectors 1 and 2, and''
,.

4 ' over 100 times the perssability uo have at collsctors 3 and-

5 4.

~ 9 In his table he docan't get up to any correction

7 factors whatsoever antil ho gets above a gradient of 10

8 pcreent, and abovo an effectivs size of about a quarter of

9 an inch. He filled in his table somewhat frca his actual

10 test data. He has expanded in both directions.

11 The significance of all this is t?at Cedergren

12 was using this table to design filter drains. Ha was using

13 manmade materials, crushed gravels which had been crushed

14 to a given size, washed clean of all f.ines, in order to
_

15 collect scepage under dams.

16 Now, as related tothe'Skagit, our type of material

17 is not at all manmade material. It is a naturally deposited

18 cand and gravel formation. It is quite similar to sand and.

19 gravel formations I have seen in river valleys all over the

- 20 United States. Its co.r. position - it is composed of

21 materials ranging all the way frcn fine sand up to six-inch
. - - _ -,

22 diameter cobbles.

23 The material contains probably about something:

24 , on the order of 30 percent sand and 70 percent gravel. It is,

i
23I what we would describe as a sandy gravel.

li
i'.

,1 2

Liu;

!

I
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mml11 i The gravel itself ranges up i:o a maximum eine

2 of six-inch. Fradeninant material in the gravel is what

3 we wculd clacaify as paa gravel, or perhapc pebble gravel

4 which goe up to 2 1/2 inches.
,

5 These matorialc, of cource., are not; in any way

- 6 comparable to the artificial materials that cedergren has

7 describedin his tablo. They ara much Icwer in permeability

8 and much finar incharactar, and they ara typical of the

9 types of gravels I have seen in Rannoy collectors in my

to last 28 years of e=perience in the business.

11 So that the condition that you have in open gravel

12 where ycu might reach the high volccities and need to apply

h 13 the correction fcetora given in the Cedergren table, do

14 not apply to cur aquifer at Skagit.

15 In my previous testimony at the last hsaring, I

16 prsented a graph showing a Reynolds number plotted against

17 the fanning friction factor. And it is my conclusion that

this graph definitely shows that we are in tha
18,

laminar flott rango, and therefore Darcy's law does prevail39

and we can accurately predict the collector yields at the. 20

site.
21

Q Thank you.3

The next line of Mr. Weber's testimony that I23

would like to have you address, concerna his.cct:sents ony

the relccation of the caiscons for the Rannoy collectors.g

.) 0 '] |<

-
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mal 2 1 I believe his claim was that by moving :.he

2j caissons 50 fach further inlcnd urder the proposed redesign,

3 that the drawdown cone would.also nove 50 feat inland.

4 A That's correct.
-

.

5 0 Have you reviewed Exhibit 173 uhich depicts, *ihich'

6 111ust ates generally his principio about which Mr. Weber has-

7 testified?

8 A Yes, I have reviewed that.

9 Q Now, I would like to begin with a general

10 discussion of the cono of deprecnica from the Ranney collector

11 systect.

12 MR. LITTLE: Mr. Chairman, we have an exhibin I

13 would like to distribute.

14 (Counsel distributing document to Board and Partico)

15 MR. THCMSEN: This would be Exhibit 209, I

16 believe.

17 (The document referrerd to was

18 marked Applicants'' Exhibit
,

19 209 for identification.)

20 MR. LITTLE: What we have marked as RTh4 hit 209

21 is a drawing, a one-page drawing made on legal-sized paper

22 containing four different sketches showing a cross-section

of a Ranney collector with its cone of depression.
.

23

BY MR. LI N :24

Q Mr. Mikels, did you prepara this exhibit 209?3

J''a'
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:mu13 1 A Yes, I did.

2 Q And the term ' cone of depression," is that also
,

3 scaatimas called a drawdcwn cone?

*

A Yes, it is also called a drawdown cona.
.

3 C Okay.

- 5 Ncw, what you havo depicted hera, is this the

7 Skagit collectors?

8 A No. This is just an illustrative exanple

9 of any Ranney collector across any river. It is not intanded

10 to represent any specific installation.
I

11 Q And perhaps we could turn to Skctch A.

12 Could you describe to us what Shatch A

13 depicts?

14 A In Sketch A I hsa shewn scme horizontal laterals

15 and a vertical caisson located at the riverward end of these

16 laterals. We show the river on the left, we show the

17 static water level which is the light dashad line, and

gg va show a cono of depression which is what the cone would
.

19 look like when you start pumping the horizontal laterals.

20 To illustrato what does happen here, the area

21 N raiately above the latarals is completaly lowared to

22 the horizontal heavy dashed line wo see along the full

23 length of the laterals.

24 Once you leave the end of the laterals, this cone

25 f depression curves upward on its characteristic curve in

i U,/
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I

mmld both diro::tions until it c'encaes the static le. vel or the j
i

i

2' caro lovel cut at scmo givan point.

3 That essentizay is what is depictcd in Sketch A.

'4 Q Now, as you go to Sketch 3,what have you changed? ,-
,

5 A In S catch D I have. left the hori::ontal laterals

6 precisely the same as Sketch A. I have used the saac"

7 pumping level, the same drawdown as in Skatch A - that

8 is the dached line on the cena of depression. But I have

i

9 moved tha caisson from the riverward end of the latsrals

10 to the center of the laterals.

11
,

Hero again, in this instance, all the

i

12|
groundwater immediately above the laternis'is pulled down

13 to a horizontal line over the latorals, and then the cone
.

I

14 of depression ec=mences at each end as you leave the

15 laterals.

16 Q What is the purpose of tne caisson?-

17 A The caisson is merely used to install your

13 pumps to the water to the system.
,

19 It is also used in the construction way to

20 install ths:2 in our particular method. Although they-

21 could bo dug in and excavated.in.*

22

'

23

24

25
t i

-' dV
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#9 MADELON I Q Perhaps you could go to Sketch C and tell us
mimie

Empbl hcv that comparo with Sketches A and 3?

3 A In Sketch C, again I have kept the hori=cntal

4 laterals in exactly the caca pocition as they were in,

5, Sketches A and B. And I've moved the caisson completely to
!

- 6 the landward end of the laterals. Again, the groundwater

7 lovel in the area overlying laterals is pulled down to a

S level area extending entirely alcng the length of the lateral.;

9 And coce you reach the end of the lateral and go into the

10 aquifer the cena of depression starts its characterictic

11 return to the zero point.

12 ' Q Does the cone of depression as shown en Sketches

13 A, B and C in Exhibit 209 change from one sketch to the other?
|

14 A No, they are identical in all sketches. We

15 assumed we were pumping precisely the same amount of water

13 in each one of those three sketches.

17 Q And finally could you describe for us what you

la 'are showing in Sketch D of Exhibit 2097
,

19 A In Sketch D again I have left the horizontal

.

20 laterals in the same position they were in Skotches A, B and.

at C, and I have moved the caisson at semo -- you could say

22 any distance from the horizontal laterals and connected the

23 i horizontal laterals with a pipeline to the caissons.

|

||| p,
24 Again, the ccne of depression is drawn down to

25|i
a horizontal line over the horizontal laterals, and once you

! .~

;Ji'
,
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b,

mpb2 i F leave the area of the perforated laterals it moves en its

9 2 h chcractoristic curve hc.ck to tho starting point.
.

U
_ p'
"j Q And Sketch D, does the pipelina hava any

i
a perforation in it?

,

3 A No, the pipeline is a colid pipeline. And

6 Sketch D, incidentally, would be a rather difficult construc-.

7| tion feat and I'm not suggesting that is a reasonabla design.

i

S| because you uould have to install that by open excavation.

9 And at the depths we're talking about, this is not reasonable.

I

10 | I moroly included it to show that the location of the caisson
i

11 ' does not have any particular effect on the cone of depression.

12 as long as the horizontal laterals remain in the came position.

13 Q Next I would like to hand you Exhibit 178,
1

P
f 4 :! which is the sketch drawn by Mr. Weber showing the drawdown

t

15| cones for the prior and the relocated caiscon locations.
I

16 (Handing document to the Wiiness.)

17 What would be your co=ments on Exhibit 178?

18 A I think, as I recall the testimony, this
,

19 exhibit was used in connection with the plan of the original

20 design and alternate design of the horizontal laterals, and.

21 I think it might be good to have that sketch as a plane of

22 reference for this drawing.
.

23| (Document handed to the witness.)
!

24 | As I understand it frca reading the testimony,
I

25 , this drawing was cade by placing this over the plan and
!
|

_i 'Ou
n ' ,'

I , ,

l
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mpb3 1 drawing the cone of depression for condition cne, which was

2| the criginal design, ehich is the green line, and condition
i

3| two, which is the red line, for the situation where the
i

4 caisson was moved 50 feet inland.,

S Q For the record, you're laying Exhibit 178 on top

6 of?
-

7 A On top of Exhibit 164.

8 Q Thank you.

9 A What Mr. Weber has done hera, he's drawn these

10 cones of depression as commencing at the caisson and starting

11 their upward concave curve at that point in both one and two.

12 And this of course would be the type of drawdown curve you

:3 wculd expect if you had no horizontal laterals.

14 In other werds, this would be the drawdown

15 curve if we just censidered that the caisson was a vertical

16 well, with no horizontal laterals whatsoever.

17 (Distributing documents.)

18 MR. LITTLE: We're distributing what we have
,

19 marked as Exhibit 210, a crawing again showing a cross-

20 section through a Ennney Collector system with cones of
~ ---

21 depression for an original design and a proposed design.

22 (Whereupon, the document

23 referred to was marked

24 as Exhibit Number 210

25 for identificaticn.)

'

.i \
'

~;
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I f
Impb4 B'l MR. LITTLE: j

a i

l Q :T. Mikelc . did you prspara -2..t I have rarhed I
'

2' ac Exhibit 210?
!

2i A Yes, I did.
,

i
d Q And could you describe the manner in which that

I

6| was prepared?-

I.
7 A I prepared this exhibit using Exhibit 164 to

i

S| scale as a baso, and by laying it ov r the top to locate
!

9| the caicacns and the hori: ental laterals. In other words,
l'
:

10 t I used the same scale as uas used on Mr. Weber's drawing.
i

I
't - And I have two cross-sections depicted here. One is the

!
i

12 , original design @ith the caisson 1ccated more or less in
i

13 the center of the horizontal laterala; the second one isi

14 what is now called the propoced design with the caisson

15 located 50 feet further inland.

16 Q And what is the effect on the cone of depression

17 ; of moving the caisson 50 feet inland?
i

18 A There is no effect whatsoever. The cone of
,

19 ' depression in both situations is identical. Again, the

20 groundwater level being flat over the area of the horizontal-

~

21 laterals and the cone of depression commencing once you

22 leave beyond the end of the laterals.

23 Q The third tcpic in Mr. Weber's tectimony that

24 > I'd like to have you address is that part of the testi=cny in
I
i

25 i which he questions the use of the permeability characteristics
i
i

e

| I1

i ) Iv'' '
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1|mpb5 j from the site of collector number one, uhich is the site

2 most upstream. He questions the use of thoce parmanbility
!

3| cuaracteristics to calculate tha yield for collector number

4l '

two, which is the ne:tt collector downstrans.
,

5 Now have you had an opportunity to review

6 Exhibit 177 as well as Mr. Weber's testimony on the subject?
-

7{ A 2xhibit 1777

8 Q Yes. I'll give you a copy of that.

9| (Document handed to the witness.)

10 A In that the serial photo?

11| Q Yes.

12 A Yes, I have looked at that.

13 ; Q What would your comments be on this aspect of

14 Mr. Weber's testimony?

15 A Well, I would refer to page 15 of the hydro-

16 geological survey report.

17 Q Just one second, please.

18 That is Appendix G in the Environmental Report.
,

19 A On page 15 I state that:

20 "Because of the similarity in depth,-

21 character of materials and the result of small

22 rato test pumping, the site of Test Hole 18

23 appears comparabl3 to that at Site F. Although

24 no detailed pumping test was ccnducted at this

25 site, it is considered reasonable to assume

,

' ). , . .
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I

mpb6 I; that a Ranney Collector constructed at th's
|
t2 -3i.te rrill have identical yield characterinics i,

^:I
)5 .; to those at Sita F, that is an aversJe yisld of I

d
^' 49.7 ngd and a minimua yield of 33.3 mgd.'

.
4

5i Q Now for the racord, can ycu tell us the location
i
i

6| of Site 7 and the location of Test Hola 18?.

7 A The location of Site F is at the proposed

8i location for Ranney Collector number one, and Test Hole 13
1

9 is at the site of prcposed Ranney Collector number two.
i

10 To go a little further into the reason for

11 making this statement, I would refer to the figure ahcwn

12 for logs of the test holcs in area four, and that'u figure

13 SW67-5. The 1 cgs of Test Holes 13 and 20 sre shown on this

14 , sheet and are shown to be quite similar, although the
I

15 alluvial aquifer at Test Hole 18 is slightly deeper than

16 Test Holo 20.

17 I was en the job site when these test holes

18 were drilled and did have the chanco to observe the natorials
.

19 encountared. I consider them to be very similar.

. 20 I wculd also refer - on the test holcs here

21 there are small rata pumping tests. At Test Hole 20 the

22|, observed drawdown on the small rate test was 11/100ths of a

23 foot at 100 gallon a minuto. This incidentally is a very

24 i high capacity to have only .11 feet of drawdcwn for 100
'

l
i

25 i gallon a minuta.
In
i a-
|

,

', iVUig

|:,
~

.
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Impb7 At Test Hole 18 it was 0.13 feet for crawdown

2[ at 100 gallon per rainuta, again a high capacity. 1 hen ao
}

3 we move dcwn to sites tnree and fcur which are represented

4 by Test Holes 15 and 17, we 500 this drawdown boccnes over, ,

5 two times, two to three times as much at Test Hole 16 where

6 it's 0.42 feet of drawdown at 100 gallons per minuta, and
-

7 at Test Hole 17 where it's 0.37 feet of drawdown at 100

8 gallon a minute.

9 It's frcm this data that I conclude that the

10 conditions at Test Holes 18 and 20 -- or let me put it this

11 way:

12 The conditions at Test Holes 18 and 20 are

13 similar to Test Hole 20 rather than to the conditions at

14 Test Holes 16 and 17.

15 We had an opportunity to confirm this conclu-

16 sion at a later date. Test Hole 18 was the site where the

17 16 inch wall was constructed that was pumped for the six

18 month period. The observed drawdown of the 16 inch well,

IS was 3.8 feat for a pumping rate of 1325 gallons per minute.

- 20 And we can compare that pumping with tha drawdown of the

21 pumping site F which was collector number one, the pumping

22 well FPW, which had a drawdown of 3.2 feet at a pumping rate

23| of 937 gallons per minuta.
!

24 In other words, the 15 inch well was pumped

25 at a rate of about 50 percent higher and had a drawdown of

^ ^7- . - , ,\

| ' '' ) !U
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,

mpb8 1| only 20 percent mora, which would indicate in effect that
i

2f it was a better cita than sito F, which is the site of
'1.

3 y collector number one. Wc 2cel this definitaly confirms
i

e

4' that the two sites are very similsr and that an identical
'

5| permeability can be used at both sites.

6; Q Let ce see if I understand the timing of this,.

t

7' The Appendix G to the ER was prepared prior

s, to the 16 inch well pumping test?

9 A That's correct. The 16 inch well was added at

10 a later date. I'm not sure I can remember cxactly the date.

11 ' O Just the relative time period.

12 { A This report was written in March of 1974, and
!

'

13 ' I think we constructed tha -- well, now, I don't know. Xt

14 was Deccaber, but I don't remember if it wac December '74 or

15 '75.

16 But it was built after this report was written.

17 O Do you have any further cccmants to make?

18 (No reopense.)
.

19 MR. LITTLE: That's the extent of our direct

20 examination.-

21 I CHAIRMAN DEALE: Thank you.

22 Mr. Black?

I23 MR. BLACE: I have no questions.
6

!n,., CHAIRMAN DEALE: Mr. Leed?-
;

I
yj MR. LEED: Mr. Weber.

I
r - .:.'
| $ \ E'A

$
~
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mpb9 I CECSS-EYMENATICN
I

i BY MR. WEBER:
i

3f C Mr. Mikels, cs I understand it, you directed
|

4| the studies, analyses and design for the prcposed Ranney,

5 Collector at the Skagit Power Plant, is that correct?

6 A That's right.-

7 O And tha,t means that you devised, supervised.

3 the field pumping tasts at Collector site number four, is

9 that correct?

10 A You're speaking of area four?
I

11 ! O Area four, yes, sir.

12 A Yes, sir.

13 0 Were you personally present for the conduction

14 of the field operation?

15 A I was in and out of the job site. As I recall

16 I was pressnt on all three of the pumping tests, and I was

17 off and on. I wasn't per=anently on the job site. I had a

18 . superintendent twho was.
*

!

39 ! Q And did you select the details of the pumping

20 test in the pumping test operations? By " details" I mean-

21 auch things as the casing size, depth, zene of slotting,

22 pump size, number and location of cbservation wells, mothed

23 of measuring the observation wells?

A That's correct. I had a superintendent.24 -

25 Scmetimes we would talk on the pheno and I wculd advise him
;,;t,...t

,
( o -
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' ,

mpb10 1 as to where to perforate the well. But I did all thia, yes. f
o 1

2[ Q Did the well casings penotrata the aquifer at
:

3 each cf the pumping site locationc?

4f A For the mest part, all of the test volls were,

1

5 crilled until they hit the impermeable base of the aquifar.

G|
1 Insofar as the observation wells are concerned, same of thes-

|

7' we would stop short of the base of the aquifer.
i

8~ Q Eow were the observation wells established?

9 A Are you speaking of the location and depth, or

10 what?

11 Q No, hcw the well itself was established. How

12 , was the observation well constructed? Of what was it
I

13 ' constructed?

14 A Ch, it was cight inch casing.

david flws 15

16

17

18
f

'

19

20-

21
,

I

22

I
23 i

!,

j
i

1

25 I
!

i
! II l

~~
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4 david 1 C Glotted?

Javidl 2, A Perforated,
I

I3| Right. .ifter ue -- after 7e inciall it, we puttake 10

4 Mills knife in it and perforato it.
,

5 0 Was the cucing developed?

- 6 A Do you nean was the well develepad? ,

7 0 Was the observation wall devaleped? i
a A Yes, of cource, they were all developed by

|

0 pumping. )
10 0 How us the water level in the well recorded?

11 A The water level in the well was recorded

12 continuously by means of Stevens type F autor.atic water

13 levol recorders.

14 0 Tape? Tape output?

15 A No, this was a fluid operated automatic water

16 level recorder.

O The output is recorded how?17

A It's recorded on a graph.13,

39 Q That's what I meant by a:: king if it's tapg

recorded.20-

A Well, what I meant was it was recorded on a
21

graph. I assumedwhen I said a Stevens type F water leveln

recorder that this would be understood.3

0 Mr. Mikels, there was an original design concept3

f r the Ranney well collecters involving a cason at 100
25

'
1

Ii,
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david 2 1 feet frca the river Sank and a circular pattorn of latarals.

2+ Then at'a'subacasent time due to an environe.nntal consideration,

!,

3 the well casing was moved to 150 inlanc and a new pattern
,
I

4 of laterals nas catablished; is tha.t correct?
.

5 A That's correct.

- 6 Q Could you describe tho goccatry in semo detail

7 of first the original layout and then, second, the revised

3 layout of the Ranney collectors?

9 A I have Exhibit 164 herc, -ehicP efers to bollectorsI

,

10 nember one and cro, and it shows -- it shows the original

11 design and the revised design.

12 The original design is a circular pattern, consisting

g;3 of -- maybe this would be easier -- consisting of 15 10

14 inch diameter krisontal screen laterals, ranging in longth

15 from 11 feet to 140 feet.

16 MR. LITTLE: You're referring to which exhibit

number?17

;g THE WITNESS: This is Exhibit 164.

gg Do you want the revised daign?

. 20 DY MR N R8
,

0 Please,4ut

22 L A The revised design consists of -- now consists

f 10 16 inch diamatar laterals, ranging in length from23

,- 49 up to 154 feet.
24 | ,

The two latcal patterns cover the same area of the
a,_

aquafer.

E i 1_ I, $
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david 3 1 Q Mhat .tas the depth ofthe cacon?

2 A The dcpth of the cason belci. ground curface?
:

3 0 Yes.

4 A Thesa are shown en figure SW-67-24 of the rIydro-
.

5 geological survay report.

6 And for collector number one from ground level
-

7 to the cutting shoe, is 46 feet. For collector number two,

8 from ground level to the cutting shoc is 43.5 fest.

9 Q When you said "one and two," did you mean the
.

10 original design and the revised design?

11 A 11 0 , the depth of the collectors is the sane. I

I2 was -- in both designs.

The depth of the reinforced ccncrete cason is the
13

.

14 sane.

15 Q Okay, that's what I wanted to know.

And at what depth is the invert of the laterals?'

16

A I can give you a conter line depth here.
17

18 Q All right, center line.
.

is A The center line is five feet above those -- above

the cutting shoe, which would for collector one -- would20.

make it 41 feet and for collector number two it would maka21 '

it 40 -- 48.5 feet.22

Q Did you say 43.57
23

A Let's -- no, 38.5. Excuse me. I was subtracting
24

51.5, 33.5 feet.
25

,i ~-,,

'
I
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david 4 I, O And whnt abou'c comparable numbers for collactors

2 three und four?
|

3 A For -- you want the depth of tha contar line of

4 the horizontal laterals below ground surface 'right?
.

5 Q Yes.

~ 6 A For collector number three, that is 3G fact; for

7 collector number four, that's 40 feet.
.

8 Q How is that depth determined?

9 A How is the depth determined?

10 0 Yes.

11 A We sink the cason until we encounter the irepormeable

12 } base of the aquafer and in shallow collectors like this we

13 have a fixed distance of five feet from the cutting shoe

14 to the center line of the laterals.

15 So basically the center of the laterals lio

16 five feet off the impermeable base of the aquafer.

17 0 What are the laterals constructed of, what material?

. n3 A The laterals arc mild steel. 0.365 inch thick

19 vall mild steel with machine made slots.'

That is the 10 inch laterals. The 16 inch laterals20'

s

would have a slighly thicker vall, and I can't recell that
: 21

22 figure right now.

23 Q It would be somewhat larger than the .365 --

i
somewhat thicker.

'
-

24

A I think it's a half inch wall level for the 16 inch.25

! j_ l 't

1.
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1

david 5 .Approximately.

2
O What's the clot dinenaica en the 10 inch

3
I diameter casing?

4
. A The slot dinension is 3/8th inch in width and

5
2 inches in length.

S-

Q And the 16 inch diameter?
7

A The same slot size.

8
0 Isn't it true that it requires a certain number

9 of laterals to fully develop these circular =ones around

to the cason?

II A We based our design of the laterals on en entrance

12 velocity through tha screen slots. Ua have a design requirement

13 where we -- based on experience, we find it's not desirable

14 to czceed an average entrance velocity of more than 0.05 feet

15 per second through the clot,

16 This criteria, then, given us the basis to

17 datermine how many lineal feet of horizontni screen laterals

18 we would put in the collector..

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Wdar, excuse me, but I

20 think the record would be assisted here by knowing what you mean*

21 by " fully detsmined" - " fully developed."

22 What does fully developed mean to you in the

23 context in which you asked that last question?i

24 MR. WE3ER: The assumption is =ada that the

25 drawdown cone racocpasses a circular -- a circular doughnut,

,

'
.
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david 6 I fer : better tora -- around the caren er cround the center
f.
L

2 b of the punping, as tha cace way be.
I

3 I'm. referring to cha fact thct widely spaced

I
4! latcals may not fully develop that cono of -- or that doughnut

* i
I5| of drawdown cone, and therefore the efficiency of the wall

6 collection system would be less.-

7 MR. LINENBERGER: Hol,.then, by " fully developed"

8 you refer to achieving the largest poesible draudoun cone

9 for --

10 MR. WEDER: Achiaving a fully developed drawdown

11||cone.
I

to ' MR. LINENBERGER: Meaning the largest possible?

|hh 13 MR. WEBER: Yes.

14 MR. LIMENBERGER: I'or a given configuration of

15 cason laterals, the number of laterals?

16 MR. WEBER: Yes.

17 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

BY MR. NEBER:18
.

19 Q So I'll ask the question again: is it not true

- 20 that the laterals -- that it is required to space the

laterals a certain distance apart in order to fully
21

22 develop the Ranney wells?

A There are two designcriteria involved here. One
23

is in our ccmputations us assume that wa are going to24 g

! develop an effective radius of 100 feet so that then we need
5i,

'

rr- 1 I
J l !v

i
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david 7 1 ' a certain -- certain heri=cntal icval pattern to develop

2i that Jadius.
I

3| Chc 'econd casign requirar.snt ic that va do not

4 want the entrance vclocity through our cloto to exceed
.

5 0.05 feet per second. This is so ve'll have a icng-lived

6 structura. Uc won't have well loss, encrustation, clogging
,

7 up.

We don't want a big pressure drop in moving through8

9| the slots.

10 DR. ECOPER: Mr. Mikels, it's very difficult to

follow this cross examinaticn, if you don't answer his
11 ,

!

12 | question yes or no.

You give another answer and then you qualify
;3

it. Would you go back and please answer his question yesja

or no and then qualify it.
15

Then we have some tiay of following. It's
16

vary difficult to follo, vhen you ctart out on you; m
37

without ansucring his question.-

;g
.

Could you do that please?jg

' THE WITNESS: All right. Maybe -- maybe I should
20,

f have the question repented. t
21

DR. HOOPER: Can you repeat it?'

22

' BY MR. WEBER:,

23,

0 is it not true that the horisontal laterals =ust
'

24

** "P"ccd a c =***" di '3nca "P*=t in ordor to 5u127 devo1o9
as

1
.

'f - ;
4 iy
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david 8 1 the Ranncy well?

A Well, yes, d at's true.2|
3! O Arc 10 latcrals ccanacted with chc Ranney Mallu

4 as designed for ..e Skagit cita sufficient to fully c'evelop

5 the Bannay well?

- 6 A Yec, it's fully cufficient to develop tha

7 effectivo radius of 100 feet.

8 C How do you know that?

9 A I know it frca e. perience.

Q Then will you cite your e=perience.' jo

jj A Well, I've been in charge of constructing well

over -- I would say well over 100 Rannoy collectors in the'
12

.' United States.33

We make our designs on the assumption that we're
14

g ing t develop a given effective radius;after the
15

collectcr is built, we run our test to see if it#

16

establishes if we hae tdeed created that effective radius.
37

We know more or lecs what sort of patterns wejg

need to get given radii. We know more or less what sortgg

f degree spacing we need to get them and what sort of20-

lengths of lines.
21

Q can you cite a specific example under similarg

circumstances where 10 laterals fully developed the intendedg

oroduct?
24 -

A Yes, I can. I can cite one that's very familtr.
25 ,

,

' 'c. 1
& ',

I
-

;s
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david 9 1 My -- because it's fairly different. It's the

2 Soncmu Ccunty 'ater Agency.
~

3 In that inctanca wa have eight lat2.rals at

_

45 degrees to develop the a9?cetiec radius of 100 feat.4

5 0 At what yield?

6 A This was designed for 20 million gallons a day.
,-

7 MR. LINE!DERGER: Excuse =e, gentlemen; maybe
,

8 the problam is mine. I don't know, but I think I hear the
I

i
9 two of you talking about two different thingc.

,

Dr. Weber, you ware talking chout fully developing'

10

5 11 the well, and I asked you for a definition and you said,

,

" achieve a manimum size cone d awdcun for that vc11," if12

13 I understeed you correctly.

Mr. Mikels, I think I hear you saying something
14

else, that you were not designing these for a fully developed15

mode of operation in the sense of the largest possible16

drawdown enne, buc for a specific si o of drawdown cone, and
17

I

18 | not to exceed a specific entrance velocity of intake into
,

19 the laterals.

Is that true?- 20

THE WITNESS: **7s, sir.
21

MR. LINENBERGER: Well, sir, I think the two of
22

you are talking about two different operating conditions,23
. and I'm just worried, 1 cst the record get confused here, I --

24

Mr. Weber, it's your ballgame, but when you talk about c,
,

25 \ '\-

.' )+

;
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1!
wid10 a fully developed well, that's not what .9r. ;ikels 1.s talking

h about ac''his objcetive for tha Ennney cellsci orr. at chis
'

3i

! site.
4

'

Se's talking chout an objectiva of 100 fcot
5

cone and not to e:cceed a half a foot per cecond as entranco
6-

velocity into the laterals. That may not be the same

7
as what you're asking him about, so I just wanted to note

8| that difference.

9
tiR. WEBER: Thank you.

10
BY MR. WEDER:

11

i O When you make the calculation for the yield

12|
based upon 10 laterals for this Ranney well, ycuassuma a

13
fully developed cone of drawdown, do you not?

14
A No, sir. We assume a 100 foot effective radius

15
as ono of our basic assumptions in making the calculations.

16
(Counsel for Intervenor SCANP conferring.)

,

11
Q But in that 100 foot effective radius, you assumo

' a uniform cono of drawdown, is that not corract?

19
A Thorcis no conc of drawdoru within the 10f foot

- 20
offectivo radius. The water surface is assumed to be flat

15
within that radius.

22
0 IN =aking the yield calculation, you assu::ne a

''3
uniform cylindrical bcdy of - of dewatering, is that not

24
I correct?

"5||
0

A That's correct, a 100 foot radius, right.
!

i

r f
^

,

2 . ' - ] iv
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davidll 1 Q 7.nd do the 10 laterals ca designed for this

2, Raaney well for this project fully develop chat cylinder of
h
h
wichdraun water in producing the cciculatud yiald?3 !'

41 A Yes, they will.
'

|

5| 0 IIOw do ;ou know that?

S A I know that based on my e:<perience..

7 0 The case that you cited, is it operating?

8 A Oh, my, yes.

There are tuo dcun there. They're identical,9

10 actually. Thera cra tuo 20 million gallons per day unite.

dow are tha laterals installed?-

11 0

|
MR. LITTLE: fir. Chairman, I think many of these;2 j

i

;- f,1 questions have been hoycnd the scope of the direct. I'm

n

3,; j{ not sure where we're going with the preliminary question,

but I wondered if we could try to contain it, perhaps, to
15

tha subject brought up by Mr. Mikels.16

(Board conferring.)
;7

MR. LITTLE: I believe we also have perhaps a
18

movie explaining the installatica of the laterals.
39

CHAIRMAN DEALE: The board really has no
- 20

hjections to Mr. Weber's probing at this point. Go ahead,
21

Mr. Weber.gg

MR. WEBER: Thank vou.
23 . '

I

.,4 L BT MR. uu 2R:

I!
O Co you have the quastion?

45 ,
,,

!

|

I -

|, *3 l ,_ t.,

.
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davidl2 1 A I have the question, right.

2 The first step in inst 2111ng the horizontal

3 screen laterals is to grcut a cast iron pcrc into the

4 wall. On the port we place a rubber stuffing box ringi
^

l

5 which is held in place by a steel annular ring. Thic provides

6 a rubber seal so that when we break the cason vall we can-

7 contain the water.

8 The ccreen pipe -- a digging head is welded to

9 the first secticn of the screen pipe; inside of this

10 digging head there is a conical shaped casting of which

11 a small diameter pipe -- if we are using 10 inch, it would

12 be a four inch diameter solid pipe -- abuts up against

I

13 this casing.

14 In between the outer screen and the inner solid

15 line there are a series of rubber packers that seal the

16 annular space between the inside pipe and the outside pipe

17 to prevent water from entering the cason through that manner.

18 This assembly is then placed inthe jacking
.

19 assembly and tha screen is jacked through the wall of the

- 79 Cason.

21 At that time, water starts flowing from the

22 aquafer through the solid line, spilling into the cason floor.

' E3 We have a. pump running all the tiac while this operation is

"

9 1^9 "*24

Water enters the digging head carrying sand and25

f iaoc ,
~

| t_
*

s e-
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: :
,

avidl3 | finer material into the cacen, permitting a -- cort of a j
2' :

y path ahecd for thopipe to be advanced intc; n; cac:1 cavan
;e

!! foot section of line ic put into place, anothar caction of |
J,~

' f line and another sand line is added.
4

5!
This process continues until we get the line out

6-

to the desired depth.

7
'

"eep in mind, all the time that the natarial
,

8,
j. is rc=oved, as we're projecting -- and it comes from the digginc

9
head,.not frca the alcts along the pipe.

10
After the lina is completed a gate valve is

11

installed at the end of the line and the inner solid sand
12 !

| lino ascenbly is rc=oved. At thic point in tiro, of course,

h !

13| with that condition, water en ecce in through the perforaticns
l

14 I
along the entire length of the horizontal M eral.

15
After all the laterals have been projected, wo

16
go back individually into each line with a restricting device

17
which concentrates the development in about an 18 inch length

*

of pipe, moves thiscut andback, and forth in the line until

lo~
we've collected all - any sand remaining that we night

20-

not have removed during the original projection. process.

21
O What's your control on alignment?

99
~

A We check the lovel of the pipo every so often

23
by means of a U-tube conometer.

O The lines cro installad horizontally, lovel?
|

2s '
i a Substantially level. We allow them - we usually
i

t
i

_ _.
|,

, j') -
f), -i io J

*
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david 14 1 permit a slight deviatien. We usually have that specified

2|i in our contract 'ecance nobcdy can project everything 100c
! ,

3 parcent level.

-

4, O In your concideration of the elavation of the
n

g laterals, you indicated that you had a stand five foot

6 elevation rise above the bottcm of the eson. Is that the*

7 only factor that enters into the position of the lateral,

a the depth position of the lateral?

9 A That's correct.

10 0 The position of the river bottom doesn't enter

j; into the location of the lateral?

12 A NO.

Did' u concider uhother the lateral could bo13 0 p

14 removed by ccour from high flow in the river?

A I have not investigated scour from the river, no.
15

Q Mr. Mikels, in your excellent paper that's
16

attached to your earlier testimony -- I'll give you a
17

reference here in a second --
18.

(Pause.)jg

" Application of Ground Water Hydrology to the20.

Development of Water Supplies by Induced Infiltration."
21

You say it is necessary -- I'm readin gn page22

237 and following on to page 23S: "It is necessary to install
23 ,

lines f bservation wells in several directions to properly
24

! evaluato the perneability and the effective distance to the,5

-

g 'i

j k-
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david 15 I line scurec."
I

12 !; Didycu do that in this casa? !
h |

^

A Ho, I didn't..

;

4 !, O A little further on p:ge 230, I quota another
i-

5 section frca your paper.

6 "The methcds /and the methods are those referred.

7 to in the earlier paragraph about calculating yield - "The

8 methods yield good results where the water bearing formation

9 is reasonably uniform in charactar and thickness and in auch

10 instances two lines of wells parallel to and normal towards

| the surface source are generally adequnte."11
|

12 f Is the water bearing formation of the Rannoy site
i

13( :ssonably unifo m in character and thickness?
I

14 A YCS.

15 0 What do you mean by reasonably unifor=?

16 A Reasonably udform might be anything. If we

'

p7 are talking about the specific site here, I uould say --

18 well, insofar as my experience is concerned, I would consider
.

19 any alluvial gravels I've seen to be reasonably uniform,

20 unless we have such a major change to ccmplete sand,
,

21 CODplete gravel or a clay layer.

22 These are the sort of things that I would

23 consider not to be reasonably uniform.

24 Q Do you consider a difference in por=cability of

|
25 | several magnitudes reanenably uniform?

-,-. - , -

~5 ,_ Ji'

c
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datid16 1 A You're . talking about s difference in permeability

2 between tuo different sites, I guna -- I gat 3.er.

3 Q Just in general.

4| A Wall, my enperience along the river valleys has
.

5 been that you can find permeabilities varying quite a lot

5 frcm site to site along the same river, right.a

7 Q Do you consider the variaticn cf perscability

of several magnitudes within the area number four reasonably8
.

9 uniform?

10 A Well, I would censider the permeability is
' reascnably uniform thers.

it

I think in the sentence that that -- the centext12

of that sentence is taken -- I think it's talking about'

13

the uniformity of materials out of pumping test sites.ja

0 Isn't permeability one of the characteristics of
15

the aquater?
16

A Yes, it is.
;7

0 You als say in your paper on page 236, "If
18.

major irregularities in the formation exist, these should
39

_

be readily apparent frca the test drilling and proper
. 20

e nsideration of the variations can be made."
21

Are there major irregularities in the formation
22

at this site?
23

A N *

24

s e o a mean e cb.annel of an old river bed
25

s3 -.- , -
'* \o J

a .,
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i

! cutting through this site?davidl? -

!

2 A !!ct that I kncu c:?, 1872 saca a alcugh area there;

:t

3|| 7. couldn't uay that thc.t's c reandar of an old river
I

i cac.nnel therc.2

-

I

5| Q What if an e:rperianco gecnorphologist told you

6 there was an old meander channel running through the siter
,

'
,

7' wpuld that be a significant variation or irregularity?,

i

s! A Well, if thera was an old channel running through
i \

the site and depending upon what the old channel was9,

|

10 filled with, this would be considered an irregularity.

end 19 ;; ,

|
12 i

u

|3 j!
.

!,

!

:J ,,
.

16

17

18
,

19
,

20,

21

22

23 .
i

|

24 '
i

25 !
.
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T11 mm1 1 Q Z2 it your cractica to run production pumping
MELTZER

2 tasts on ccapleted collectors?

3 A res, sir.

4 Q Hou do you do that?
.

5 A We install pumping capacity equal to the design

6 of the collector and tact pump it at ita designed rate..

7 Q Io it just for yield?

8 A We take water quality samples also.

9 Q Arc any observation wells installed?

10 A Not generally en the production tests. Sometimes

it there are soma observationwella that have been left from

12 the original hydrogeclogical survey that are used.

13 Q And do you do that, do you observe those as well?

14 A If we had cbservation wells, we would observe

15 them, yes.

16 Q Eave you donethat?

A Yes, I have.;7

Q Do you have that data in the record?
18

,

A Do I have that data in the raccrd?jg

20 0 **** Bi**-

A You mean for all the Ranney collectors we have
21

ever tested?22

A Any that you have measured observation wells ong

during production tests.,44

A They aro not in the record, no.
25

ri7 $ o r.
J idJ

.
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m2 1 O Raf.rring you to E hibit 210.

2, Uhat assumptions go into producing tan graphs
!

!3 that you hava choun on 2::hibit 2107

4 A Parden? ,

. *

5 Q What assumptions are involved in the ' production

6 of the graph on Ib:hibit 2107.

7 A Well,ths ascumptions are that the horizontal

8 laterals are sufficient horizontal laterals to lower the

g uater level im=cdiately abovo then in a substantially flat

10 plain.

11 Q Anything else?

12 A Well, the cone of depression ac depicted is

13 stooper towards the river, which shows that wata- is ecming

14 toward it from the river.

15 But this is just a generalized cone. It is not

16 an actual computed cone -

17 Q It is idealized, isn't it?

A It is jtidt sketched similar to the one that you18
,

sketched in Exhibit 178.39

20 0 Did you assume any head loss betwoon the pumping
-

s urce and the heads of tho pipes?
21

A Ycu are talking about head loss through the22

screen?23

Q Ycs.24 L

A Well I haven't shown that. That would ha shown.g,

h
s,m- ,

'',) |b!
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r=n3 1 by the water level in the eniscon. The dashed lina is the

2 water level in the ground. And that would be only tha

3 friction losa in the pipes which would be en the crder of

4 one or two-tanths of a foot.
.

S Q But the configuration you hava chcun hare is an

6 assumed configuration, isn't it?
.

7 A It's a sketch based en my c::perience as to what

this cone would look lika.8

Q That's accuming what it wculd look like.g

A That's right.10

I have drilled observation wells within thejj

12 pattern of the horizontal laterals, and I do find that the

waterlovelinthegroundwikinthezoneoflateralsis
13

the same as the water level within the caisson, within34

just a few tenths of a fact.

Q That's an important factor.
t o-

Could you furnish the data that backs up the -

Production of this graph?
18

.

A Yes, I could furnish you data on that.g

Y*"*20

Mr. Mikds, this is a complicated probica in

geohydrology, isn't it?

MR. LITTLE: Could we be a little more specific

with "this".
24

25

!Jd,,
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nm4 1 BY M2. iiE3ER:

2 O The calculation of yield of a Rcancy ,rell?

3 A ;7 ell, I think I have been doing it long 2nough

4 that I don't really concider it all that ecmplicated.
.

5 The nethods ua hava develcped wa hava proven

6 to be accurate. And as long as we follow thosoprocedures, I,

7 don't consider it to be that complicatcd.

8 0 The analysis is based on ideali::ed formulas

9 using many simplifying assumptions, though, isn't it?

10 A Yes. The analysis is based on the form generally

11 recognized formulas in the fisld of groundwater hydrology,

12 ' and there are assumptions made to develop those formulas.

13 0 Are there other numerical or analytical techniques

14 available for calculating the yield of comple:: situations

15 like this?

16 A Yes, I think there are.

17 0 You did not use the advanced techniques for this

18 analysis though, did yeu?
.

gg A No, sir.

. 20 MR. LITTLE: Could we have scme specification?

21 I'm fearful of getting into semo testimony by

22 the interrogator, once again.

MR. WEBER: The witness knows what I':2 talking23s

about.24

MR. LITTLE: But the rest of us don't.3 .

t

-

i

iJi'
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mm5 1 CHAImeN DEALE: I think the subject matter --

2{ cculd you be mer3 spo:ific with recpect to the :cmprehension
!.

3 of the tern 'advanc M technisces."

4 BY MR. WESER:
.

- 51 'Q Mr.- Mikels, there are rxmatical technictes
('

6 available using numerical ccmputer methods for calculating,

7 hydrologic responses in complex situations -- comple.z

8 being variations of permeability, variations 'in stratifica-

9 tion, variation in geometry.

10 Is that not correct?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 MR. WEEER: Dces that make it any clearer?

13 MR. THOMSEN: A littla.

14 BY MR. WEBER:

15 Q Then you did not feel that this situation

16 warranted more advanced techniques of analysis?

17 A No, sir.

18 Q Thank you.
.

}9 MR. WEBER: That will be all.

20 CHAIRMANIEALE: All right.
.

21 Mr. Stachon?

22 MR. STACHON: I have nothing, Mr. Chairman.

t 23 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Mr. Moser?

24 MR. MOSER: Just a few questions, Mr. Chairman.

Sear with me.25

i

~

f , 1, ,

_
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mm6 1 EY MR. MCSER:

2 Q 1. Mikela, ycu preparad Ochibida 209 and 210,

'3 ic that corrsct?

4 A Yes, I did.
.

5 Q And 210, also?

6 A- Yes, I did.
,

7 Q Ynen did you prepare these?

8 A over t!he weekend.

9 O All right.

10 The proposed design, as opposed to the original

11 design of these Rannoy well collectors, when was that

12 change effected by your cc apany?

12 A I can't recall that. We brought it up at the

14 last hearing a year ago.

15 MR. LITTLE: Are you looking for an approximate

16 datc?

17 MR. THCMSEN: Last April or May.

18 THE WITNESS: It would be a year ago, April,
.

19 May, I think.

20 BY MR. MOSE2'
.

21 Q And all that is haing done hera -- I realize the

22 record might be clear, but I am trying to catch up here -

23 the only point that is being shown hera is that caissons

24 can be scved further upland without affecting the placement

f tha horizontal latcrals, is that ccrrect?25

,g)D
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m27 1 'Ihat' c all that's ';oing ch =n?

2| ?. What's haing shcun h7:3 la n' J.a Se cz.ics.:n can
!

3 ba mc,ved. And a; '.cag aa ".na --4 ~-~'' lant Ca co7r: the

4 cama area of develop. lent, the cono of dep cacicnand tha
.

5 center of pumping will remainths came.

6 C Mill rcmain the came. All right.
,

7 These ten Irtprals -- I'm scrry, I misced some

8 figures on that -- they range frcm 40 fcot to how long?

What's the maximum length?9 i

10 A 154.

11 0 154+

12 A Ch2t*3 43 fCGt-

13 0 49 feet. Thank you.

A To 154.14

'Q can you givo me an appro::imato distance the15

closest lateral would he to the edge of the riverbank?16

Not depth, but horizontal distance upland.
17
,

A I think the horizontal distance would be on.at
i-

the order of 20 feet.
39

MR. MOSER: Thnt's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
20

21
. Thank you.

CHAIM4ANDEALE: All right.g

Mr. Linenbergar' do you have questions?g

Further questiono?g

MR. LI:C SERGER: Yes, sir.'

,

b ^

g

|, 'g *r
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mmc 1 E:WdINATICN 3*I TIE ECA74

h 2 SY MR. LI'IE!;BERGER: '

3; Q La t ' c c ae , Mr . Mi% 310. No otarted cut vich thcac
|

4 figures whien nere E:thibits 209 and 210.
.

S MR. Weber most recently asked you about Exhibit

6 210, and ycu indicated that you could proparo that c hibit
,

7 primarily based on ycur experianco with rospect to the

8 performance and drawdown measurements made on other wolls.

g A Yes, sir.

10 Q Now, sticking with Exhibit 210 for just a memont,

11 I Presume that represents a system where, essentially

ja your same objective, pcrformance objectives that you have

13 for the Skagit uells, were also objectives -- I'm sorry, I'm

14 getting off hera.
.

15 These are schematics and don't refer to specific

wells. But let me ask the question this way:16

With refem ce to Figure 210, do thoso schematics;7

#8nresent graphically the way the drawdoun cone would look18 -

.

gg in a system where your performance objectives were that of

,
20 let's say, a 100-foot diametar drawdown depression and not

to exceed .05 feet per second input flow rate to tha21

laterals?n

A Yes, sir.
23

In other words, when we made our ccmputations we;,;

as une a 100-foot effective radius. And in this hypothetical
25

. ,-

'' %
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=m9 1 drawing tlwro, that would ha the point -- in this case it

2 would 1::e frcm the center of 8.c caiscon cut to the point whe- a

3 tha drawdcwn c0no starts in the aquifer.

4 Q All right.
,

.

5 Now the thing I want to inquire a little bit now

6 about is, suppose in a system that is performing in a manner,

7 that is graphically reprosented in Exhibit 210, you were

a to incrcase the -- attempt to increase the water - the

9 rato of withdrawal of water pumped frcs the caisson.

10 Then how would things change? How might this

11 sketch change if you tried to increase the total withdrawal

12 rato frem --

13 A In the skatch I haven't given myself such rocm

14 to do that. But this horizontal dashed lino would go on

15 down closer to the laterals.

16 In other words, if-you increase the pumping

17 rate this level would drop.

18 (Indicating on dccument.)
.

39 Q So you say that level would drop.

. 20 A YC3-

21 And then to cono of depressionwould than start

22 at a slightly lower point. It would be a steeper cone of

depression now because you are pumping more water, and the3

and point of it would be the same.24

Q (Indicating) Are ycu saying in this figure that
25

,
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}
mml0 1h the sidca of the cona would b:come more nearly vertical if

i
Ei ycu are pumping more rapidly, or lesc vertical, 7. ora

!
3( nearl-1 hori catal 1.f you r.mrc pumping acre rapidly?

4 Which?
.

5 A The more water you pung the steeper the cone is

6 going to be.
,

7 The end point of the cone would be hinged.

8 This point cut hare would be hinged out to the river.

9 That's where your recharge is ccming.

10 (Indicating document)

This line would drop more uniformly so that the11

12 cono would actually steepen. In other words, it just gets

13 back to Darcy's law that the flow is proportional to the

14 gradient.-

I 15 Q All right, sir.
,

Nou again, referencing a question by Mr. Weber
16

related to page 238 of attachment 3 of the Mikels'
17

.

testimony of February 1978.;g

Lot's looit at the sama sentence just above the
19

middle of the page that !!r. Weber talked about. That sentence'. 20

said, the metheds yield good Tesults where the water''
21

bearing formation is reasonably uniform in character and*
22

thickncas. And in such instances two lines of wella23
-.

parallel to and normal towards the curface source are*

24

generally adequato.
23

.. -

\ -w
+
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cmil 1 I am intare3ted in the part of that sentence

2 dealing with the parallel to, and normal taward the surface

3 sourec.

4 Is that the situation that will cbtain at the
.

5 proposed Skagit collectors, parallel to and normal toward

6 the surface source?.

7 A At tha Skagit collectors we han only a parallel

8 line of wells. |
!
I

9 I might go further if I may on that.

10 0 Well, that answers that question.

11 New than, please tell me your basis for confidence

12 that that is.all one needs to do at the site of the proposed

13 Skagit Rannoy system.

14 A Yes, sir, I can do that.

15 At the timo I started towork for tha company --

16 and this was not too many years after,our precedure in those

17 days was to construct a line of parallel welle and a line of

wells normal towards the river jurtt as described in this18
.

19 article.

Now the reason for the two lines of walls was
. 20

21 not to try to measure directional permeability, because you

22 would~ get the same permeability no matter . w ycur walls

were made -23
1

0 I do have trouble with that statement. ,
24

Let's ccme back to that a lit:.tle later. ,.
3

$JU,,
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ima12 1 A Lat ma fo11ou on and then cena back to it.

I
2

! Q Come bac% to it, plenca.
I

2b A '"he rec.cca ue tranted the tuo linar of wal1s
i

4! vas that wo know that-- ua w:inted to find cut for sure
I

I
*

5 that we have infiltration frem the river. And we know

6 if we have a sinc of wella towards the river, then we are
'

,

1

7{ going to have a hinga point and this 1ine is going to get

Bf steeper than the parallel line and this will ba conclusive

9 evidence that we are getting water from the river.

10 And that's all the line did.

11 Now in the carly -- I wou1d say in th2 carly 1960s

12 with th.s costs of everything rising, we were 1 coking for

13 |- ways to keep cur survey costs down and we decided rea11y
1

14 that we waren't geeing our money s woreh on ehae 1ine ce

15 wells towards the river.

16 We had other ways of determining by the uater

17 level fluctuations that we were getting a recharge from

18 there. Wo had other ways of detarmining this.

19
So in tha oarly 1960s we stopped using the six

.
20 observation walls and went down to the single parallel line

and that's the way I have been running my surveys ever
21

since. I am running one like that right now in Utah while22

we are sitting hero. We have been through this before.23
_

O I guass I can be accused of leading the witness24
,

1

I here, but so be it. I need it for the record.
25

! 37n, _ , , '
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mm13 1 Is it proper to characterica your testimony as

h 2 caying that experience has shcun you that it is not

3 neceasary to go nomal to tha source in order to got the

4 production you are looking for?
. .,

5 A I wculd say based on my experienca r. hat a

6 pumping well and a lino of three observation wells para.Elel
,

7 to the river give us the answers we want.

8 This is the typo of' test we hava.been using for

9 the last -- since the early '60s, and I trould say based

10 on experience there are other ways of determiriing the

;i recharge.

12 O Let's go back to your statement that you made

13 along the way in answering that previous question.

14 What you said -- you don't need to go perpendicular'

15 to the line of the source in order to determine what has

16 happened to the permeability. AT least I thought you said

that.37

18 Conceptually that gives me a problem because I
.

can visualize a river as a line of f wwing water with19
,

20 symmotry about the soil -- symmetry of soil properties at
,

21 equal distances paralleling the river.

22 But conceptually, it is easy for me to visualize

these soil properties possibly changing rather ranidly as
.

g

one moves perpendicularly away from the river. That's whyy

a a c ncen aMut your st Went dat you don % IM25

i i. K }kj
.
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mm14 1 to go perpendicular to the rivar to got tha permeabilitiac f

2 you want becataa in r. hic caco in Sktgit, it ic prcycsed co

3 move the caiacon and tha f arther nuay Jrc!r. OM ri"sr, I

4 realice that the center of pumping concept we are talking.
.

5 about presumably doesn't chanco, but I can't quito be so

6 confident as you that pormeabilities might not change as
.

7 you ahift this configuration. .,
.

8 Can you plecao speak to that, cir?

9 A Well, there were two questions thera, I think, sir?

10 0 Yes,-I think so.
|

1! A Let me cover the second one about shifting tuo

12 caisson first, because I socm to think that that is probably

13 the casiest to understand.

14 We have moved this concreta caisson, but our

15 horizontal Interals arc still in the same zone. No haven't

16 moved them anywhere. They are still in the samo zone.

17 DR. ECOPER: Excuse me, 'though. Thera are different

10 lengths and different diametcra and different numbers ofg

.

19 them in that zone, sir, are there not? .-
~

,

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
.

They are different shaped configuration, but they21

are still covering tho same zone of the aquifer.22

At any rato, let's go back to the ono I have23

had trouble for, and maybo -- let me start en this slightlyy

diffar:nt approach and maybe this will get us somcwhere.3

- 1
,
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mm15 1| Let' c forgat thct ua have get a river. La t' a

2 take the classic care where e.ll we have is a well, and
|

3|, an aquifer that geca in cil diractions.

4 New it can ha, as any alluvial cquif ar is, it
.

5 can be non-unifcrm. ".7e will have a layer of sand here, a

6 layer of clay there -- let's don't get any clay in it, that
,

7 may ccmplicate l'. -- but lot's get fine cand and coarse sand,

8 all sorts of gravel. And these vary all directions, north,

I9 south, east, west.

10 Now, you might say, well, if I wanted a real,

11 100 percent answer, I shculd put a pumping well in the conter

12 and I should have maybe eight or ton lines of observation wella

13 going in all directions.

14 But the fact of the mattar is when you pump this

15 pumping well, you will observe a drawdown of water level that

16 you have lowered. And lowering that ' water level is the

17 result of what is happening all over that aquifer. In other

ja words, water is flowing regularly to that well. And this is
.

19 a composite of the net effects of all these little bits and

20 pieces out there that might be changing things. And that
.

is what a pumping test does and that's why pumping tests21

mrk co much better than laboratcry samplos, or frca test22 ,

wells.23

And what I'm saying is, you will get a bunch
24

f -- a series f concentric circles of equal -- I got rid
25

~, :
.. 3.
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!
nual6 1I o:: the river so we hava got inis dictcrtien cut, theco are {

| 1

2{ cen.:nntric new -- ci' clas varjing in th c...csic Du?uis. ;
'

I i
3 way, the legarithmic picture.

4 STnat I an saying is, in thc.orf we could get t'lo
.

5 wells and draw a straight lina batucen thcm. But the problem

6 is that any two points will determina a straight lino. And.

7 we like to have three to give us a little loverage on there.

8 What I am saying is, you could hava one well

9 50 feet in this direction, a sccend well 100 feet in this

to direction, a third well 200 feet in this direction, and

;1 you would get substantially the same solution.

12 You might have a feu tiny percent -- if you had

13 three walls in line one vay.

14 0 All right, sir, now referring to that same body

15 of testimony, let's go to Attachent B, which is a plot

16 comparing Fanning Friction Factor with Reynolds number.

17 And 'it has been represented in your testimony and that of

.
18 othere, that as long as an capirical data, point falls on

the straight line portion of that curve which represents agg

20 logiog plot, the straight line portion of that curvo represents
.

*

21 a performance region in which Darcy's law is valid.

A That's right, that's the 45-degree slope.22

Q 11 right, sir.23

The empirical data points shown on that curve24

'begin to deviate frcm the straightlina portion in the.,u5

.-

: -q 14;
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Ira 17 1 ragion where 22ynolda ntncera approach 10 and larg2r?

2 A Right.

3 O New thsn earlier in :.hin casion, a cplestion

4 was raised aa to whatner er not in a coa 7ocite of various
.

5 time of aggregate through which watar is being drawn

6 into the laterals, very close to any given piece of rock
,

7 or gravel, ,ane might get a departure frca laminar flow -
.

8 and, incidentally, I neglected to lay the fenndation that

9 the area of applicability c2 Darcy's icw is an area whoro

10 laminar flow takes placo, but that very close to particles

11 of gravel er rock there might be high velocities, and a

12 departure from laminar flov that would upset the

13 applicability of Darcy's law, and particularly upset the

14 a trapolation frcm pumping tests to what you could expect

15 in a full-scale well.

16 Now then, I note on attachment 3 to the February

17 1973 testimony, that ths Skagit pumping test data points

cro shottn, and they fall in a range of Reynolds numbers;a
.

19 frca, say possibly two to five or something of that ,.

20 ordar.
.

A Yes, I think that top figure is about three.
21*

3ecause this is in a logaritlun scale. As I recall the
22

1. umber was three point scmothing or another.
23

Q Let's speculate for the mccent that even at a24 j

Reynolds cusher of threo, cno is beginning to got to a
25

. i 7, 1 : i
J | . .
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mmla 1 regime where laminar ficw may be not univtraally
i

E appliccble, may not be complately aps?.icable, there may bo

3 sc'.a .urbulona 21cw around I:ch pirticlos, gravsl particlec
.

i

4 and co forth.
i.

5 I would infer that if that is the cace, the

.
6 Skagit pumping tests may chow a slightly lowar yield

1

7 because of the turbulent flow situation than would be the

8 case if thero wero ideally all laminar ficw.

9 Is that a propor inferencu on my part?

10 A That uculd .be in theory, because as you go into

11 turbulent zono, rather than varying directly with velocity,

12 you start varying with some exponents cf the velocity.

13 0 All right, sir, let's proceed.

14 So we have a situation where the Skagit pumping

15 test may be under conditions where there is some departure

16 from laminar ficw. Therefore, the tests may yield a little

17 lower or somewhat lower yield than if themwas, strictly

18 speaking, all laminar ficw.
.

19 New then I also look at this curve and see that

20 the calculated performancedita points for the Rannoy
,

21 collector cystem in terms of operational Reynolds numbers,

22 are all at Rsynolds numbers less than one.
*

23 A Tes, sir.

24

25

.'j lkj
~
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#12MADELON 1' Q Smallsr than the Reynolds nud ers for the pump-
fWs mimie

2Iey cpbl irg tests. Ucra is where 'vant your help : !

3 I would infar th2t the antrapolation frem the

d" pumping test would be a conservative extrapc12 tion if there is

|
-

5 departure frca laminar flcu in the pumping test, because the

6, actual wells are at a concidorably lower Reynolds number

7 whare you wculd be much more nearly in full laminar flow

3 regime.
i

9i Therofore if the Skagit pumping test gave too
i

10 low a number, the extrapolation to full-scale production in

11| a region of very nearly full laminar floa would be greater

i

12 | than e:<pected.

|

13| Is that a prcper way to look at this?

14 A On the hacis of those statements, that would

15 I be correct, yes, sir.

13 0 In terms of your actual experience with other

17|'
where a similar kind of extrapolation has been made --wells

!18 and here I mean flow rate-wisc from pumping test to actual
.

Is performanco -- have you seen any evidence of this phencuenon

20 of a deviation from laminar flow causing a problem with the
,

21 catrapolation frcm the pumping test to a full-scale performance ?

22 A No, sir.

23 - And to go further on that, if you remember, if
!

2.g ' I might refer to Attachment C, I guess, of my affidavit, this

25 ' is the ono where we have compared pumping tests to actual

. .

+ a L
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a

f performance.Ispb2

?- MR. LITTLE: Thic in the F::bruary 22nd,1978

_.i
4 ' tcstimcny that we have previoucly been raferring to.

,

I

4' MR. THOMSEN: There is an Attachment C.
'

5i THE WITNESS: We have a pretty goed track record,

. 6 and in general we've overproduced frem our calculated yields.

7 And this might follow along with the theory that you are;

8 talking about.

9i MR. LINENBERGER: I sec. Thank you.

10 , I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

i'
11 l CHAIRMAN DEALE: Mr. Little, I think we owe

i

12. i you at least to say I'm sorry. Normally it would be your turnj
i

13 and I injected the Beard into the interrogation. And you
e

l should really have been invited to carry on with redirect14
i

15! after the cross of everybody else.

18 So please proceed.
.

I17 ; MR. LITTLE: I have no further questions.
I

i

18 | (Laughter.)
.

19 CHAIRMILN DEALE: All right.

. 20 i Dr. Hooper, please.

21 BY DR. ECOPER:
,

!

22 I Q I have only one area of concern. That's in
'

L
i

23 [ Figure 164. And I want to be sure I understand it.

2a ' First of all, do you or do you nct agree with
1

25 , the idea that these two configurations exploit the identical

i . ~ ~ ,
,

|
- h'ii
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I|jmpb3 water areas? Is that what you'ra saying?

2 )1j A I'm scying they do, yes, they e::ploit the same '

S3'
. portion of the equifer.
!

4I Q Uell, let to take a case and sea if this will --
..

5 give you a. test cace here and see if I understand it.

6 Let's take the caisson when it's farthest frcm
|

7 the river, and we have two laterals going cut frcm it labeled
8 91 at the end of them.

I
9I A Yes, sir.

I

10 Q All right.

11 Now we have tP.fo laterals going cut from the

12 other caisson labeled 93 at the end.
,

13 A Yes, sir.

14 0 Now what I want to know -- now wait a minute.

15 I have to put another condition in here.

16 Assuming that the farther you go away from the

17 river the less river water. In other words, going out away

fa from 91, 49, 91, there is an increasing amount of non-river
.

19 groundwater.

20 Then my questian to you is:.

21 Dces the -- if you measured the water quality
1

22 and thereby determined the amount of groundwater versus river

23 water in laterals 98 and 91, would they be identical?

24 - A The water quality in 98 and 91?
!,

25 0 Yea. We're using your own methods now. This

I
.

- -

. .

*
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|
!

I

mpb-1 I || is a percentage of water. 'You have put chat all in your
il

. , - .
''j testimony.

il

2 Would you suppora. using your chacry and using
,

d your ideas here, would the watcr quality, percentage of river
-

3 water in these two laterals by the time it reaches the

6 caisson, two sets of laterals, uculd that be identical or
,

i

? voule ycu enpact it to bo?

8| A I vculd expect it to be, yes, sir, because
.

i

9i the ends of those laterals are about the sa=e distance from
i

to the river.

| 0 And they're a different length and this doesn't11
I

!

12| have anything to do with it?

N
13p A Well, you can have a little pire friction in

i

14 ]
there, but this is maybe a tenth of a foot or something.

15 Well, actually in one case we were talking ten inch and in

''

16 the other case we were talking 16.

17{ Q They're different diameters. And also there is
.

i

18 a different distribution in that area. In other words, there
.

19 | are different nu=bers of laterals for a given unit of area
i
'

20 there, isn't there?
.

21 '
'

A Yes, this is truo.

22 , O And you would still say that if you made

i

I23 ; measurements of doing the alkclinity procedure you did you

2,1 would expect the same water quality in those two locatiens?

A Yes, sir.25
i

!

!
-
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mpb5 1 0 'chank you. :Icw I understand that.

2 3Y CIIAI?JWI D2AI.2:

3 0 Mr. Mikals, I bcVe a gener.sl aabject of 1.itorest,

4 and that is the damage to the wells by floods. Could you spea]
.

5
! to that?
I

6| We have heard reference to the 100 year flood.

|

7| on the Skagit River, and, oh, 25 year flood on the Skagit
I

8 River. Could you give us a sense of the integrity of the

9' Ranney Wells against floods?
I

10 A Wall Chairman Deale, I could say thia --

11 j Q Oh, I'm sorry, wore you a uitness on this?
!

12 A I'm not an export in that area, but I would

13 , like to reveal cur experience as far as my knowledge of

14 Ranney Collectors go, if ycu would like to hear this.

15 0 surely.

16 | A There are some -- I've kind of lost count now,

17 but I think there are some over 400 Ranney Collectors between

10 those in the United States and Europe and various places, and
.

19 the bulk of them are on rivar floodplains. And I would say

. 20 we've never lost one in a floode

''

Now to go evenaa little further, I know of a21 ;

22 series of one, two, three, four that went through the so

- 23 called 100 year flood in northern California, the ones at'

i

24| Sanoma County Water Agency, at Cresent City, California,

25 Carmichsel, California and the one up in Oregon in the
I

-

- ,

) | J NI'
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Impb6 Clackamas River at Gladstena.
|

2| Now I thirP the,7're still arguing whether this

2I was a 100 year flood or ncL. Scme people say it was, and

i
4

,

maybe it was on some straama and not on others.i

|
-

5 In any event, in all of thoce particular

6 Ranney Collector installations we had flood levels that had.

;

7 not previously been recorded. And they all survived without.

3; any damage whatsoever.

9 So I guess I can't commant on the scouring

|

10 {
of the Skagit River, I can just give you our experience.

t

11 BY DR. HOOPER:

12 Q Mr. Mikels, on the Chairman's question, were

13| these rivers where the collectors were riprapped or protected

I

14 j in soma way?

i

15 ~ A No, sir. tiost of them were out on gravel bars.

IS Q In other words, they were exposed, then?

17 A Yos. I would say -- well, you recall the one

.

up at Marysville; they were a similar type situation, except18

19 that one sticks up in the air and Earysville is at ground

. 20 level. Most of these stuck up in the air lika a bridge pier,

21 i Q But in that casa there wasn't -- I'm not really
1

22| sure abcut the situation, whether they need to be protected

!
! or not. Were these all ones that needed to be protected by23,

;

24 riprap or if they were exposed it wouldn't make any difference

b
25 , or not? ] lD''

,
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Imph 7 A Well, thece rivers still have scour.
:

o i~, o And were these rivers thar. have the same kind
.

2| of scour as the Skagit?
|

4 A Well, I can't raally comment en that. I havent

5| acudied the velocities and so forth of various rivers.

6 0 Right.
,

7 So you're not able to say anything about the

8 relative scour --

9 A Between the rivers, no.

IO Q -- versus other rivers?

11 A Right.

12 BY CHAIRMAN DEALE:

13 o well, again, I just want to get in focus here

14 a little bit.

15 When you put in Ranney Wells, let us say, the

16 proposed Ranney Wells for the Skagit sito, is the subject of

17 the integrity of the wells a consideration?

18 A I would say so. If I would build a bad one
.

19 I would hear abcut it for the next 100 years, you know, as

.

far as our company's reputation.20

~

21 Is this what you're cpeaking of now?

|
22 | In other words, if we build one that doesn't

i
!

23 work?

24 i Q No, no.

I
25 i I'm just concerned about the extent to which

I

i

I ~ 'e |
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i
!,

mob 8 1! it could resist flecds. This is what it accunts to.
!i .

1- .

'- !j A Oh. I ccmpl? t31y mis'.mderstccd "our cues cion. ;
'

y
3' O Us ll ,. that'a tha ger.aral concern hero, che

'

,

'

<L entent to which the R2nnoy walls can resist flocds.
L.

i

5 Ycu have indicatcd some, oh, data that you

6 knew about frcm experience..

7, A Yes, air. And certainly a reinforced concrete

8 structure can be designed to resist any given ficod. You

9! apply the loads and you do uhat you need to to design it in

10 that manner.

11 BY MR. LIllENBERGER:

12j Q Well, continuing the f1ced tcpic just a little

I

13 | bit farther, floods can bring in silt and leave the battcm

14 and sides of the riverbod charged with silt when the ficod

15 l waters subside.
!
i

is Isn't this a potential throat to the performance

17 capability of the well? -
,

A You're talking about silting of the riverbed18 {,
i-

19 ) now?
'~

l
i

20 j 0 YCD-
,

|

!~ A No, we haven't noticed this. And the reason21
i
i

22 we haven't noticed this, the main channel of the stream

23 remains clean. The silts that you talk about get deposited

!

2-! h
on the dcwnstream in the icw velocity areas and on the over-

t

25 flow flecd areas. And we haven't experienced any decrease in
s

-h -) d
-s
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i

|
1mpb9

|
yield due to the flooding.

2
i Q Thank you.

3 CIIAIRPAN DEALE: Fine. Thanks very mt:::h,

4! Mr. Mikels.
.

5 (Tho witness excused.)

6 MR. THOMSEN: Next I'll call Mr. Knight, who I.

7 think is in the wings. And Mr. Beighle.

8 Maybe we should have a slight break before we

9 start that.

10 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Fine.
I

11 (Recess.)

12 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Plea'Je cCme to order.

13 | Mr. Little, if I'm not mistaken, there are

14 some exhibits which haven't been introduced into evidence.

15 MR. LITTLE: That's correct. Thank you for

15 reminding me.

17 Exhibits 209 and 210, I believe, and we would

18 offer both of those into evidence.
.

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: I would like an identification,

20 please.
,

21 MR. LITTLE: 209 is the drawing by Mr. Mikels

22 showing four sketches.

23| Ar d 210 is another drawing showing the two

i

24 sketches applicable to the Skagit site. _

-

.

25 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Fine.

|

!
!
!.
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i,

;

iapbl0 Well, hearing no cbjections, they are received ;

I- ) - . .. 8

laco evicence.

?r (Wheraugen, the document 5
;; I

" pray 0usly marked as
-

f,
; Znhibits 209 and 210

6 were received in evidence.),

7| MR. ':'HOMSEU: Eeforo uc proceed with Mr. Knight,
,

8|| I wanted to roepond to Mr. Linenberger's question of the
!

9 other day on the Ranney Collectors.

10 You asked ce for the provisions from the State
i

!1 | agreements relating to Eanney Collectors.
i

|
12 ' (Handing documents to the Board.)

13 MR. THOMSEN: I've juct handed you pages 14, 15

14 ,' and 16 frca the -- what we call the Site Certification

15 Agreement which is in evidence in this prcceeding as Exhibit

ts| -- I have to look up the number. That I believe is the only,
i

t
17| or the principal provision of the Site Certification that

la deals specifically with the Ranney Collectors. And that
.

.

19| Site Certification Agreement is Exhibit 83.

20 So what I've given you are certain pages frca
,

,

21 'Dihibit 83.

22 ! MR. LINENBERGER: So you don't plan to mark
i

23 - tais?
:

2,4 g MR. THOMSEN: No, I don't think it's necessary.
|I

23 , It's just for convenience.
!

''-.
, 4, -

l

-I }JJ

i
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i
mpbli IL MR. LI:lEMBERGER: Thank you ';ery rc.uch.

H
I

2l '4R. THOMSEli: Mcw you asked me whether the
b

3 !I NPri S permir had any provision in it.:
!

4 MR. LINENDEEGER: Right.
.

5 MR. THCMSEN: And that of course is also an
I

6I exhibit here. But the answar is it dcas not. That deals.

7 with discharges, not the intake.

8 MR. THOMSEN: Then, although Mr. Beighle will

9 conduct the axamination of Mr. Knight, I uculd do the pre-

10 liminaries to speed it up, perhaps.

11 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Very good. All right, Mr.

12 Themsen.

13 MR. THCMSEN: Mr. Knight has been previously

14 sworn.

13 Whereupon,

1S DAVID H. KNIGHT

17 was called to the stand as a witness en behalf of the

18| Applicant, and, having been previously duly sworn, was
,

19 examined and testified further as follcws:

20 DIRECT EXAMINATION
.

21 BY MR. THOMSEN:

22 Q Mr. Knight, please stata your name and business

23 address.

! A I am David H. Knight. I am Vice President,24
!

l

Pcwer Supply for Puget Scund Pcwer & Light Ccapany, located
25;|

jc.,

:, ,au

!
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,

!

Impbl2 at 10608 Northeast Fourth, Eclievue, Wachingtcn.
'.

., . i .

Q And you'vs testified craviousiv in this ;
'

., n
~ ;j proceeding?

!!

'I | A 'J e s , I have.

\
*

5| 0 Now do you have a copy of your prepared statement

6 entiticd Testimony of David H. Knight on Staff Alternative.

7 Site Comparison that consists of 15 pages plus a final page

8 i, titled Qualifications of D. H. Knight /
V

9| A Yes, I do.
!

10 |!
0 And do you wish to make any corrections in

!
11 f that statenent, Mr. Knight?

I

!

12[ A Yes, there are some correcticns.

I
13 Q And would you give those to us ciculy with

14- page references so we can follow uhnt you're doing?

15 A The first correction is on page 3, at the

16 bottom of the page between lines 27 and 28, the 1987 number

17 should be, instead of 145,613,000 barrels, should be
i
!

18 t 156,613,000 barrels.
''

. ,

'

19 Q okay.

20 And the next correction?.

21 !
-' A On page 4, line 23, opposite 1990-91, the

22 14,678,000 barrels should be 14,978,000 barrels.

!

23 i Q And next?

)
24. A On page 5, line 2, the 84,255,000 barrels

'

.

!

25| should be 84,295,000 barrels.

! , i7~

<

1
'

.j/''''l
i
e
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Impbl3 O Next?

2 A On pcgo 12, lina 1, tha ucrd " including"
,

3' should be "encluding".

4 0 Okay.
.

3 Ncxt?

6 A On page 14, line 11, the "and UCx" is repeated.,

7f One should be ctruck.
,

i
Gj Q Okay.

! .
.*

9f Ment?
!

I
10 A Line 19, the same page, the last word " subjected'

11 should be " subject'.
i

12 ! O And in line 14 -- No, I'm sorry, strike that.
I

i

13 1 A Ch, yes, I'm sorry. I do have line 14.

14 "Effect" should be " affect".

15 I Q I beg your pardon, it's right the way it is.

15 Oh, it's a quoto. I beg your pardon. "Effect" should be

l'7 " affect". All right. Line 14, excuso ca.

18 Nest?
.

19 A And that is all on that.

20 CHAIRMAN DEALE: I'm sorry, Mr. Thomsen, I.

21 didn't get the last one.

~

22 MR. THOMSEN: That " effects", "affects", page

23 ; 14, the last word in that line is " effects". It apparently

24 should be "affects" even though it should be " effects"

25| because it's a quote.

!
; - 1 . v. is

.

i
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|
i
l

mpbl4 I (Laughter.)
'

i..

' , - CIIAZIGGN DEAIE: Yes.

3 HR. THOMSEF: 7.a that cicar?

4 !!R. LINEMBERGER: You want to insert " sic"?
i

5: MR. THOMSEN: All right.
i

0| BY MR. TUOMSEN:
i

I

/j Q Now secondly, do you have a ecpy of a two-page
,

8 document entitled " Supplemental Testimony of David H. Knight"?

9 A Yes, I do.
;

!10 Q Okay.

11 Do you ' ave any corrections you wish to make

12 to that statement?
i

13 | A Yes, I do,
i

14 Q Could you give those to us, please?

15 A on page 2, line 3, strike the words "less than

is 40 percent" and replace those words with "about one-half".

I
17 i Q All right.

I

18 Any others?
.

19 A No.

20 MR. THOMSEN Now, then, Mr. Chairman, referring,

21 | to page one of the two-page supplemental testimony, I would
4

;

22 i like to ccmplete the blanks there,
l
.

23| CHAIRMAN DEALE: Right.

I

24 g MR. THOMSEN: In the second line in the question
.

|

25 , where it says " Table 1" we insert there instead of an

j - i; j_o
4 , # Je
!

!!
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Impbl5 c::hibit, ic really was part of the testimony, the words

2 " Table 1 which f allowc transcript 14,000. '' That t,ould

3 identify the Tabla 1.

!
4| CIIAIRM211 DEALE: And then the next santenca

i.

3 goes on "In that E:chibit" and it should say "in that table".
!

6 MR. STACUCN: Could you give us the transcript,

7 I page again?
I

B{ MR. THCMSEN: Transcript page 14,008.

9 MR. STACHCN: Thank you.

10 MR. THOMSEN: It follows that page.

11 Then doun in the answer, the third line of the

12 i answer, there is a blank for the c:chibit. He is referring
|
,

13 ! there to E:chibit 200. So 200 gces in that blank.

14 BY MR. THCMSEN:
4

15 Q All right, Mr. Knight. With those corrections

16 are these two previously prepared statements true and

17 correct to the best of your knowledge and belief?

18 A Yes, they are.
i
1*

19 Q And do you adopt there as your testimony in this

20 proceeding?
,

21 A Yes, I do.

22 MR. THOMSEN: Mr. Chairman, we ask that these

23 be printed in the transcript as if read and be received in

2.g evidence.
!

25| CHAIRMAN DEALE: Hearing no objecrion, so orderec ,.

t
' r-
| (The docuacnts referred to follcw:) ~} }gJ"

l
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SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF^

DAVID H. KNIGHT

QUESTION: Mr. Carstens, in his testimony yesterday, introduced

T able 1, Exhibit herein. In that Exhibit, he

assumed in Column 3, titled "40-year Ave. Production

Capability MW" production capability of 2342 Ave. MW.

without Pebble Springs or Skagit. During his cross-

. examination, Mr. Carstens stated that of the 2342 Ave.

MW, 1579 MW were hydro. He identified the 1579 MW of
,

hydro as follows:
t

Company owned 175 MW
:

l Mid-Columbia Purch. 984 MW

j CSPE.- Storage 210 MW

Can. Purchase 100 MW

Rock Island Add. 110 MW

Do you have any comments on this testimony by Mr. Carstens?

ANSWER: Yes. Puget's total hydro energy capability under adverse
or critical water conditions is shown on lines 4 through

7 of Cable A, Exhibit herein. The total hydro

available is shown on line 8. As can be seen on p. 2,

line 8, Puget Power will have 873 MW of average energy''

available in 1988-1989. This is the total firm hydro

energy available to Puget Power at that time and includes'

the energy available from the Canadian storage and the

additions to the Rock Island Dam. Mr. Carstens was in

error when he added to the hydro energy 210 MW of CSPE

storage and 110 MN of Rock Island Addition as the amount

shown for Mid-Columbia purchase already includes that

energy. j iOi

.

aube9me 6
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.

| QUESTION: Mr. Carstens suggested that instead of using the

energy available from hydroelectric projects under
critical water assumptions, that the hydro resources

should be restated to show the energy available under

water conditions over 40 years. What is your opinion
.

of that suggestion?
I

i
~

ANSWER: First of all, the quantity of energy available under

average water conditiom to Puget Power is only 200
,

average MW. This is less than 40% of Puget's share
i

of the energy output of only one of the two Skagit

units. .

Second, it is easy to add up the maximum energy

available under the 40 water years of record, but

it is another thing to attempt to carry the f all

and winter energy load with this average. An average

is simply that. The problem is that most of this

non-firm energy shows up during the spring run-off

on the Columbia River and is not useable to carry the
,

winter energy load because we do not have the reservoir
.

I
storage capability to be able to move it from the spring

.

months to the late fall and winter months where it is
i

needed. We are able to exchange come of this energy out

! of the area in return for energy in the fall and winter,
*

I

I but the amount that we are able to exchange depends

upon the particular water year and the conditions in
,

the Southwest.

!
-

1 7
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2
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7
TESTIMO!1Y OF DAVID H. KtlIGIIT

On Staff Alternative Site Comparison

Q. Please state your name and position.

A. My name is David H. Knight. I am Vice President, Power

Supply for Puget Sound Power & Light Company located at 10608

11ortheast Fourth Street, Bellevue, Washington. A summary of

my qualifications is attached.

. Q. Have you reviewed the transcript of the Direct and Cross-
10

Examination of Dr. Winters on Alternative Site Comparisons?

A. Yes, I have.
l.e

Q. Please refer to page 107, Table 10, of the Staff Testimony.

Do you agree with the arount of energy that would need to be

replaced in event of a three-year delay in the Skagit units?
-

A. No, I do not. The Staff assumes that the replacement energy

would amount to 2,898 megawatt-years of energy, which
.

represents the energy generated during the first three years

of the plant's current schedule. This amount of energy is

. only one-half of the amount of energy lost if each of the
20

_

Skagit units are delayed for three years. The current

schedule for Skagit No. 1 is November, 1986, and for Skagit
2 /

No. 2, November, 1988. A three-year delay

!,,

_
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1
of these units would bring Skagit No. 1 into operation in.

2 November, 1989, and Skagit No. 2 in November, 1991. The

3 energy lost because of this delay would be as follows:

4 1986-37 515 megawatt-years
1987-88 902 megawatt-years

5 1988-89 1,481 megawatt-years
.

1989-90 1,353 megawatt-years

6 1990-91 1,030 megawatt-years
1991-92 451 megawa tt-years

. 7 1992-93 64 megawatt-years

S The sum of the energy lost would amount to 5,796
.

g megawatt-years and would require an equivalcat amount of

10 e ne rg y .

]] Q. Using the Staff assumption, what would the cost of

12 replacement power be if critical water conditions occured?

13 A. Based upon the assumptions that the Staff has used in

14 determining the hydro estimate the cost to the rate payers

15 would be 53,600,000,000 rather than the $1,800,000,000 as

16 shown on Table 10. This is due to the fact that the Staff

17 used only half of the amount of energy that would need to be

18 replaced, 2,898 megawatt-years, instead of 5,796

19 megawatt-years of necessary replacement.

20 Q. What would the cost to society be under critical water

'

21 conditions using the Staff's assumptions?

22 A. Again, using the Staff assumptions, the cost to society would

~

23 be S2,800,000,000 rather than the $1,400,000,000 shown in

21 Table 10, because the Staff only used half the amount that

25 would have to be replaced.

_
20 Q. Would you suggest any change in the Staff's low estimate

27 which makes certain assumptions concerning use of nonfirm

28 (Secondary Hydro) derived under a median water condition?

E
~

i $ i.1oa

_
_
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'

1 A. Based upon the assumotion of the Staf f that 402 average

2 megawatts of hydroelectric energy would be available to the

3 Skagit participants during median water to carry load during

4 the delay of the Skagit units, the total amount of energy
.

5 that would have to be replaced would amount to 3,320

6 megawatt-years rather than 1,692 megawatt-years shown on

7 Table 10. Using the Staff assumption that only 135.

8 megawatt-years of oil-fired generation would be included in
,

9 the replacement energy for the 3,320 megawatt-years then the
.

10 Staff's low estimate, as revised, would amount to

11 sl,255,000,000.

12 Q. What is your opinion concerning the Staff's low estimate of

13 the cost of replacement energy to society?

14 A. The S92,000,000 as shown in Table 10 is grossly understated.

15 This is derived on the assumption that under median water

16 conditions only a small amount of oil would be needed in the

17 Northwest in order to carry the load formerly carried by the

18 Skagit units. The cost to society is the same for either

10 critical or median water as the same amount of oil would be

20 operated under either condition.
,

21 Q. Would you please explain why the same amount of oil would be

22 required because of the delay of Skagit whether or not you
.

23 had critical or median water conditions?

24 A. On page 29, Exhibit 202, it is shown that the Western System

25 Coordinating council (WScc) Region will consume the followinc

26 quantities of oil under median hydro conditions:

27 1986 147,231,000 bbl.
1987 145,613,000 bbl.

28 1988 159,631,000 bbl.

4: ,.

-
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] Although this amount of oil is approximately 30 million'

2 barrels per year less than woulo be required under critical
reduction of any nonoil-fired generation,3 water conditions, a

4 such as delay of Skagit, would require an equivalent amount
.

5 of oil-fired generation to be operated in the WSCC area. As

6 has been explained to this board previously, any hydro
.

available in the Northwest above the critical level is first7

8 used to carry Northwest deficiencies; second, to reduce
,

9 generation from oil-fired plants; and third, to reduce

10 generation from coal-fired plants. The coal-fired plants are

11 then loaded to the maximum,for delivery to the Southwest for

12 the displacement of oil-fired generation in those areas.

13 Thus, any reduction of the contemplated generation from the

14 Skagit unit's would require additional oil-fired generation

15 either in the Northwest or Southwest portions of the WSCC

16 area.

17 If the energy equivalent of the Skagit units 1 & 2 is removec

18 from page 29, Exhibit 202, oil use would increase by the

19 following minimum amounts assuming the 602 kilowatt-hours per

20 barrel used in the Staff's Direct Testimony.
,

21 1986-87 7,500,000 bbis.
1987-88 13,117,000 bbls.

22 1988-89 21,536',000 bbls.
- 1989-90 19,675,000 bbls.

23 1990-91 14,678,000 bbis.
1991-92 6,558,000 bbls.

24 1992-93 931,000 bbls.

?5 The reason for ny opinion that these are minimums is because
-- 26

I am confident that the bulk of the generation would be

27 required on single cycle combustion turbines, which will on1s*

28 produce approximately 534 kilowatt hours per barrel.

_

g

-
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. 1
This amounts to a total increase of oil censumption in the

2 WSCC area of 84,255,000 barrels of oil.

3 This is the cost to society. The impact on this country's

4 oil supply of slipping the Skagit units is the same under
whether

.

5 median or adverse water conditions. The only variable is/the-

G oil will be consumed in one area or spread between both

7 areas.*

8 Q. Referring again to Table 10, page 107 of the Staff's Direct,
.

9 would you please explain the high estimate of Puget Sound

10 Power & Light Company under footnoted, which amounted only to

11 S1,100,000,000?

12 A. Apparently there was a miscommunication with Mr. Mecca who

13 transmitted this information to Mr. Regan by letter of June

14 12, 1979. That number was developed by members of my staff

15 on the assumption that Mr. Mecca was requesting the cost of'

16 the delay to Puget only and not the cost of the delay to all

17 the participants. That cost was developed on the basis of a

18 three-year delay of each of the two Skagit units and based on

19 the assamption that during the seven years that wculd be

20 affected Puget would have on its hydro system 200 megawatts
.

21 of secondary energy available to reduce the financial impact

22 to the Company. The amount of secondary hydro used in the'

.

23 replacement of Skagit calculation was limited to that amount

24 of the 200 average megawatts of secondary energy in excess of

25 that already needed to meet our firm load requirements

26 because of a deficiency in resources.
_

27 The hydro that was used to replace the Skagit generation was

28 assumed to have the value to our customers based on a
.

- !o-

.
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] split-savings rate for the displacement of oil in the-

2
California market, which value amounted 2o approximately S247

3 million.

The remaining system energy load requirements would require
4

5 oil-fired generation. This was costed on the assumption that'

the cost of oil in 1979 was S20 per barrel and would escalateg
. at 6 per cent per year through the time of the Skagit power7

8 reduction. It was also assumed that this generation would
,

take place on single cycle combustion turbines with a heat9

10 race of 11,000 B.T.U.s per kilowatt-hour. The total cost of

this replacement power would be approximately S853,000,000
11

and when added to the value of the secondary energy that
12

13
would be used, the total cost to Puget Power would be

14 S1,100,000,000.
,

15 o. Since it appears that the Staff was interested in the total

16 cost all of the participants, have you made that calculation?

]- A. Yes, I have. Based on the same assumptions I have just

13 outlined with regard to the cost to Puget, the cost to the

10 f our ccapanies, using the average of the 40-year water

20 conditions, would amount to a total of S2,819,000,000, of
,

which 5528 million would be the value of the secondary hydro
21

22 used to displace the Skagit deficiencies. On the assumption
.

of a critical water year, when there would be no hydro23 .

available to reduce the oil exposure to the four companies,24

25 the cost amounted to S3,300,000,000. The cost to Puget under

26 similar circumstances of adverse hydro, would amount to

27 S1,320,000,000.

28

.' 1u~: ,
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1 Q. In the cross examination of Mr. Winte rs , Mr. Lazar introduced-

2 selected pages from the Western Systems Coordinating Council

3 publication entitled " Ten Year Coordinated Plan Summary -

4 1979-1988". That publication in its entirety is now Exhibit

5 201 in this proceedings. Are you f amiliar with that summary?*

G A. Yes, I am familiar with that publication and have

participated in the WSCC since its inception in 1967. From
f

8 19 67 to 1969 I was the cc,mpany's representative on the
.

9 Planning Coordination Committee whose responsibility it is to

10 prepare this data and since 1969 I have been the company's

11 representative to the Council. I served on the Council's

12 Executive Committee for six years f rom 1973 through 1978.

13 Q. The first page of that study (Exhibit 201) that was

14 considered was page 14. Do you have any comments on page 14

15 and the testimony with respect to it?

16 A. Yes. This graph shown as Figure 2 on page 14 represents the

17 actual and forecasted firm peak load frem 1968 through 1988

18 for the total WSCC region. It also depicts the generation

19 and fir = transfers that were available or were estimated to

20 be available within the area on a capacity basis only. It
.

21 does not show either the energy load requirement or the

22 energy capabilit' t ch.the resources of the WSCC area.
.

23 0 Now, turnir , Te 22 and Figure 6, would you describe what

24 is shown on .

25 A. Yes. The top curve 'shows ih0 actual generation and firm

_ 2G transfers available within the Northwest Power Pool (NWPP)

27 through 1978 and the estimated amount of generation and firm

28 transfers to be available through 1988. Again, this curve

'Oei
i6 .

-- |
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I represents only the peak capabilities of these resources.'

2 The second curve from the top represents the firm peak load

3 for 1968 through 1978 and the estimated peak load frcm 1978

4 through 1988. The bottom curve shows the energy load for the

5 Northwest Power Pool from 1968 through 1978 and the estimated"

6 energy load from 1978 through 1988. The chart does not show
.

7 the amount of energy that is available to meet that expected

8 energy load.
.

O A. Please turn next to Tr. 13,278 and page 22 of Exhibit 201.

10 At Tr. 13,278, lines 8 to 10, the questions suggest that this

1] graph on page 22 shows reserve margins over firm energy

12 loads. Next, turn to Tr. 13,280, line 13, through Tr.

13 13,282, line 25. Do you have any comments on the questions,

14 answers and representations that were made to the Board by

15 Mr. Lazar?

16 A. Yes, as I previously described, the graph on page 22 shows

17 only three things: total peak resources, total peak load and

18 firm energy load. It does not show firm energy resources.

10 You cannot determine firm energy resources by looking at peak

20 resources. The bulk of the peaking resource is hyoro
.

21 capacity that does not have any energy capability behind it

22 at all. For example, the 1979 West Group Forecast (Exhibit
.

23 185) shows that the region is adding 1708 megawats of hydro

24 peaking capacity from 1979-80 through 1989-90, but that this

25 additional capacity adds only 44 megawatts of average annual

- 26 energy. At Grand Coulee Dam, 2 additional 805 megawatt unitt

27 are being added for the purpose of meeting peak load only.

2S These units will not develop any additional energy because

. i "i
\ u

_
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] there is already installed suf ficient generating capacity at

2 Grand Coulee to handle all the available water.

3 You cannot simply draw lines across peak resources and

4 assume, therefore, that those resources can cover an energy

'

5 requirement such as Mr. Lazar asked the Board to do at Tr.

6 13,280. A suggestion that all peak resources would have 100%

~

7 energy capability or, for that matter, any energy capability

8 whatsoever, would be very misleading.
.

9 Q. How can one determine the firm energy resources in the NWPP

10 region during the 1979 through 1988?

11 A. As mentioned previously, this information is not shown on the

12 graph (Figure 6, Exhibit 201) but can be found on pages 74,

13 7a and 82 of WSCC's Summary of Estimated Loads and Resources,

14 date as of January 1, 1979, issued April 1979 (Exhibit 202).

15 For excaple , taking the year 1988, the peak load of 57721

]G megawatts can be found on page 69 near the top of the page,

17 under the column December and the net total resources

18,| available of 69135 megawatts to meet that peak load near the
f

19 f bottom of the page, under the column labeled " December." The

20 energy lead as shown on the graph can be obtained from page
.

2] 74 for 1979, page 78 for 1980, and page 82 for the years

22 1981-1938. These amounts are reflected in the three curves
.

23 shown on Figure 6, page 22. As an example for the year 1988,

24 the load of 330,193 G'.VII can be found near the top of the page

25 under the column titled 1988 and the total energy resources

20 available to meet that load near the bottom of the page under

27 the same column in the amount of 313,216 g ig awa t t-hou rs

28 resulting in a deficit of 12,368 gigawatt-hours. I have

. .

: ,; 1|t
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1
plotted the resources that are available to the Northwest-

2 Power Pool to meet the energy requirements, as shown on pages

3 74, 78 and 82, on Figure 6, which shows that the Northwest

4
Power Pool is deficient in being able to carry its firm load

^ requirements for the ten year period of 1979 through 1988.5

g Figure 6 with this additional intormation is Exhibit

7
herein. Plants such as Skagit, Pebble Springs and Colstrip 3"

8 and 4 are being installed primarily to meet the energy
,

9 requirements of the Northwest, not for the purpose of meeting

10 Peak requirements. Uithout any one of these units, which

11
have yet to complete their licensing, the deficiencies of the
Northwest Power Pool will be substantially greater than as

12

13
shown on the curve that I have plotted on Figure 6.

14 Q. Turn to page 82 of Exhibit 202. Do you have any f urther

15
comments on what that tabulation depicts?

16 A. As I mentioned this sheet on the top indicates the total load

17
of the Northwest Power Pool for the period 1981 through 1988.

18
That is the total of the estimated energy loads in the

19 Northwest Fcwer Pool. The next to'the bottom line of that

20> shee shows the amount of energy that is available to cover
,

21 the projected load. These are the amounts that I previously

22 described plotting on Figure 6, Exhibit 201, which is now
.

23 Exhibit __ herein. The page also shows, on the last line of

24 numbers, the amount of deficiency that the Northwest will

25 .have under adverse water conditions. It should be noted that

gg the existing ccmbustion turbine and oil-fired generating

27 units are all operating wide open during these years. A

23 review of the last line of page 82 shows that the maximum
,- n

|' \s
'
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1
deficiency occurs in 1984 of 28764 gigawatt-hours and the-

2 smallest deficiency occurs in 1988 and amounts to 12,368

3 g ig awat t-hou rs . Incidentally, if Skagit is delayed by three

that deficiency in 1988 would become 24,245
4 years,

.

5 gigawatt-hours.

i G Q. At Tr. 13,284, Mr. Lazar introduced tables f or other areas in

the WSCC similar to Figure 6 for the Northwest Power Pool..

7

8
Please turn to Tr. 13,288 lines 21 through 24 where Mr. Lazar

.

9
makes the following~ statement in response to a question from

10 the Chairman: "Not only is there apparently power available

11
in the Northwest Power Pool, but apparently the other regions

who are undergoing the same underload or overf orecast as the12-

13 Northwest is." Would you please comment on that

14 representation to the Board?

15 A, Again, the problem with the representation is that the tables
l

16|
that Mr. Lazar presented do not reflect what he represents,

|

17! that is, energy resources. Information with respect to

is shown in the companion volume, Exhibit
18 energy resources

19 202. Page 57 of Exhioit 202 shows the energy resources of

the USCC region for the period 1981 through 1988 and page 5820
.

shows the quantities of oil and gas that must be consumed in21

22 the region under adverse hydro conditions. The last line on

.

23 page 57 shows a deficiency in energy resources during the

24 entire period (1981-88) with Skagit 1 and 2 on schedule. The

25 last line of page 58 shows th a ~c the WSCC region will be

- 2G consuming 190,055,000 barrels of oil in order to meet its

27 energy load in the year 1988 under critical water conditions ,

28 assuming Skagit 1 and 2 remain on schedule. This amount of

i' .
J l,J

=
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] cil will be necessary to meet area loads, including the-

2 energy deficiency depicted on the last line of page 57 of

3 12,368 gigawatt-hours. It should also be noted that of the

4 total energy resources assumed to be available in the year

5 1988 te produce the 644,944 gigawatt-hours of energy, 60,400-

6 megawatts are planned additions. Of the planned additions

7 23,615 megawatts are resource additions that are not-

8 authorized or licensed. Page A-18 of Exhibit 202 shows the
.

O status code for planned additions. The status code "P"

10 represents units " planned for installation but not (utility)

11 authorized." The code "K" represents units for which

12 regulatory approval is pending but are not under

13 construction. The status of all planned additions in the

14 WSCC region curing the period 1979 through 1988 is shown on

15 pages 243 tnrough 261 of Exhibit 202. For ease, all units

16 listed on rhose pages with the above referenced status codes
i

17i! have been tabulated on Exhibit _,The tabulation shows that

IS within the Northwest Power Pool area 8,206 megawatts of

19 q planned rescurce additions are either not authorized or do
i

20 not nave tne necessary regulatory approvals. Likewise, in

.

the Rocky Mountain Power Pool area, there is 3,560 megawatts21 .

22 of these planned additions and in the Arizona-Mexico Power

23 Pool area, 3,585 megawatts. In the Southern*

24 California-Nevada Power Pool area, 9,517 megawatts of planned

25 additions are of this status and there are 3,747 megawatts of

- 20 planned additions in the Northern California-Nevada Power

27 Pool area that are not authorized or do not have the

28 necessary regulatory approvals. Of the 8,206 megawatts of
.

-
-__. .
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I planned additions in the Northwest Power Pool area, 5,226*

2 megawatts are base load energy resources. This represents

3 64.3 percent of the total planned additions of this status in

4 the Northweet Power Pool area. Of the total 28,615 megawatts

5 of planned additions with this status in the entire WSCC.

G area, 21,628 megawatts are base load energy resources, which

7 comprises 75.6 percent of the total planned additions of this.

8 status.
,

9 Q. If Skagit units 1 and 2 are delqyed three years, where would

10 Puget Power find replacement energy?

11 A. It should be clear by now that the Northwest Power Pool area

12 has large firm energy deficiencies and that the only

13 available replacement in the NWPP for Skagit units 1 and 2

14 would oe from additional oil or gas-fired combustion turbine

15 installations. It should be noted that with Skagit assumed

16 on schedule the Northwest Power Pool is faced with the

17 distinct possibility of burning 2,445,000 barrels of oil to-

18 carry its load in the 1933. This can be determined by

19; looking on page 83 of Exnibit 202 on the bottom line under
|

-

20', the righ:-hand column 1983. With the occurence of adverse
|

21' hydro ccaditions and a three-year slippage on Skagit we would

22 add to this oil requirement 19,400,000 barrels of oil in
.

23 1988. Replacement power if available and purchased from

24 outside the NWPP, would be oil also as we previously noted in

25 looking at the WSCC region as a whole on page 58 for the year

26 1988 wherein 190,055,000 barrels of oil are required under

27 adverse hydro conditions. Median hydro conditions only

28 reduce tais oil requirement of the WSCC slightly to

- -

,
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1 159,631,000 barrels indicating that even under median hydro-

2 conditions required replacement power purchases would be from

3 oil-fired generating sources. Replacement purchases for

4 Skagit units 1 and 2 from oil-fired generating sources in the

-

5 Pacific Southwest is at best a very questionable situation,

6 as exemplified by comments on page A-11 of Exhibit 202 with
*

7 respect to fossil oil and gas generation in the Southern

8 California-Nevada Power Pool area (S.CA-NV): " Energy
.

O production is limited by long-term scheduled maintenance,

10 total and partial forced outages, short-term or

11 deferred-forced outages, and NOx and NOx dispatch

12 requirements. Surplus energy may be available from these

13 units, but since most are located in the South Coast Air

14 Basin, such energy production would have detrimental effects

15 on local air quality and may be subject to regulatory

16 restrictions." Quoting again from page A-11, paragraph 7,

17 titled Fuel Oil. "Any surplus energy f rom S.CA-NV would be

i
18j from oil-fired generation, and the avail ability of oil for

19 extraordinary needs beyond that forecasted would be subjectec
i

20| to =any f actors and could only be determined by an analysis
\-

21| of the specific requirements and conditions as they then

22 exist." Similarly, for the Northern _ California-Nevada Power
.

23 Pool (N.CA-HV) area on pages A-12 and A-13, under the sectivo

24 titled " Comments en the Availability of Excess Energy in the

25 N.CA-NV," I quote as follows: " Surplus energy available frcn

2G N.CA-NV would be from its unloaded fuel oil units. The

27 amount available would vary with hydro conditions and is

28 estimated to be near zero under adverse hydro conditions."

' '
, !/U
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1 It should also be noted that under either median or adverse
.

2 water conditions, oil used in generation will increase

3 be twe en 1979 and 1988. The President's recently announced

4 energy program proposes that electric utilities reduce by 50%

5 their oil usage over the next several years. Implementation-

6 of this proposal would seriously impact the availability of

7 oil as a replacement to Skagit..

3 Q. Please refer next to the 1979 West Group Forecast that was
.

9 introduced as Exhibit 185. What is the West Group forecasted

10 increase in energy requirements in the ten year period

11 through 1989-90?

12 A. The West Group of the Northwest Power Pool (the Northwest

13 Power Pool area excluding British Columbia, Eastern Montana,

14 Wyoming, Utah and parts of Southern' Idaho) forecasts an

15 ,, average annual increase in energy load of 3.9% per year.

4

]g|l Q. How does that compare to the 1978 increase in energy loads it,

17 the Northwest Power Pool and WSCC, and to the increase in

18 energy leads for the past twelve months of Puget?

19' A. In 1972, the NWPP's icad increased 7. 7% over 1977, and WSCC's

| increased 6.3%. Puget's average energy load for the twelve20

21 | months ending July 1979 show a 10.6% increase over the same

22' period in 1977. By contrast, Puget's current 1979 West Group

23 Forecast load estimate for the period 1979-80 through 1989-9C
*

21 is 4.8% per year.

25

2G-

27
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QUALIFICATIONS OF D. II . KNIGilTi

1*

received a Bachelor of Science Degree in electrical
2 Mr. Knight

3 engineering f rom Washing ton State University in 1947. In August

4 of 1947 he joined Puget Power as a Student Engineer and then

Intercompany Pool Representative in Spokane beginning*
,

5 became its

6 in May, 1948. He then moved to Puget Power's Power Systems|

in Bellevue after nine yars in Spokane, and.

7 Operations Department

8 from November 1958 to August of 1969 was Manager of the Power
-

9 Systems Operations Department. In August of 1969 he became Vice

10 President of Power Supply for Puget Power. In this pos itio.7, he

11
is the Company officer responsible for the operation of the

12 Company's generation and for all matters of bulk power supply,

13 sales, transfers, and interchanges of energy between Puget Power

14
and other utilities, and for coordination of Puget Power's

15 operations with those of other utilities. lie served six years on

the Executive Committee of the Western Systems Coordinating
16

17 Council. He is a member of the Board of Trustees (and currently

18 ,

Presidenr) of the Canadian Srorage Power Exchange, and a member

Engineering Advisory Board of Washington State University.19) of the

20 He is a T.emner of the Northwest Coordination Agreement Contract

21
Ccamittee and served twice as its Chairman, and a member of the

22 Operating Committee of the Northwest Power Pool.
.

23

24

25
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20
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28
o
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Impbl6 MR. THOMSEN: Now I just for the record wantedh

in
to identify two exhibits.'-

3 I aculd mark 2cr identification as Inhibit 211

4 a one page document entitled Western Systems Ccordinatingi

!
-

5 Council, and at the bottom it's identified as Figure 6, and

6 in the upper-left it has the number 22. That's 211. And we.

7| distributed these before the noon break.

8 (Whereupon, the document

9i referred to was marked

10 Applicant Exhibit 211

11 for identification.)

12 MR. THOMSEN: And I am marking for identificatior

13 as Exhibit 212 a five-page document entitled WSCC Resources

14 Planned, which again we distributOd bcfcre the noon recess.

15 (Whereupon, the document

i

16 referred to was marked

17 Applicant R=hibit 212

13 for identification.)
'

!
19 MR. THOMSEN: And referring to 211 for

20 identification, that is the same as Exhibit 187, and of
,

21 courso it is page 22 frem Frhibit 201, except that we have

22 added, as Mr. Knight will explain, on the graph you will seo

!

23 i typewritten the words " Fir:a Energy Resources" and an arrcw

24 , drawn up to a dashed line.

25 We have added that caption " Firm Energy Resources' ' ,

! c-

\!|~,
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1mpbl7 that arrow which appears on the right-hand of the graph and
.,i

"i the daahed line dat it points to.

david fiws 2

4
.

5

6
,

7

8

9 i

10

11

12
!
i

13

14
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15
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19
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|
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5 david 1 That's what ve've added to that figure, and the
; ,

i'
.vid 1 Nitness will cali a30ut that.

$1 I think th.''. 's all the praliminary ::.atters.taka 13 :
if
!.

4||Mr.Beighlehasthefloor.
.

5 CHAIRM?di EEALE: Mr. Beighle?
:

6 MR. BEIGHLE: I have no further question s of
'

t

7 Mr. Knight at this timc.
I
|

3 |I CHAIRM2Ji D'J1E: Mr. Black,. do you have any
i
i

9 - questions?

MR. BLACK: Yes, I do,10 ,
t

!. CROSS EIGui!EATION
5 s.- q

i| BY MR. DLACH:12 ,

d

p" d G Mr. Knight, referring to page 3 of your testimony
l

dealta with the staff alternative site comparisons, ca line;4

5 you have a -- this is dealing with the staff's low estimate
15

as indicated on table 10 of its testimony on alternative sites.
16

You have a number thre 3320 megawatt years, and I would like
37

to know how that figure is derived.
18

.

A That figure was derived by taking the energy
19

loss for each of the seven years that thero is an energy20
.

less due to a delay of each of the Skagit units, reducing
21

that by 420 megawatts in each of the years,except the last22
I

23 | year when the reduction of Skagit is cnly 64 megawatts.

t

,, ! Q And what's the reduction of 420 megawatts, what's
.3

i

! that based en?
25 6

i

I i
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david 2 1 A The 402 megawatta?

2 Q The 402 =cgawatts.

3 A The 402 megawatt: is the number that the ctaff

4 used for hydro availability.
.

5 0 And the 402 megawatts is the staff's nu-ker

6 for the secondary hydro?
,

7 A Yes.

8 0 And what's really the definition of second hydro?

9 A Secondary hydro is hydro that is in excess of the

10 amount of water you have to generate the minimum amount of

11 firm within the pool area.

12 In other words, it's water that you can generate

13 generatien from in conditions better than the adverse

14 conditions.

15 0 Is it -- is it safe to say that secondary hydro

16 is hydro available above critical water ascumptions; is

17 that another way of saying- that?

18 A Yes, periodically; it's notelunys there.
4

39 It varias.

20 0 Now, I believe ond of your general criticisms
.

21 f Dr. Winters' estimates is -- gets down really to the point

22 that Dr. Winters assumed that this -- the Skagit units were

23 not on-line but suffered a three year slippage in time, that

24 only the Wst Group areas -- the West Group utilities would

25 | e pac ed.

I
u

- n
i d *-
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david 3 i Is that basical.'.y tha assunction used in
! I
i

]Dr. Hint:rs' testimony? j

il
4

|} A That's correct.

#
Q And I believe that your analysis or criticism of

,

4

5 Dr. Winters' testimony indicates that thera ia a larger area

6 that's impacted,and therefore the cost to scciety will be.

.i

larger than that depicted in Dr. Winters' testimony.' '

I

6! A That is correct.

9 Q And I assumed that the basis for your analysis

10 with regard to a larger impact area is this -- is the

li state of energy between all utilitics in the Western Systems,

12 Coordinating Council, as opposed to just the assumption

U used by Dr. Winters, which would in just the Uest Group

i14 ' forecast?

15 A That is right.
I

16 | 0 There is this interchange of energy?

17 A That is correct.

18 Q In it not true that your assuqtion is one that
,

19 the whole Western Systems Coordinating Council is energy

.
20 deficient during these six years or seven years that we're

21 dealing with the slippage here?

22 A As a whole, that is correct,

23 Q And so under your analysis, then, the -- ift

i

24 the Skagit facilitics were slipped, then the -- this nuclear
!
,

25 il energy that Skagit would generate, assuming that we're
!!

|| .,-
~i is -! c:
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david 4 online, wculd have to ba rep'. aced by sene other energ1'

2 A That is correct.

3 Q And what is this other erer~y that would have

4 to come online?
.

5 A It wculd have to be oil firad generstion.

G Q And where is that oil fired generation?
.

7 A The oil fired generation, depending on the

8 water situation, would be either in the ncrthwest or the

southwest.9

to O Nhat's the water situation that it depends on?

A Well, if it was a critical water situation, wo11

12 would have to here in the northwest supplement the whole

13 am unt of the reduction with oil fired generation.

ja If we had water in excess of the critical water a

p rti n f that then would -- would be run in the15

northern California area or southern California area because16

we would be able to replace some of it with the additional
37

hydro generation.
18

.

Q Ncw, I take it the sequence as set forth on pagejg

20 4 of y ur testimony dealing with which generation would be
.

available, depending on hydro conditions is basically what
21

y u have just indicated there; that first you loo'c to22

Y # "*# "'yur UC 9ene a n m red plants;23

and third ycu reduca generatio from coal fired plants.gg

A That is correct.
5

'. \d..
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david 5 7 Q tiow, I take it that your bacis for caying that

2 if Skagit is delayed then -- Wall., is it true that if Skagit
!

2 is delayed that all of the n.akeup energy, let c say, is |5

a going to be derived frcm oil fired generation?

5 A Yes.

Q And what's the basis for that?6
i

A Wall, the basis for that is when thi: generation
7

is not available, then additional oil fired generation must
8

take place to racet the sama load area 1 cad because -- maybeg

I can explain it.to

If Segit is operating, it takes a certain amount
73

of oil being fired at all tims, regardless of waterg

|
conditions; if you back off Skagit, then it takes that

t o.,

much more oil.

O So in other words you are saying your assumptin

"" ' '
16

Coordinating Council is going to be using oil fired generation?

A Yes. 1988, even under median water, the Council
.

is running over 159 barrels per year.

O And if Skagit is delayed, that makeup energy has
0,

,

to come from oil fired generation?

A That is correct. Additiona oil fired generation.

O There are no new nuclear plants coming enline that

could also replace that- energy?

A Well, there are none schedulo.d
25

7
-

9
.
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david 6 1 o Between now and --

||) 2 A That 10 making the accuxptien that every thing

3 that is currently scheduled or casumed in on the line and

4 operating, and many of these are not even licensed or authorized
.

5 b- the utilities yet.

6 O So it would be your testimony that if Skagit were
4

7 delayed, it would be -- the makeup energy would
.

O absolutely have to be supplied by all fired generation.

9 A That is correct.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: Excuse me, Mr. Black. I thought

11 I missed something.

12 You said earlier -- I thcught I heard you say

13 during --with Skagit delayed during good water years a

14 portion of that makeup could be made -- could be supplied by

15 hydro.

16 THE WITNESS: No. What I meant to say is that

17 the portion of it -- if wo had a bad year, it would all

18 he operatadin the northwest. If it was a good year, only a
.

gg portion of it would be opented in the northwest, and the

20 remaining in the southwest.
.

21 It would still be the same amount of oil. It's

22 just a matter of which area had to pay for the oil.

MR. LINEunzRcER: I see.23

BY MR. BL?C :24

,
- Q So even under median water conditicns, there la

sS|

' ' [; IOU
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david 7 1 going to be oil fired generation in the Western System

2 Cccrdinating Council?

3 A yes.

4 Q Turning to page 6 of your testimony, what is the
.

5 basis for the figure on line 20 of $2,819,000,000?

6 A That is the calculation I made on the cost of,

7 replacement power for the four company applicants.

8 Q And down below cn page -- line 25 you have a

9 figure of $3,300,000,000; what's the basis for that?

10 A That is cost -- the cost to the applicants if

11 the area was subjected to critical water during that period

12 of time.i

!

13 And the total replacement would be on oil in the

14 northwest.

15 Q Well, isn't -- you have a figure on line 21 of

16 $528 million,which would be the value of secondary 44ro for

17 the four companies.

18 I'm guess I'm asking if you add the $528 million
,

19 to the $2.18 billion it 9eens to me that you should come

20 up with a figure that would be refledad on lino 25. But
,

21 for some reason I -- ny figures don't add up to that.

22 Now, tell me where I'm wrcng.

23 A Well, the calculation to develop the 3.3 billion

24 is taking the deficiency of tho -- rather the reduction of

25 Skagit of 5796 megawatt years and replacing that with oil

,ni
,1
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david 8 1 fired gsneration with -- acsuming you had a 'rator supply

2, during that coven yacrs equivalant to ::he 40 year average
b

3 |'l for the four cpplicants.

!

4| That anount cf water amounts to abeuh 600 megawatts
i.

5 of the four applicants in the years that that is available

6 to displace Skagit. It wastzed to displace Skagit at a
,

7 split savings rate, which is a mafetable rato to

G California with half the difference between the value of

9 it or the cost of it hore and the value in California.

10 And so you really can't add the two numbers together
,

11 and get that because there's a different amount of oil and

12 a different cost on the hydro.-

13 Q I see.

14 A See, presently our customers all receive the

15 benefit of any sales outside of our customer area.

16 MR. BLACK: Thank you. I have no further questions.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: All right. Mr. Leed?
17

18 MR. LZ20: Mr. Lazar will --
.

19 BY MR. LAZAR:

20 0 Mr. Knight, you made the assumption that the
.

coal fired plants will always be loaded to maximum capacity21

to displace southwest oil fired generation, correct?12

A Correct.23

O Could you describe the 1976 water year for us a,,
.4

little bit? Pardon me, calendar year 1976 for hydro
2y |

| conditions.
T 3 i \bi ~
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david 9 1 A Well, I -- the calendar year was,tha first

2 ! hall, as 1 re:acmber, wac cloce to mr.dian, and the insi half
i

3 deficient in wcter supply.
i,

O Werelou nahing secondarf cales to the southwest-; i

.

5 during that year?

3 A In '767
.

7 0 Yes.

8 A Yes.

9 0 Were they going for more or 1cas than the fully

allocated cost of the most expensive plant you tre baselining?10

1; A They were going for less than fully allocatsd cost

on coal -- above the fully allocated cost on hydro.
12

i3 Q But at greater than the incremental cost.

A Oh, yes.u

Q Was there ever a time during that year when --
15

when the tieline was fully loaded.cnd you couldn't get.any
16

power and you had to discount it?
77

A There may have been in '76. It was not in '77
18.

and it was not in '70, nor has there been in '79.jg

Q So should we assuno that the '76 -- you would
20.

have baseladed your coal plants pretty much to the limit
21

of availability?
22

A Yes.
23

24 ! O W 've been using a 75 percent capacity factor'

|

25| f r that assunption.

F.' Iu
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1

it
david 10 ! 1,1 A That'. ccrrect.

t

2 [, O For a cra11as plant, can us usa a different
h
h

3 !| capac;cy factor?
|!
o

4 A You ::ay bc ?.312 to .

.

5 O Hould -- would you suggst using a different

6 capacity for say, a cmaller coal plant like Colstrig 1 and,

7 2 or Dave Johnson?

3 A I think in many caces you can. It depends

9 somewhat on the charactaristic of the individual plant:

10 whether you have scrubbers, what type of pollutien control

ij equipment you have on the plant.

| If it's a stip plant -- in years gone by, th+12 |
l

i3 lower rated plants generally tended to have a littic

;4 better capacity factor. Or rather availability factor
.

I
than the larger plants, but not significantly different.ir ~e 8

16 Q What about calendar year '77 for water.

A Very poor.17 i

gg Q Is that being a little generous, perhapa?
,

A Yes. But I'm not supposed to use four letters
19

words here. But it was very bad.
. 20

Q Worst you have on record?21 j
I

A Yes, I believe that was the case.'

22

O Those were the words you used to the utility and23 ;
1

I transportation committee last September?33
!

" Worse than the '36 '37 critical year."
2 5 ., ,

t
''; ,

-

; ,

'
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davidll 1 A Well, the char:ctoristica arc different thsa t:he

2 '37 '37; '36 '37 vas -- is the worct cingle y2ar, f

I
3i operating year wo:te over had. But becar.se of cdditional

4 dorage, that does not becema a critical year anymoro.
.

5 Q But the '77 year wac the worst refill you've

6 evor had?,

7 A The worst refill, but September though April it

8 was far better than '36 '37.

9 Q During '77 did you have to run your oil turbines?

10 A '777

11 I ran them, yes.

12 Q Looking at your uniforn statistical report for

13 '77, I show less then 1 perecnt capacity facter for Whitehorn

la and South Whidbey both. ' Iou were just running them mainly

15 to keep them alive?

16 A The Whitehorn unit was run for other utilities,

17 run for the city of Seattle.

tg Q All right.
,

19 A The Whidbey Island unit was operated for

. 20 reliability on the island.

21 Q And - but there was no problem of a shortage

22 of capacity on the tieline going - if you had had seccndary

23 p wer you could have sent it to California in '77?

A If I had any surplus, it would have been gobbled24

up in the northwest. It would never have gotten on that25

\,i
1 -3
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davidl2 1 ticline.

2 O But you cnly ran Colstrip at 65 percent and

3 Contralia at 70 percent thi year?

4 A You must remember those were ncu plants, and they
.

5 had a lot of problems, shakedoten probleus getting them online.

6 It is not becauso we didn't try to run thom core.
,

7 Q Wasn't it the third year of operation for the

8 Colstrip?

9 A One came in in nid-75 and the other came in in

10 mid-76.

11 Q So 1.he firct unit, based on the operating rules

12 should have run at 75 percent capacity factor on the first

13 one and at 60 percent for the first several months and then

14 at 75 percent thereafter.

A Should have, but they didn't.15

16 0 Didn't.

Were the oil industrias curtailed at all in the17

north'.ast during '77718
.

A Well, I knew they were curtailed as far as their39

.
20 interrupt was concerned frem Benneville. Whet!ar or not

they were able to buy outside power or not to meet their21

1 ad, I do not know.22

0 But they didn't ask you to run your oil turbines23
.

r them?
24

A They did not ask to operate my oil pcwar turbines.25

I e, G
i
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i
f

davidl3 1 Q So prost=nbly, they did -- i

,

I

'y A Ecwever, chey did c.3:; me : c cparata ny bac 21 cad
il

3 " oil fircd plan..e

!
4 O And you didn't do that?

.

5 A I did not.

6 0 Why didn't ycu?
.

7g A Why? 3ccause I've got c 50 year old plant
i

8| there I have to maintnin for reliability.of the system

i
e and for interrupt lead we've taken the position wo tiill not

10 operate that plant.

11 Ua have to keep it going as icng as we pcssibly

12| can.

;; i O But the turbines, they didn't ask you to run?

y A NO, they did not.

15 O So presumnbly they found either sema other source

of power in the lowest water year en record that was16

cheaper than a curbina, or else theypreferred curtailment
17

18 to oil fired power.
,

A They took a substatici amount of curtailacnt
39

20 on the interrupt load,
.

s

s

0 They preferred curtailment to turbino power?'

21

A I assume they did.
22

Q It must have been that they thought they couldn't
(- 23 ,

!

3a| make a profit with high c:st power.
:
!

A could have been. I don't know.
'S ,

!
-

.

e '
, i.,

3
i

|
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david 14 1 Q Khat about '7S?

2 A Naar median water situation.
I

3 0 You br.d record accondary power sa22 sin that year?

4 A yes,
,

5 0 What kind of rates wore ycu getting for your

6 cecondary?.

7 A Approximately 12 mills per kilowatt hour.

8 0 Is that the rate you have filed with the FFC now?

9 Or with PERC ?'

10 A I have a higher rate fired with the FPC now.

11 O What was the highect cect resourco you were

12 baseloading in 1978?'

.

13 A APProximately 15 mills.

14 0 In '78 you said there uns no shortage of capacity

15 on the tieline.

16 A That is correct.

17 0 But you ran Centralia at 52 percent and Colstrip

18 at 65 percent that year.
.

19 A I don't know whether those figures are right or

. 20 not.

21 Q I'm looking at the uniform statistical report for

22 the F.ar ending December 21, 1978.

A What's the question, sir?
23(,

.

Q I'm asking you to confirm that they were run
24

at less than 75 percent capaci!:y.
25

'1 ' ! a' \ !;s -;
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davidl5 1 A well, I'll confirm thay were p cbably running
h
,

'
!

2i loss than 75 percent capacity, but I cannot confir:t thosa

3 nu:nbers .

4 Q If they run at are than this, you 3:culd have
.

been able to presembly displace cil in the couthwest.5

Yes, if I'd had the coal supply to do it.6 A
*

.

But you couldn't get your plants to -- you couldn't7 0

96 the plants to run Vell or couldn't find a market for tha8

9 power..

10 MR. BEIGHLD: Was that a question or a statement?
,

11
If it was a statenant, I rove it be struck, andif it's

12 a question, it ought not to be ansucrad.

MR. LEED: The witness is the one that's supposed
13

14 to answar the questions.

MR. BEI ATR: I wasn't sure.
15

CHAIRM5N DELAE: He was acking whether Lt. Lazar
16

asked a question.17

~ MR. LBED: Mr. Lazar asked a question, yes.
18

,

MR. EEICM.R: I took it as a ' speech. I wasn't-

19 ,

suro it was a question.20
.

MR. LAZAR: I asked if you could have run the
21

P cnt, gotten the power frem it, could you have displacedl22

core oil?23

THE WITNESS: If I could have ocprated the plant
4j

25 |
core, yes, I could have displaced more oil.

i

| '

,,1

'
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*'
davidl6 Hewover, relative to Colstrip we hava a

2 transmiasion limitation 3et et -- during a lot of hours

3 we're not able to load the plant up becauce there's not ;

4 enough trancmission to bring it over he.re.
,

5 By Mn, LAZAR:

.
6 0 You're getting into a clocIntise distribution

7 pattern?

8 A Loop flow-through. Then we have to back the

9 generation off in order to keep the stability of the

10 system.

11 0 Is something being done to correct that

12 situation?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Can you tell me how you would plan to get the

15 power from Colstrip and perhaps Colstrip three and four to

16 California in the future.

17 A Well, if -- if three and four are constructed, then

la it will be accompanied by a double circuit 500 kv line
,

,

19 all the way from colatrip to Hot Springs, Montana, which will

20 not only c:ove generation of Colstrip Three and four, but will
,

21 relieve this bottlencek we have for colatrip one and two.

22 In the interim we have ordered phase shifting
i

23 transformers to go on the ties between Billings and Yellowtail

24 to control be loop ficw into the area.

25| Those will not be in for in excess of a year.

1 *)
k/U[ 5
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davidl? I Q On page 6 of your testimony you used. a 5 percent

2 cacalation rate for the cost of oil. to vcu feel that's !,

s ' a reacenable ra::e of arcalatien?

4 A I think it's prehably tco Icv.
.

5; O The staff used 10 pcreent.
I

c! A That's correct.
- t

i

74 Q How do you fcci abcut 10 percent?

8 A I think that's prebebly closer t- the real world

9 than our six percent.

10 0 If the cost of oil were to rise that high cr you

jj were to havo to substitute highiar coat for the nuclear plant,

12 wouldn't you erpect a rrduction la demand for the higher cost

13 i P0"f7
i

jaf A I really doubt it,
t

0 Y u don't see that thero's an elasticity in demand15

f r the power?
16

|

A I t.tink the opposite happens because of the increaso37

in price of oil. We will probably have more people convertingjg
.

frca using oil heat, going into electric heat, becausejg

this kind of a prico for oil in far in excess of electric20
.

21 y ratas in the northwcat.
I

3| O How does it compars uith the incremental cost of

electrical power?g
'

A The incremental cost?e ', !
Q The cost of a new plant.

25 i

,.:-~
I/[ t

)

.
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|

david 13 1 A !!all, that I don't know, but I knew our customern

2 new, relative to their rateu, you '.cculd have to -- you

3 would have to have appro:ci'astely 50 cent cil to be equivalent.

4 (Counsc1 for Intervonor SCXi" conferring.)
.

5 Q Can you estplain the basis for that conclusica, the

_
6 50 cent a barrel oil -- 50 cent a gallon oil?

7 A YGS-

8 It's very simple. Run a calculation. Df:cci oil

9 is approximately 140,00 BTCa per gallon. A kilowatt hour is

10 3414 BTUS per gallon -- per kilowatt hour.

You have an officiency of an oil furnace of
33

12 approximately G5 to 70 porcent efficiency. It takes about

26 kilowatt houro to -- equivalent to a gallon of oil, at
13

our price, around 2 centa a kilowatt hour.14

That's about 52 cent oil that would be necessary.
15

0 And the staff has estimated 55 -- 54.5 mill
1G

p war frcm Skagit.
17

A I'm -- we'ra not - we're charging our customers;g

2 cents a kilowatt hour now, righ currently. Oil -;g

diesel oil is protbly ccoling for 85 cents to the homa
.

20

owner.
21

If he could got it for 52 cents, it would be
32

equivalent to if he was heating his house with dactricity.
23

Q Which means that at acb11ar and a half it wouldgy
I
be equivalent to --to 50 mill cower.

25
-

|'
.
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david 19 1., A I didn:t do the z.rithmehic.
{I

2'l Q 15:2 just roughly multiplying by a factor thera. :

3| Mr. Ellia testified in tha last rate casa that

4 you did not lika electric hceting 1 cads. Do you agree with
.

5 that positicn?

_ 6 A I agree with it.

7 Q Has thc company dono anything to discourage

8 electric haating loads, though?

9 A To the degree we'ro capable of disccuring, but |

10 we don't have any authority to discourags it.

11 - Q Have you adopted a rule restricting hookups to

12 olectric heating?

13 A No, we have not, nor are we authorited to adopt

14 such rules.

15 (Counac1 for Intervenor SCANP conferring.)

16 Q Turning to Exhibit -- I think it'a 202, the

17 Western System Coordinating Council 10 Coordinated Plan

16 Sumsary.
.

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: It's 201.

20 MR. m : 201.
.

21 BY E . LAZAR:

22 Q On page 23, the botton righthand corner, do you

scethe forecast deviation for the year for the northveat
23|,

,-

24 j power pool?

A YOU*25
iit;

; h \I '

,

J,
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david 20 1 Q Were they balou forecast?

2 A yeg,

3 G On page 27, the Roch7 Mountain Power was also

4 belcw forc ant?
.

5 A As a total, yes.

.
G Q I assune you've looked through thodocument. Were

7 any of the pcwer arc s in the western syston at or above the

8 foroccat for the year?

9 A Yes.

10 0 They wre?

1i A Well, maybe I -- the question in: Havo I looked

12 at the document.
t

|

13 't
Yes, I've 1cokad at the damment.

14 0 The question is: were any of the power areas --'

15 Arizona,. California -- southern California, northern'

t

16 California -- at or above forecast for the year?

17 A I would have to review it to see.

18 Q Page 31.
,

19 A I do know that as I stated in the text, that thero~ ~ "

i

f, 20 was individual peaks, and everything that was exceeded forecant --

individual months execeded their forecast.| 21

22 O But for the year all the regions were below

forecast.23

' A I'd have to review it to verify that.
24

I do know that the total region had a 6.3 percent
25

j ,
' L/, J
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david 21 1| annual load grcwth ac far ac cncrgy uns concerned. The

|
nornhwort had a 7.7 perscat increase over 277.

2|L
2I G And ovea :ith that, A3 find oursalves 3.7 percent

4 belou forecast for the year, according to thic dccccant.
.

5' A According to that docu=ent. It may be involvcd

,

in the interrupt loads and whatnot.6

7 0 We have the 1976 West u . cup forecaut as Enhibit

8 72. I imagine very few people have kept it around.

9 (Councol handing document to witneso.)

10 I just ask you: dce sthe '76 forecast shcw a

11 deficit during the '76 '77 and '77 '78 years?-

12 A '76 '77 did not chow a deficit as far as total load --

13 firm load. But it did as far as the total lond was concarned.

14 The '77 '78, a slight deficit on the firs load.

15 And '78 '79, a deficit.

16 O But you managed to meet your firn load in '77,

17 even with a record low refill, and with your plants operating

la at less than theoretical capacity.
.

19 A Yes. But the watar condition was critical --

20 was better than average in the critical because in the fall
,

of '77 it broke and we had substantial increase in rainfall.21

22 Q If you were able to hold your load down between
4

new and the years we're spc!cing of dolay, would that reduca23

tho -- the need for costly replacement pover?
24

A It wculd reduca ths deficiency, but if you think
25

,

I
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david 22 1: you can reduco the load to the point whera ue touldn't
!
32 need tha energy, I thiak id's imycociblL.
I !

3, G *?culd a r:striction en elscarical haching be j
i

i t
4' ene way that ycu could deal uith the deficiency? I

|.

5 A If you had a rectriction, ycu may reduce the
i

6 deficiency, but if you didn't have any mora electric heat,
,

t

7i you wouldn't get rid of the deficiency. .

I
,

8| 0 Ian't the electric heat a rathar adotantial part f
l

' t

9 of your load at the present time? I
f

10{ A No.

11 Q On your 2::hibit 212, you've -- this is a list
i

12 of resources for the vestern syston; you've identifiedi

13 those as being not authorized or licensed en the couthern

14 , California-Mevada power area.
I
i

15 | You've identified San Onofra tto and three as

16 being not authorized or licenced.

17 Can you tell no what the otatus of those plants

'

18 is at the present time?
a

19 A This data wcs taken frcm 202, and all I know about

20 it is how it's listed in the sheet here.
.

21 Q Are they under construction at the prencut time?
,

22 A I do not know.
I
t

23| Q What about the rest of these? Do you have any

# f

24 i idea which of them are under cortruction and which are not?'

!

A No. I sesemed that that table is correct.25 ,
I

j l 45 /
'

|
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david 3 1 0 That nona c.2 the;c are taing built?

2 A .Det the :iSCO o cr f f that put this together hao

3 put it 'ccgather correctly.

4 0 You assune that nons of thcsc are being built-

.

5 at procent?

6 A Yes. I assume that.
,

7 O But ycsu hc.ven't revicwed, say, the form 10K of the

a southern California Edison to datermine their estimate of

9 completien date for their plants or any other dccuments to
a

10 that offect?

11 A No, I have not.

12 i And it wouldn't change the situation if there
i

;3f are a few errors in this tabler when you look at the

14 degree of the units that are not licensed or authorized'

for construction.15

(Counsel for Intervenor SCANP conferring.)'
.

16

0 In 1976 did BPA have secondary hydro available?
17

A I believo so.
16,

Q Did your company buy that secondary?'

39

A We probably bought some frcm them.20
.

21 O Q Did you buy it to replace the generation from'

22 your own - units, Colstrip and Centralia?

A If it was available at the time I was operating
23

those plants, I would have bought it then.3

0 I will read a couple of lines from the transcript
25

| . .).c
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1

last September before the tischiagten Utilities andvid24

] Trcncporation Cc:rissica. }
3| "I have novar 'cecn able to gst chea to buy throc

'

i

d ;) mill power and back off Centralia. Inaan,fiycminggeneraticn.|
-

*

1

5 | I suspicica their incremental costs for thosa pinnts are
6 less than the cost for low rate pcwor.",

.

Is that a corr 0ct transcript of your stater.ent to7

S

that commission?
,

9[ A Yes.
I

10 1 So you had the opportunity buy powor and then
. Q
i.tt

11

|| sell off your own as secondary.
,

j
.

12 d There's no relation to what you're'

9 A Wait a minute.
The conte.t}) uaying now with what the question was befora.

e

' was whether or not I could get Wyoming to buy power from14 ,'

t

me to shut down coal plants at three mills.15

16 No.'

O Could you get California?
'

That has nothing to do with whether I buyre
A,

'

pcwar frem 2cnneville to shutdown ContraXa or colatrip.19 !

20 Does it?-'
Could -21 That's the way I road that transcript.Q

It's talking about whether I'm selling power ton
~ A

'riyoming or not, not whether I'm buying power from Bonnevillo
,

23

end 13
25

I
,,-
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mal T14 1 Q E33 there besn a discuacica cf ir.3talling
'''E Z E R

Y 2 urbinas in the Canc.dian chorage ca.ns, Mica or Douglas? I
i

2| A Thcra are units in hica new.

4 Q I haVon't Sa-2n thC Ghavin 30 POWor rOUources.
o

5 Are they producir.g power as they draft those

.
6 raservoirs?

7 A Yes, on Mica.
.

8 O What about the otherc?

9 A 2.ich cnon?

10 0 Well the storage reservoirs. Douglas I know is

11 one, I believe.

12 Duncan?

13 A No, there is no Duncan in generation.

14 0 Is it planned?

15 A I do not knot 7.

16 Q Would it be worth investigating to see if those

17 could be brought on line as power resources during the

la period of relocation?
,

19 A ! 5 suro B.C. Hydro are investigating. They

20 are building Revelatoko right now, trying to get it en
,

21 to meet their cwn load growth.

22 Q But thera hasn't -- you haven't pursued the

23 idea of bringing those units'on early?

' ' ' '
A Which units?- 24

0 Cn the storage reservoirs in order to fill this -25

i - .

l
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cm2 1i tha daficit that you vculd forecact if the Sa' git units |
i

2 vero delaycd? !
I

3 |. A Uall, 3.0. Eyd c, they are trying to cons'.ruce i

1 . . -

4| .cnough plcnts juct to meet their cun Icad. Thay are nct
, t

5| having any capability of constructing plants in thair
I
!

_

own area to o= port pouer. They are having plenty of trouble6

7 with licenac of their cwn plants.

8 Q Haven't they exported power every year?

9 A No firo power, only secondary when they had it

10 availablo.

11 Q In '77 when we were so vary chcrt of pcwar,

12 weren't they ablo to halp us out?

13 A For semo secordary power, yes.

14 Q Well I would think that in a critical year, or

15 a lowest refill of record, that secondary power would not

16 exist.

A Mell, you must understand that their watersheds17

are not the same as our watercheds. The only reason that the'i
is

,

39 had it then was primarily because the Peace Ri'm is in a

20 different watershed.
-

How if you rencaber the drought a bit, tho21

normal rainfall vent far north and they had gced water on22

the Peace River even though it was poor water on theg

Columbia River.g

O Have ycu ever considsrcd or had discussicca with
2S

; 1,

,

c. v

1
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mm3 1 'che aluminum industry regarding buying power frca thair

2 firm allocations?

3 A .ic .

4 Q Tnay u:t.re villing i:o forago curtailment rather
.

5. than-buy oilfired pcuer during '77,
l .

S A There is no way under their contract they could
_

7 reaali any power they bouJht from Bonncville. Tha same as

3 thera in no way any utility, any municipal utility can

9 resell a kilowatt hour of pcuer from Bor.cvillo, cue

10 they buy it frca Scnneville.

11 Q Did the inductrials buy the fira power of the

12 West Kcotanay offer two ysars ago?

13 A I den't knew.

14 O On pago 9G5 cf the UTC transcript you stated:

15 "I do know for exacple that very recontly

16 West Koctenay offered firm power to the United

17 States, as I rcmember, 15 milla. It is my understanding

18 the interruptiblu lead purchased that firm power'

.

19 at 16 mills, which therefore would reduce the

20 market availability for Puget or others in meeti ng
.

21 accondar'z markats."

That statement implies to no that the direct22

cervico industrials bought that power.3

Am I misinterprsting your statement?3

A The thing is, periodically they have different
25

,
o -

'
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4

mm4 1' caount of short-term firm pcuer availchle.

E; But ycu didn't give ma a timefrana in it. I |
p $

3h thought you .;cre talking about 1977. Uhat timeframc nra
||

Af ycu talking chout.
*

i

5| Q Well, I'm afrcid I just quotsd frcs you and ycu |

,

didnft provido 2 im0 frame either. So perhaps va aro at a6

7 loss in identifying that.

8 A I could probably do it if I looked at the

9 transcript and went back and found out what the question

10 was that .I was ask::rl.

11 MR.'BEIGHLE: I belicve wo are having a

12 materiality probicz at this point in the cross-examination.

13 I have been sitting hero giving Mr. 'IJ2:*ar quite

14 a bit of latitude, but I am going to object at this point. I

15 think we are so far afield from Mr. Knight's direct tasth::ony

16 that it is objectionable.

17 MR. LAZAR: Tho assumption has always been mado

18 by Edth the Staff and ths Applicant that cnly-oil-fired
,

19 gancration can replace the shortfall of delaying plants.

As I established a little bit ago the almnimna'20
.

industry did not buy oil-fired generation when they vera
21

curtailed partially with th eir load.
'

22

What I am trying to identify now is whether they23

yf ,
possibly could bribe the aluminum industry to ehut dcyn and

!

i use their pcwar instend of oil-fired power during a shortfall
25

.1
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mas i which would be an alternativo which has not bcs: considered
|

2I, in any way, which I c.ttespisd to pursua r?ith Dr. Wint: s,

3 but hia kncwicdge of the a.'.mir.cc industry, of ccurca, wasn't

4 V.2ry gCCd.
i.

I
'

5' CEI1UiAN DEAL 3: Iir. Laz r, wo, tco, have a

.
6 probicm frcs time to time of fo11 cuing the extent of your

e

7 cross-examination.

8 Nevertheless, wa vill go along with it scme more.

9 (Mr. La=ar handing dccument to witness.) ,

10 BY MR. LAZAR:

11 O I will, Iir. F. night, give ycu the transcript and

12 if you think reviewing it you are abic to shed any more

light on the previous question regarding,the basic qucation,13

ja regarding the ability of the aApplicants to possibly bid

15 the price up to the aluminum industry high enough to get

16 some of the power that they are presently receiving.

j7 A This is in mid-1978, code surplus power that they

had at that tima, which, as far as we are concerned, was
18,

19 just 'accondary pcwar they had for a short period of time.

That was mid-1978.20.

21 0 so the firm title did not apply to future years?

A Ho, no. It was something like, they would make22

it available in July and August, two =enths, 60 days or
23

scmething liks that.y

ilut not firm power for any period of time.
,,3

i

| _ .m
g ,' .i
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mm6 1 IG. EEIGiiLE: Your Eclier, I cn havir.3 a littl3
o

1

2 - trcuble with the state of ';he record at thia point. !
!

i
!

3i Tha tiecirana th?.2 ;Ir. Lcrar ic quGf:icning
!

4| 2fr. Knight in, I an3une is 1936 to 1990 tincframe.
I j-

5! And I thin't in hia questions Mr. I.acar la

,

reprscenting that the contracts bstueen the Bonnoville6

7 Pcwor M:inistr tica cad the aluminum ccapanice ,-:culd all

8 bo in effect during that pericd and that there would be this

9 quantivy of powar still under contract frca nonneville.

;0 And that, of ccurso, is contrary to fact. Those

it contracts start crpiring in 1981 and most of th m will havo

12 expired in that tinsframe that we aro talking about. And I

13 just uondered, for tha state of the record, if this is a

14 hypothetical question Mr. Lacar is acking, or Nhat

15 assumption he has made on the status of tho::a contracts?

gg CHAI2!!AN DEALE: I must say that at least one

17 of us accumed it was a hypothetical question.

WO C2 33*18
.

19 KR. LAZAR: I as glad Mr. Beighlo brought that up.

20 BY MR. IAZAR:
.

21 Q I am wondering, Mr. Knight, if the West Grcup

Forecast assumes continued operation of the BPA direct22

service industrials?23

A Yes, it dcas.p

Q So that load is in there cemewhere?25
,
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=m7 1 A The load is thero, yes.

2, Q and it is not ccming f ca 3FA?

!
'i ' It is not under ccntract.

4 Q So would ycur prericus statement that they could
. ..

5 not rasell their power which they buy under contract fr m

.

BPA have any applicability during the yearc that wa aro6

7 speaking of in '377

8 A They vera purchasing pcwer frca Bonneville, no,

e they would not be able to rasell it.

10 Q Mr. Baighle has just indicated that their

ij . contracts will er.piro, so procrmably their powcr is ccming
-

- - - - ~ - .. . . _ _ .
- --

12 frca scmewhere elco.

13 If it wa-a co: sing frcm scmewhers also, wouldn't '

14 it --

A It may to coming frcm the local public utility15

16 districta in which thsy are located.

Q You are telling no that there is not a parketj7

mechanisa that allows you tr go in ami bribe then .to shut
18

-
.

down if that cost is lower than oil-fired pcusr?39

A N0'20
.

Q Wnnld you regard that as a shortfall of the
21

narket for pcwer in the Northwest that perhaps could be'

n

corrected?23

A 30.y

g ,

I can't sven go to Safeway and get them to cicsei

:
iI. <

,1
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cm8 1 their 'decr3 dcwn. you knew. How can I do it in any

2 huninoca, cak them to close thair decra dc:in cc they won't

'

C uso pcwcr.

!
4' O If ycu could get thcm to closa down for less than

.

3 the cost of bnying oil-firsd pcuer, wouldn' t you scve your

,

customers monny doing it that way?6

7 A I uculdn't he saving those cust mers any money.

3 They uculdn't he able to sell any aluminum. They would

3 have their total plant laying idio.

10 0 But if you were to .valk in the- e and say, here

11 i is enough monay to make up all your lost profits and pay
i

12 your cuployees and cverything, I just want the power -

12 which is essentially what happened in 1977 when they wouldn't
s

14 buy oil-fired power, they thought it was cheaper to not

15 t produce aluminum.

16 A It is only their interruptibio quantity of

17 - aluminum.

18 They run their firm quantity and seme of the
.

19 in* m ptible they did buy higher-priced power.

20 0 But they didn't buy your oil-fired powar?
.

21 A No.

22 Q It was cheaper to shut down than to -

23 A It might ha.ve been that the market for

aluminum is a little different then than it is tocorrow or24
i

25 |
today. I don't know.

I

; ,;- ,.

8 J c i..
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c=9 1 MR. LIUEU3ERGER: It in, PO.dapc, the difference
i
I

2I harc in this c::cht.nga, that ycu. ;Ir. Lazar, are calhing

3 ahcut initiatives tha t Pugol cisht take, 'thereas ycu,

4 Mr. Enight, aro caying Puget ic, conctrained by law not to
.

'

<' S take such: initiatives.

6 TE WIT:IESS: I'm curo we couldn' t do that.
_

7 i MR. LnIENBERGER: Sut do you kncw it as a

8 natter of law that you cannot do that?

9 THE WITNESS: No, sir, I'm not a lawyer. '

10 MR. LI!IEMBERGER: Okay.

11 i THE WITESS: But when ha used the words " bribe,"

!

12| no, I cannot bribe.
I

13 (Laughter.)

14 MR. LDIENBERGER: Well, I was overlooking that

15 word.

16 BY MR. IAZAR:

17 Q We could rophrase it,

yg Could you go in and buy their alumi~n output
,

19 minus everything cacept tho electricity for the price of

the alumi e if it were cheaper than oil-fired pcwer?20
.

A I'm sure I could if I had that much acnoy.21 i

22 But running oil would probably be a lot cheaper.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: .Nr. Lazar, I Mink we are
23

gstting far afield.4,,

O
MR. IA3AR: Okay.g

,,, o ,

'

|_ | .]o
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mal 0 1 BY M2. LAZAR:

2| Q if; . Itnight, can ycu t0)_1 20 17h:2 CO diffOr3nce
i

3, in the north'. mat ic . .-3tucan critict.1 vaur and avsr?.g i

4 water and average magarattc?

:-

5 '' A The differenca of tha -- if you cumned up cach

G of the 40 historical years, and the total divided by 40, it
.

'7 is approximately 3000 magawattc.

8 Q 13 that in ths Wcat Group cr the Northwest Pcycr

9 Pool?

10 A That's in the West Group.

11 Q If we added in D.C. Eydro, would it be higher?

12 A I ascuse it would, but we do not havo the data

13 on B.C. Hydro.

14 Q So that based on the '79 West Group Forecast,

15 would there be a sufficient amount of power available in

16 '87 '88, given an average water year within the West Group?

17 A To what?

ic Q To meat our firm load.
.

'

39 A What year?

20 Q '87 '85 I think is the year Mr. Boighle has
.

21 referred to here a couple of ticca.

22 MR. THOMSEN: You are in the '79 West Group?

MR. LA2AR: Right.23 |
I

24[ MR. BEIGHLE: Ycu arc referring to E hibit 185,

!

I believe?25
.

..
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. mall 1 CHAIRMAN DEM.E: Yes.

2 gel:.,I think so.

3! (Laughter.)

4 H2. IiEIGULE: Uc arc referring to 105.
.

5 MR. LINENBERGER: So are we.

6 (Laughter)
,

7 MR. LAZAA: 185 is fins.

8 MR. LDIENBERGER: Whereabout3?

9 (Mr. Lazar indicating to Mr. Licenberger)

10 MR. IA3AR: Wo are on this table.

11 MR. S"ACHON: It is the sc.mo table wa were working

12 on yesterday.

13 MR. LDIENBERGER: Mr. Lazar, answer verbally

14 co that the reporter can indicate on the record.

15 MR. LAZAR: It is sheets onf.: and two in the

16 first section.

17 MR. LINEUBERGER: Thank you.

10 MR. BEIGHLE: It has got a titic. Road that.
,

19 HR. LAZAR: Titled, West Group Forecast Eatinated

20 Loads and Resources.
,

21 THE ifITNESS: Would you repeat the questi n, sir?

22 BY MR. IAZAR:

0 Would there be a sufficient amount of power23

24 availabla within the West Group to noot the '27 '82 load

i Skagit were defcrred during that pericd in an avarago25

'

>
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1| water year.mu12
,

2C A I don't think 30. |

3 Q Uhat do ycu cupcc<: do cutput of S':ari to --

4 A You munt r:mc.nber the 3000 averaga all ch ::J
.

S up primarily in the er.=crtimo. Zi: is not available in

.
S the wintartima ~ hen the na:inum . load is th.rs.

7 You can't take that 3000 and sprend it against

8 the load.

9 Q Woll then what wa are talking about is a poaking

to need in the winter?

11 A No, I'm talking about an energy nced in the winter.

12 That's whon your ma:cimum energy needs arc.

13 And the maximum energy production is in May, June

14 and July during those hu.vy water years.

15 Q Mr. Knight, have you ovaluated the potential

16 of implementation of PURPA,particularly in load management

17 and rate structure for . holding down scue of that load

18 and for reshaping some of that load?
,

19 A There is a generic case before the Washington

20 Utilities Trannportation Ccmission right now.
.

21 Q Have you worked with the Staff in trying to

22 evaluate how much of your load could be reshaped?

23 .

Well, we havo read their testimony and wo don'tA

24 sea very much happaning with the change in the rate

25 schedule they are proposing.
'

, iv
.,

!

I
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1'| Q How abcut the lead management '.'chniquo3?nun 13 .

2 1 A Lead manag :. cent tandc to rcluca your capacity

3 r aquirs.; cent. 't cico tanda to incrxco year ancrgy

4 requirc=ents. And .1c -- our problen la a cufficient amount
.

5 of energy, not a cufficient accent of capacity.
I

6 Lead manage =ent would probably to a wrong
.

7 thing to do in the 'iorthwest.

I

Q Have you revie:fcd tha docusents of tne Northwest8i -

9 Energy Policy Project?

10 A Scmetimo ago, yes. Not to any detail.

11 Q Did you review any of the unconventionni sources

12 that they suggceted?

13 A Nono ccme to mind now.

14 Q Uave you reviewed Dr. Chaney's testimony on

15 B.C. coal?

16 A I have read it, yes.

MR. BIEGHLE: I am going to object at thin17

point on the introduction of Dr. Cheney's testimony on B.C.18
.

19 coal as beyond the scope of the direct.

CHAIRMAN DEALE: I think it is.20
.

(Board conferring)
21

We find it difficult to support you on this one,22

MI* L" "#*23

(Laughtor)
24

M2. THCMSEN: It is a tempting invitation, but
25

i 7
-

,
,,

J 1 /m
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.
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cml4 1 we vill pass it up.
!
'

2 (Laughtar)
'

|
I3 3Y ?in. LA"A2:
t

!'

4[ Q Do you hava projects plannad beyond Skagit and
.

5 Pcbblo Springs for power resources in the 1990c?

6 A No, nothing specific.
.

7! 0 Anything firmly conceptual?

8 (Laughtar)

9 CEAIRMAN DEALE: Firmly conceptual?
I

10 I believa you answered the question the first

11 time.

12 BY liR. LAZAR:

13 0 Have.you had any discussions with the Waahington

14 Mater Powar, Company regarding their prcycsad Crccton

15 generating plant?

16 A To some degree, yes.

37 Q Are those discucsions in any way involved in the

g3 indication by Water Power to a::pand the application from
.

one unit to thras units?;g

20 A No.
.

Their site is capable of handling three units, I
21 ,

t

believe.22

0 Have you indicated an interest in participating23

in those plants?
24 ,

i
' A I haven *t indicated so.

25

! I- 4

g %
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r::m15 1 Q Eava you batn ack2d to par.me that an a pocci.ble

2 pater supply?

3 A No.

I

4* Thsy aro achtdulal 2o 'aa post-Pebble Springs-Skagit
.

5 units.

6 (Counsel for Intervencr SCANP conferring)
,

7 Q Co you knou. of anybcdy within Puget who has lud

8 discussions regarding potantial participation in those plants?

9 A Not to any degroa. No, I don't know of anybody.
,

|
10 Q But ther3 has heen discuscion of them being ;

!

11 brought en as regional reccurcas? j

12 A Ch, yes.

13 , And the probler.s of getting thcc licensed, and

14 the problems of getting the cito okayed and overything. Sure.

15 Q Aro most regional rescurces divided up among

16 the major utilitics in the region for ownership?

17 A Yes.

ja O So could we expect that at least semo of the
,

19 applicants other than Water Power would probably participate

20 in those plants?
e

A Ch, probably so. Water power doesn't uso that21

22 much generation.

Q Could we expect Puget to be one of thoca23

participants?24
i

A It'c a possibility, yes.
25 ,,.

,

!
>

.
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Ir_a15 i Q IIow much goner sculd th2 Craston units provido,,

i
l

h 2{ if all thr2e w2:a Luilt?

3h A If '.hny built thrco 500 'acgara'. :n, i:: could he
i

4| 1500 =cgawatts.

|
-

5| If they built thraa 300, it would bc 900.

6 Deper. ding what size the units would be.
.

7 0 I havo only read about thcs being 500-msgawatt

E units. Do you have sc.ae information on i cm being como other
>.%

9 si:e?

10 A Well, the multiplication.o' five times ttree is

11 fifteen.

12 0 You indicated that a smaller plant might havo
2

13 ~ a slightly higher capacity factor. _,

14 cculd we expec6 that 1500 megauatts of c>.pacity to

15 ' be worth a little bit more than 1500 msgawattc in larger

.

16 units? -

A 1500 megawatts in 500 megawatts, ccmpared to what?
17

s .,

18 Q Ccapared to 1500 megawatts in units of, say
.

19 1288.'

20 A Probably so, slightly. Assuming the same coal-
e

fired generation with similar pollution control probicas,
21

22 equipment.

Q Do you consider the 1988 proposed ccmpletion date23

for the first unit to be reasonabic?y
I

A I never heard of auch a data. -'
- " ,

25
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Havr ou heard cf an/ 3rticu12:- cc:apletion data1jcm17 Q j

2Il discucc.?l? ,

d
'

A Cnl1 ac a av:ge:ncca, 23 a .T;ct-Pohbic-:3h29it3f
!

4; need for th2 arca.

|*

5i O Was that discussion bafere or af ter the most,

i

6 racant clippaga in the schedulos for Pcbblo and Skagit?

|

7| A I think ~;oth times,

a There is no set data for them as of neu.

9 They don't even have a se dato for the licensing.

10 (Counsol for Intervonor SC.tT? conferring)

i1 Q Is there a possibility that tha moratorium

12 that in going to affect Pebble Springs could result in a

13 situation where Croston would ccme on lina ahead of Pebble?
I

14 A If Pebble doesn't get built and Crocton does

15 get built, yes, that's a possibility.

16 | Q Even with a moratorium of, say, two years, would

17 that give Croston en advantage?

A NEll, I'm not sure it would be possibla if they18
4

39 had a two-year moratorium.

20
s

21

22 I

23

24|

25

- ,,.,
I

,
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#15MADELON I Q Havc you concidared cny of the smaller coal
f' s minis :t

opbl units on this cido cf the ucuntains, u':ilining eens of the !2'
f

|I ;! cmallar coal deposit; c'rcr hera?
i

4 A Have I conaldered it? Surs we've concidered it.j
.

I
5

! Q Cculd ycu deceribe how much capacity you
.

6 considered and why it was rejected, and when?
I

7;i A Well, in previous hearings vo'va gone through

5| " all that.i
f

!

9| Q Have you re-evaluated that in light of the

10 most recent cost estimates done by the Staff for Skagit?

11 A Well, it was re-evalucted approximately a year

12 ago in this hearing.

I13 Q But you haven't re-evaluated them again based

14 ' on the most recent cost estimates?

15 MR. BEIGHLE: I'm going to object to this
,

16 point. I didn't first when he opened up thic line, but it's

17 way beyond the scope of the direct.

13 MR. LAZAR: ':'ha direct deals with what has to
4

19 be acquired in order to meet the deficit, and these coal

20 units, cmall coal units could be brought on line to meet the

21 | deficit. And I think it's very much within the scope of the

22 , direct.

I
23 , CHAIRMAN DEAL 2: What deficit now?

i

24 i MR. LAZAR: During the delay during the
i

relocation of the cito.25
, ,7j

,, e u s-

!
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mpb2 ,

1 C: n I R' W il DEIda: Coul:1 all cf theca small

h
2y coal __

|i
3 z. m . L A n n : That's cne altarnative which neither

1

4! the Staff ner the Applicant hus cenaidsred in their tastimeny
,

5 in these hearings on alternato cites.

l
6' CHAIRMAN DEALE: Carry on with your testimony..

7 THE WITNESS: Can we have the question?

8 BY MR. LA1AA:

9 Q Ecw come they were rejected? How much capacity

to in anall coal?

11 A In the early 1960s we made an extensive survey

12 of all of the coal in western Washington. We found that we |

13 could accumulata enough coal to operate a 300 megawatt plant.

14 However in evaluating the cost of mining that

15 coal it far exceeded the cost of shipping coal in frcm either

16 Wycming or Montana. And that's what we've looked at.

I am sure that is still the case, that you17

18 could not mine wastern Washington coal as cheap as ycu can
,

jg ship coal in frets Montana and Wyoming.

20 0 But you didn't look at coal brought in from B.C.1
,

21 A I've 1 coked at that tco, and that's in the

22 testimony.

23 0 Can you build a coal plant in less time than

24 you can build a nuclear plant?

A I can't get the license any sooner. If I could
25 |

,

.f

| 'J [J
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mpb3 !f ever get started I could probchly get it built in a year

'

A| ahcrter paried of tim-.
'

1

3[ Q In fcct, isn't Ecardman praccy much on schedule?
.

^f- A Yes.
.

1
5' Q Jim Bridger 4, is that pretty =uch on schedule?

6 A Yes. It chould be en the line Deccabor this,

7| year. It got started before many of the citing acts were
i

0 passed.

I
9 Q But you'ra a participant in WPPSS 3. In that

10 pretty much on schedula?
j

11 A Noll, it's under construction.

12 O Is it en the same schedule that it was scheduled

I
13 to be on at tha time it received its construction parmit?

14 A I don't think so.

15 Q Can you build a small coal plant faster than

16 you can build a big one?

l

17 ! A No.

la Q Dut you can build a coal plant in less time tnan
,

19 you can build a nuclear plant, onco you get your permits?

20 A Once you got the permit. If you've got your
.

21 oc * wnt, you can probably put it up in five years.

2I We're assuming at Colstrip we can probably get

23j a unit rolling in 50 months. But all of the equipment is
I .

24 onsite becauce we've had it for three years.i

!
t

25 ; Q So if you could gat a permit within, say, threo
I
:

[, 'sI
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Impb4 1: years, you could build a coal plant to meat the deficit that 1

h EI ?:culd occur if tha clants vare releccted

3 A If I could get a permit within tnras years?
I

4 Q Rignt.
.

5 A It would take me another five years. I'd be

6. eight years.,

7 Q And you uculd be right up to 1937 '88 wouldn't

8 you?

9 A We certainly aculd.

10 0 So if you could get a permit within three years,

11 the coal plants on this iside of the mountain could possibly

12 meet all or part of the deficit you've estimated?

13 A Well, being familiar with the 1977 Clean Air

14 Act, there's no way you're going to be able to build a coal

15 plant on the west side of these mountains. There's too much

16 Class 1 air. You couldn't meet the qualifications.

17 O There were como media reports of a large oil

18 fired plant that Pugat was mentioned in. Have those been,

19 dismissed or are they still activo plants?

20 A I don't know of a2.y active plants.
L

21 Q There was an article on a 3000 megawatt oil

22 fired plant for the Anacortes area.

ui A Who wrcte the article? We were not involved.
;

24 | Q You weren't involved?
I
i

25 : A We were not involved.
'
,

B

|
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I
t

1 ! :!R . LAZAR: I dca't have any furthar auestions.mpb5

h I CHAIR'm' DiALE : Th::d: ycu vary acch, :Ir. Le.ccr.

3 Mr. Lsed, dcas .:h e concinda SC:d?'c crcsc of

i
* ;I the *.;itnccs?

4

~l
. s. LEED: Yes , it does.3

6 CHAIR'aN DEALE: Mr. Stachon?
v

7 ..R. STACilCU : No quecticns. -

8 CHAIEMAN DEAL 2: All right.

9 Mr. Mccer?

10 MR. IiCSER: No questicns, thank ycu.

11 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Co you have redirect?

12 ; MR. BEIGHLE: I have one procedural catter.
!i

12 !! In reviewing the transcript frcm last weck,
n

y we've had Mr. Knight testify to what we felt were some in-
i

15 ' correct representations that were made either in com ents

16 or in questions by Mr. Lazar. And we concented on those in

17 Mr. Knight's testimony. And I had hoped Mr. Knight t. auld

te address those. He has not.
4

19 And I really wender, for the purpose of the

20 record -- and I refer to pages 8 and 11 of Mr. Knight's
L

21 testimony, and transcript cites are there ---if Mr. Lazar,
i

22 in some of the statements he made to the Board, shouldn't

I
23 ! correct those statements for the purpose of the record

|

24| because I think they weren't ccrrect.
6

25 CHAIRI'AN DEALE: lihat are the pages, Mr. Scighle?

1
. - ., .-r a syj _ t.

;
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mpb6 1 M.R . DCICi1LZ: The statements that I'm talking
..

I
2| abcut are ::sfarred to in pr.ges 5 and 11 of :fr. Enight's

!

2| tactimony, with the transcript citations.

4 On page 11, an an wcr by Mr. Lazar to a ques-
.

5 tien from you, Mr. Chairman, is quoted. And the problem is

6 the representations were made ever what the charts in the
.

7 Exhibit 201 demonstrated, that they reflected an energy

0 reserve which in fact did not exist on those charts. The

9 energy rescurces were not depicted en those charts.

10 I think Mr. Ecopor asked some questions of

11 Mr. Lazar abcut the chart and he responded in this first set

12 of transcript references. And in the second set you, Mr.

13 Chairman, asked him a question and I quoted his answer.
I

14 The reason that we introduced Exhibit 211 was

15 to add a line that was missing on thoso charts, and that's

16 the energy resource line to complete the picture, because the

17 picture was not complete with the questions and statements

18 I that Mr. Lazar made at the time he was questioning Dr. Winters.-

.

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Well, what do you prcpose?

20 MR. BEIGHLE: Well, I uould propose that
.

21 Mr. Lazar is here. He has had a chance to see Mr. Knight's

22 testimony. He knows the statements that he made. And I just

23| wonder if the record shouldn't be corrected at this point by

I

c1 ! him.
!
1

l DR. HCOPER: Mr. Baighle, I'm a little confused.25

c: , ;~~
; u u

,
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!

mpb7 1 Aading the firm anergy recource line does not,

i

?- do anything at all to ths quectiona I had Mr him. I was
t

3 | talking aboun accondary poner cr pcic: from any acurce. So

4 I cae no relevanc2 to the firm energy resources line to what
,

- ;

f

5| I was talking chout.

6 Ncw maybe you'ra confused and not me, I don't
,

7 know. But I was drawing the lina across crem generation and

8 firm transfers across to firm peak 1cada.

9 Now we're talking about -- I assume that means

10 all sotrees of energy. He're net talking about drawing the

11 line on firm energy resources. He're not talking about firs

12 ! power, we're talking about all sorts of pcwcr. And I den't
~

!
13 ! think I uculd represent it as anything elce.

I

14 MR. BEIGHLE: Well, this is an adverac hydro

15 chart.

16 DR. HOOPER: Well, I realiza that, sir. So I

17 don't think I was misropresented as far as my question.

18 MR. BEIGHLE: Well, the record is not clear,
(

19 then, in that regard.

20 DR. HOOPER: Well, it's olcar to me. I don't
.

21 know whether it's clear to you.

22 HR. THOMSEN: It certainly isn't clear to me.

23 , I remember the colicquy and there was no atte=pt to differ-

i

g entiate between peak and energy. And the problem in thiso

reglen is energy.a, _

l

'
I i, 7 ;J
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Impb8 And we're simply making the point that the
1

2 discourra about peak rescurces conpared uich peak loads is

U
irralevant ana immaterial in regard to the :iorthuast.

4
MR. SEIGHL2: Now we did not prepara a seconc

.

5
chart which would have been a median water chart. But these

6 tables are available and Mr. Knight addresses that subject in,

7 his testimony on the whole WSEC in median water, and there
8 are deficiencies also under median water.
9

But we did not prepare that chart because this

10 was the only one that was referred to in Mr. Lazar's examina-
11 tion.

12 CHAIRMAN DEALS: This is Mr. Knight's testimony.
13 My question is:

14 Has Mr. Knight's tastimony, say, clarified your
15 position? Now it admittadly isn't clarified to the extent

16 that you might like, such as by Mr. Lazar saying that 'I made
17 a mistake' or what have you. But I think my first question

18 would be whether Mr. Knight actually clarifles your position,<

19 and I assume that it would.

20 MR. BEIGHLS: Oh, yes, there's no question abouti

21 that.

22 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Now the next questien is

23 whether Mr. Lazar agreca with this clarification. And I think

24 that that's a question which you might, well, ask Mr. Lazar.

25 Mr. La:ar, you've heard Mr. Beighle speak of
. 3 r;

$ iA|
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mpb9 i Mr. Knight's testimony and he referred to the fact that thers

2 i -- e::cuse me , Mr. Beigh10 referred to the statements by

L
3: Mr. Knight uhich idantify let's say mistana which Mr.

I
!

4I Bcighlc ascumes you made, and he sculd li%c to find out
|+

5 whether you agree with it o r not.

6 MR. LAZAR: First of all, I did addrass the
.

7 quotation en page 11 regarding the underload or overforecast

3 when I Oshed Mr. Knight to refer to the tables on page 23,

9 27, 31, 35 and 39 of the Western System Coordinating Council

to plan. So I think I did definitely refer to that.

11 Regarding the energy situation, my own under-

12 standing is that there is a sufficient surplus in B.C. Hydro

13 that puts the Northwest Coordinatsd System in a situation

14 ; of surplus, although the West Group is in a situation of

15 deficit. So I would have to say that I cannot, with the

16 data that's been made available to me, confirm in any way

17 the suggestion that Mr. Beighle has made, that the Ncrthwest

18 Pcwcr Pool is in a deficit in tho years under discussion.
<

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Docs this help you out, Mr.

20 Seighlo? No.

21 MR. 3EIGHLE: It really docsn't.

22 Is Mr. Lazar suggesting that 3.C. Hydro's

resources are not included on Exhibit 211723

<- 24 MR LA".AR: I'm suggesting that the informa-

|

25| tion available to me would draw a line in in a different

- ,

'
.)
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h clace than tihere you have drawn a lina in,mpb10 -

d
n
;i ER. GEIGULE: Well; 13 ac not trus that ;

I,. O -

"3 Exhibit 211 incladas 3.C. Hydro?D

4 MR. LAZAR: I have no way of knowing thother
,

e t
-i

the line that you have drawn in en Exhibit 211 includes any3 >

6 particular system.
.

7 That has been addsd by Pugeb. I cannot confirm

8 it with the informaticn available to me. It is different

9 from what I have been told by pocple in the utilities industry.

10 But I don't have the information --

11 11R. BEIGliLE: Why don't I ack Mr. Kni ht andti

12 get this on tha raccrd.
!

13 REDIRECT ET32INATICM

14 BY MR. BEIGELE:

15 Q Mr. Knight, referring to Exhibit 211 and the

16 firn energy resource line that you plotted on that exhibit,

17 do the firm energy resources that you plotted for the

18 Northwest Power Pool include the resources of the total
i

t

19 Northwest Power Pool, including the British Columbia resources?
/

'

20 A Yes, it does.

21 Q Could you refer to Exhibit 202, and where in

22 tnat exhibit would we find that information?

23 A Yes-

24 It's in page 74, 78 and 82.

25 Q Those are page references to Exhibit 202?

... ) !*
,

a
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1 !' A Yes.mpbl1
t

',.$
2! Q Scv are there cenparable p ge referance.s to

1

2 the Morthwest Fcwcr Fcol whera it cy.clud.2 tha Canadian

4 syctem?
.

5 A Yes, there are.

6 0 Are those pages 84, 86 and following?
?

7 A Yes, that is correct.

8 Q So am I corrcct, the line that you have plotted,

9 the firm energy resources that you have plotted on 211

10 includes the resources in British Columbia of B.C. Hydro?

11 A Yes, it does.

12 MR. BEIGHLE: I have no further redirect.

13 CHAIRMMI DEAIE: Fine.

14 Well, I think now everybody has had his turn

15 axcept the Board.

16 MR. LINENBERGER: Well, Exhibit 211 is taking

17 on a slightly different character here, so I have to be sure

18 that I understand a couple of things about it.'

\
19 EXMi! NATION BY THE BOARD

20 BY HR. LINENBERGER:
.

21 Q Mr. Knight, do you have Exhibit 211 in frcnt of

22 you?

23 A Yes, I do.

25 0 Explain to ne what is diffarent about the

25 , makeup between the line labeled Firm Energy Losd and the line

!

I - . . , .

i.-
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i

mphl2 1| labeled Generation and Fira Trancfors.
,

t71 In other words, rA the lah-"v - ce of thc;
|o

i
i

: f figure I ma naking what'c the diflarence, wh2t goca into the
t

af category making up the botten curve versus the things that
* '

5 :, make up the tcp curve?

6 A Okay.
Y

7 The firm energy load is the ancunt of load, |

8 ' average lead annually in gigauatt hours.

9 The top line iG the peaking capacity of the

10 resources. That represents their capability generally on a

11 one hour basia.,

F

12 For exampic, the additional units at Grand Coulee

13 i cannot creata any additicnal energy whatscever relative to
i

14 what the existing units can do. But they can narrow the use

15 of the energy, so for one hour or two hours they can produce

16 a larger quantity. But on an annual average they cannot

17 produce any more energy.

18 Q Nell, I understand your example abcut Coulee.
<

19 But generation and firm transfers you say refers to?

20 A Capacity.
&

21 Q Capscity.

22 A Yes.

23 Not energy capability.

24 ! Q Understcod. Capacity.
1

MR. TECMSEN: E::cuse me, that would be the_u.
|
,

/

: '
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mpbl3 I left-hand scale. Dcas that help you, Mr. Linanberger?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes.
i

3 MR. THOM3EN: You read that line against the

4i left-hand scale.
(

5 MR. Ln1ENBERGER: I'm ascu:aing you do because

6
7 the resources and capacity mean the same thing.

7 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

8 MR. THOMSEU: And the right-hand scale is the

9 hours, then, at the time.

10 MR. LEIENBERGER: Right.

11 THE WITNESS: Only the lower line uses the

12 right-hand scale.

13 MR. LINENBERGER: That was my assumption.

14 THE WIT 11ESS: The two upper lines use the

15 left-hand scale.

16 MR. THOMSEN: The line you added uses the

;7 right-hand scale.

18 THE WITNESS: Yes.

19 MR. THOMSEN: So it's the lower two lines --

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, the one that I added.
A

21 MR. THOMSEN: Right.

22| MR. LINENBERGER: Yes.

23 BY MR. LINENBERGER:

24 Q Well, pardon me for belaboring this, but I

25 look at the upper line and the second-frem-upper line, which
w

j { .1^c e

[ ,) / J "I
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mpbl4 1 is labeled Firm Peak - No, I'n sorry. I understand my

h 2 problem neu. Thank you, i

3i CH.u?X w DEALE: All right.
!

^ j- Mr. Falight, thank you, thcak ycu very much.
,

i t
t

5 You may be excused.

6 (The witness excused.)
,

s

7 CHAIP2Gdi DEALE: That concludes the testimony

8 for tcday principally because we've rur cut of time.

9 We've already considered the housekeeping

10 chorcs, looking toward the next hes:ing scacion beginning

11 the last week of next month, namely August. And I see no one - -

12 MR. THOMSEN: Wo should offer 211 and 212 into e.)

13 i evidence.

14 We would offer them in evidence at this time.

15 I wasn't sure we'd done that.

16 CHAIRMAN DEALE: All ri(3ht.

17 MR. THOMSEN: It's these two that Mr. Knight

18 has been working with.
'
,

19 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Oh, yes. All right.

20 This relates to the material which Mr. Knight
,

21 had --

22 MR. THOMSEN: Yes, sir.

23 CHAIRMAN DEALE: Are there any objections?

24 , MR. STACHON: Can I just got a reference frca
i

23 which part of Exhibit 202 212 was taken?

: i3 2' j U


